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I. INTRODUCTION AND QUALIFICATIONS

3

Q.

Please state your name,title and employer.

4

A.

Woolf: My name is Tim Woolf. 1 am a Vice President at Synapse Energy Economics,
located at 485 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139.

5
6

A.

7

Whited: My name is Melissa Whited. I am a Senior Associate at Synapse Energy
Economics,located at 485 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139.

8

Q.

Please describe Synapse Energy Economics.

9

A.

Synapse Energy Economics is a research and consulting firm specializing in electricity

10

and gas industry regulation, planning and analysis. Our work covers a range ofissues,

11

including economic and technical assessments of demand-side and supply-side energy

12

resources; energy efficiency policies and programs; integrated resource planning;

13

electricity market modeling and assessment; renewable resource technologies and

14

policies; and climate change strategies. Synapse works for a wide range ofclients,

15

including state attorneys general, offices of consumer advocates,trade associations,

16

public utility commissions, environmental advocates, the U.S. Environmental Protection

17

Agency(EPA),U.S. Department ofEnergy(DOE), U.S. Department of Justice, the

18

Federal Trade Commission and the National Association of Regulatory Utility

19

Commissioners. Synapse has over 25 professional staff with extensive experience in the

20

electricity industry.

3
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Q.

Please summarize your professional and educational experience.

2

A.

Woolf: Before joining Synapse Energy Economics,I was a commissioner at the

3

Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities(DPU)for four years. In that capacity, I

4

was responsible for overseeing a substantial expansion of clean energy policies, including

5

significantly increased ratepayer-funded energy efficiency programs; an update ofthe

6

DPU energy efficiency guidelines; the implementation of decoupled rates for electric and

7

gas companies; the promulgation of net metering regulations; review and approval of

8

smart grid pilot programs; and review and approval oflong-term contracts for renewable

9

power. I was also responsible for overseeing a variety of other dockets before the

10

Department, including several electric and gas utility rate cases.

11

Prior to being a commissioner at the Massachusetts DPU,I was employed as the Vice

12

President at Synapse Energy Economics; a Manager at Tellus Institute; the Research

13

Director at the Association for the Conservation ofEnergy; a Staff Economist at the

14

Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities; and a Policy Analyst at the Massachusetts

15

Executive Office ofEnergy Resources.

16

I hold a Masters in Business Administration from Boston University, a Diploma in

17

Economics from the London School ofEconomics, a BS in Mechanical Engineering and

18

a BA in English from Tufts University. My resume, attached as Exhibit 1, presents

19

additional details of my professional and educational experience.

20

A.

Whited: I have six years ofexperience in economic research and consulting. At

21

Synapse, I have worked extensively on issues related to utility regulatory models, rate

22

design, policies to address distributed energy resources, and market power. My recent

4
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publications and presentations include a report and webinar on the impacts offixed

2

charges, a presentation on utility performance incentive mechanisms to the National

3

Governor's Association Learning Lab on New Utility Business Models, a presentation to

4

the Utah Net Energy Metering Workgroup on rate design options to address net energy

5

metering, and a report on benefit-cost analysis for distributed energy resources filed in

6

New York's Reforming the Energy Vision proceeding. I have assisted in developing

7

testimony or comments in decoupling proceedings in Hawaii, Maine, and Nevada, and

8

have analyzed rate design issues pertaining to distributed energy resources for

9

proceedings in New York, Utah, Nevada, Wisconsin, Hawaii, and Maryland.

10

I hold a Master of Arts in Agricultural and Applied Economics and a Master of Science

11

in Environment and Resources, both from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Prior to

12

rejoining Synapse,I published in the Journal of Regional Analysis and Policy regarding

13

the economic impacts of water transfers, analyzed state water efficiency policies while at

14

the Wisconsin Public Service Commission, and conducted econometric analyses of

15

energy efficiency cost-effectiveness. I also testified before the Wisconsin Senate

16

Committee on Clean Energy regarding the economic impacts of clean transportation

17

options and presented to the Wisconsin Public Service Commission regarding the state's

18

electricity demand response programs and potential. My resume is attached as Exhibit 2.

19

Q.

On whose behalf are you testifying in this case?

20

A.

We are testifying on behalf ofthe Energy Freedom Coalition of America, LLC

21

("EFCA"), a for-profit LLC. EFCA represents a variety of companies that provide goods

22

and services relating to distributed energy resources, including solar and battery storage.

23

Current EFCA participants include Silevo, Inc., SolarCity Corporation,ZEP Solar, LLC
5
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1

and NRG Energy, Inc., some of whom have centers of operation and employees who live

2

and work in Massachusetts, including in its Gateway cities.

3

Q.

Why is EFCA intervening in this docket?

4

A.

EFCA participants employ a number offormer utility grid engineers and economists

5

who offer an informed and unique perspective on how proposed agency actions may

6

impact the distributed energy resources markets in which they engage. In particular,

7

EFCA members possess strong interests in insuring that regulatory proceedings regarding

8

rate design and distribution planning utilize the integration ofdistributed energy

9

resources(DERs)and technologies, which help provide system benefits and reduce utility

10

costs overtime. These goals coincide with the Commonwealth's interests in showing

11

leadership in the storage market, which the Commonwealth recently called a"game

12

changer that can play a part in solving our energy challenges."1 With the Department of

13

Energy Resources' $10 million Energy Storage Initiative, 2 the Commonwealth is

14

"position[ingl itselfto grab a disproportionate share ofthe economic opportunities arising

15

out ofthe fast growing global markets for storage technology." As the Governor himself

16

recently noted:"The Commonwealth's plans for energy storage will allow the state to

See DOER Commissioner Judith Judson, December 8. 2015, Presentation to ACEEE Intelligent Efficiency
Conference, available at
littes://www.2,006c.com/tirl?sa=t&rct=j&cy=kesrc.--'s&source=web&cd —2&ved-.0a111.11‹:lEwii 7CPosi-LA11\V Kez
4.1-(1-11-1-ACOYOFty.A NI A E8rArl-,littp%3 A11/02F%2Faceee.ore.i.OF sites%2Fdefiiiilt°../Cfliles°/02FpriC>1-12Fconferene
es9712 ie%2F2015%2FT uesda0/i)25201)1ena/N-Jucison-IE 1512.8. 15._pcla usa—A FCYA:1N F7ij6YFUORN/10x w2Q 7.-0/D31)()1,:evtl&si,22-1-F-r4.)(111,4x7Yv.0)1: Blif541-w, Slide
11.
Storage Initiative is described at hitp
itiat ive-announced.h tml.

2 The Energy

\-vvv.inass.g.ovieeafpr-2t15/10-ini 1 1 ion-eilmv-storaae-
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move toward establishing a mature local market for these technologies that will, in turn,

2

benefit ratepayers and the local economy."

3

Q.

What is the purpose of your testimony?

4

A.

The purpose of our testimony is to address National Grid's (the Company)proposed rate

5

design, and its implications for the development of distributed generation and storage

6

technologies in Massachusetts. Our testimony discusses the Company's proposal to

7

establish tiered customer charges for residential and small commercial and industrial

8

customers, to establish demand ratchets for medium and large commercial and industrial

9

customers, and to eliminate the time-of-use energy rate for large commercial and

10

industrial customers. Greenlink is providing testimony on behalfofEFCA regarding the

11

Company's proposed Access Fee for stand-alone generators.

12

2. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

13

Q.

Please summarize your overarching conclusions.

14

A.

The Company is proposing some dramatic modifications to rate design that are

15

inconsistent with the Department's goals and precedents on these issues, without

16

sufficient justification for doing so. The Company's proposal will not improve customer

17

equity as claimed, will hinder the development of distributed generation and storage

18

technologies, will harm low-usage and low-income customers more than others, and

19

could ultimately increase electricity costs for all customers over the long-run.

7
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Q.

proposals for residential and small commercial and industrial customers.

2
3

Please summarize your specific conclusions regarding the Company's rate design

A.

Our conclusions regarding the Company's tiered customer charges for residential and

4

small customers are as follows:

5

1. The tiered customer charges conflict with the Department's goal of customer fairness.

6

• The Company's proposal to use the highest month ofconsumption to set the

7

tiered customer charges does not represent demand costs any better than the

8

current rate design.

9

• The tiered customer charges are regressive, as they disproportionately impact

10

low- and moderate- usage customers, who tend to be low-income customers.

11

• The Company has not demonstrated that distributed generation customers are not

12

paying their "fair share" of the distribution costs. Such a demonstration requires a

13

complete assessment of both the costs and the benefits of distributed generation.

14

2. The tiered customer charges conflict with the Department's long-standing, clearly-

15

articulated goals of efficiency and the promotion of efficient price signals.

16

• Higher fixed charges send customers the signal that their energy usage matters

17

less, which diminishes customer incentives to reduce energy consumption.

18

• Efficient price signals should reflect the long-run marginal costs of operating the

19

electricity system, where all costs are essentially variable. This requires that fixed

20

customer costs should remain low, and only reflect the costs associated with

21

incremental costs of serving the customer.

8
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1

• The Company's tiered customer charges fix a customer's maximum customer

2

charge for a period of 12 months. This discourages customers from reducing

3

energy consumption during those 11 non-peak months.
• Price signals can only be efficient ifthe customer has the ability to respond in an

4
5

efficient fashion. However,it will be very difficult, if not impossible, for

6

residential and small commercial customers to understand, monitor, and respond

7

to the tiered customer charges.
3. The tiered customer charges conflict with the Department's goal of continuity, as the

8

Company's proposal would increase residential customer charges by up to 400

9

percent, and small commercial customer charges by up to 200 percent.

10

4. The tiered customer charges conflict with the Department's goal of simplicity,

11
12

because they would not be confusing to many customers, and customers will not

13

have the information they need to respond to the customer charges.

14

5. The tiered customer charges conflict with the Department's grid modernization goals,

15

which encourage the distribution companies to enable customers to optimize their

16

consumption patterns through energy efficiency, distributed generation, and other

17

demand resources.

18

Q.

proposals for medium and large commercial and industrial customers.

19
20

Please summarize your primary conclusions regarding the Company's rate design

A.

21

Our conclusions regarding the Company's rate design proposals for medium and large
commercial and industrial customers are as follows:

9
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1

1. The proposed demand ratchets have nearly the same effect on customers as increased

2

fixed customer charges, and therefore conflict with the Department's goals of

3

efficiency and efficient price signals.

4

2. The proposed demand ratchets significantly reduce customer incentives to install

5

storage and other demand resources, and therefore conflict with the Department's

6

goals of efficiency and efficient price signals.
3. The proposal to eliminate the on-peak time-of-use energy charge and replace it with a

7
8

higher on-peak demand charge for G-3 customers provides customers with no

9

incentive to reduce load during off-peak hours, and could also lead to the creation of

10

new peaks during off-peak hours, therefore conflicting with the Department's goals of

11

efficiency and efficient price signals.
4. The Company's proposal to increase the G-3 customers' demand charge by 79

12

percent conflicts with the Department's goals ofcontinuity.

13
14

Q.

Please summarize your recommendations.

15

A.

We offer the following recommendations:

16

1. The Department should reject the Company's proposal for tiered customer charges

17

for R-1, R-2, and G-1 classes. Further, the Department should not increase the current

18

customer charges for these customers by any more than the percentage increases that

19

are applied to the energy charges for these classes to attain the class revenue

20

requirements allowed by the Department in this docket.

10
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1

2. The Department should reject the Company's proposal to introduce ratchets for any

2

customers, whether through the tiered customer charge for small customers, or

3

through a demand ratchet for G-2 and G-3 customers.
3. The Department should reject the Company's proposal to increase the demand related

4

charges for G-3 customers.

5

4. The Department should refrain from entertaining proposals to significantly modify

6
7

current rate designs absent resolution ofon-going developments from the

8

Department's prior orders regarding time-varying rates and advanced metering

9

infrastructure.

10

5. The Department should articulate that if the Company wishes to make significant

11

modifications to rate design practices on the grounds of customer equity and cost-

12

shifting from distributed generation customers, it must first conduct a thorough

13

quantitative analysis of any cost shifting, which should include all relevant costs and

14

benefits of distributed generation resources.

15

3. NATIONAL GRID'S RATE DESIGN PROPOSAL

16

Residential and Small Commercial Rate Design

17

Q.

commercial classes?

18
19

What rate design changes does National Grid propose for the residential and small

A.

National Grid has proposed a two-phased approach to adjusting rates for the residential

20

and small commercial classes. In Phase I,the Company proposes to eliminate the upper

21

block for the energy charge and increase the residential customer charge by 38 percent.

11
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In Phase II, National Grid proposes to introduce tiered customer charges that increase the

2

residential customer charge up to 400 percent, and increase the small commercial

3

customer charge up to 200 percent. These increases are shown in the table below.

4

Table I. Proposed Increase in Customer Charges

Proposed
Customer
Charges

R-1/
R-2/ E

Phase I
Phase II - Tier 1
Phase II - Tier 2
Phase II - Tier 3
Phase II - Tier 4
Phase I
Phase II - Tier 1

G-1

Phase II - Tier 2
Phase II - Tier 3
Phase II - Tier 4

% Increase Over
Current Charge

$5.50
$6.00
$9.00
$15.00
$20.00
$10.00
$10.00
$11.00
$15.00
$30.00

38%
50%
125%
275%
400%
0%
0%
10%
50%
200%

5

Q.

Please explain how the Company proposes to assign customers to a tier?

6

A.

The Company proposes that residential and small commercial customers be assigned to a

7

tier based on a customer's highest month of usage in a 12-month period. That is, the

8

customer charge will be assessed based on the total energy used in the month in which

9

the customer's highest billed usage occurs. The Company proposes to set the tiers as

10

follows:3

3

Direct Testimony ofPricing Panel, Exhibit NG-PP-1, page 65 of 89.
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Usage Range

R-1/R-2/E

6-1

Proposed Customer
Charges

0 - 250 kWh
251 - 600 kWh
601 - 1,200 kWh

$6.00
$9.00
$15.00
$20.00

> 1,200 kWh
0-75 kWh
76 - 500 kWh
501 - 2000 kWh

$10.00
$11.00
$15.00

> 2,000 kWh

$30.00

1
2

For example,if a residential customer typically consumes 400 kWh per month but uses

3

601 kWh in one month, the customer will automatically move into Tier 3, which has a

4

customer charge of$15.00 per month, as opposed to $9.00 a month,ifthe customer

5

remained in Tier 2.

6

Q.

How will a customer move into a lower tier?

7

A.

A customer will move into a lower tier only after 11 consecutive months of

8

demonstrating usage below the tier threshold.4 In effect, the tiered customer charge acts

9

as a "ratchet," where a customer can automatically move into a higher tier, but must wait

10

a year before moving into a lower tier. The Company is also expressly proposing a

11

demand ratchet for G-2 and G-3 customers, as discussed below.

12

Q.

customer-related costs?

13
14

Is the dramatic increase in customer charges due to commensurate increases in

A.

No. The increase in the customer charge is due to the Company redefining the purpose of
the customer charge.

15

4

Nat'l Grid, Resp. to Information Req. AG-12-6, Feb. 4,2016.
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1

Q.

Please explain what you mean by "redefining the purpose of the customer charge."

2

A.

The customer charge has historically been intended to recover customer-related costs. The

3

Company now proposes to use the customer charge to recover a portion ofdemand-

4

related costs as well.5

5

Q.

customer charges?

6
7

What is the Company's rationale for recovering demand-related costs through tiered

A.

The Company asserts that its primary rationale for its proposed rate design is to improve

8

equity among customers by implementing rates that better reflect cost causation.

9

Specifically, the Company argues that its rate design will move toward rates that are "fair

10

and equitable across all customers and are designed to reflect the actual relative cost to

11

serve each customer, both those with and without DG."6

12

In addition to fairness and equity, the Company refers to the goals of cost recovery and

13

efficiency, stating that it seeks to balance the objectives of"appropriately recovering the

14

cost to operate, maintain and invest in the distribution system, and encouraging customers

15

to become more efficient in their total electricity usage."7

16

The Company's proposed rate design fails to accomplish any ofthese goals, as discussed

17

below.

5
6
7

Prefiled Testimony ofthe Pricing Panel, page 33, line 3.
Id, page 23.
Id, page 45.
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Medium and Large Commercial and Industrial Rate Design

1
Q.

2

What rate design changes does National Grid propose for the G-2 and G-3 customer
classes?

3
A.

4

The Company proposes to recover more of G-2 and G-3 customers' revenue requirement
through customer charges and demand charges, which will employ a "ratchet."

5

Rate Element

G-2

G-3

Customer Charge
Demand Charge

Current

Proposed

Change

$16.56
$6.00

$25.00

51%

$8.50
$0.00323

42%

Energy Charge

$0.00078

Customer Charge
Demand Charge - Peak
Demand Charge — Off-Peak

$200.00
$3.92
$0.00
$0.00753
$0.00000

Energy Charge - Peak
Energy Charge — Off-Peak

$223.00
$7.00
$0.00
$0.00000
$0.00000

314%
12%
79%
0%
N/A
0%

6
7

Q:

3 customers.

8
9

Please explain National Grid's justification for eliminating the energy charge for G-

A:

The Company proposes to eliminate the on-peak energy charge and recover all base

10

distribution costs through the customer and demand charge in order to provide customers

11

with better price signals to shift demand and flatten their load curves.

12

Q.

Please describe how the demand ratchet would operate.

13

A.

Instead of assessing customers a demand charge based on their highest demand during

14

the month, the demand charge would be based on the higher ofthe customer's demand

15

(in kW or 90 percent ofthe metered kVa)during the month, or 75 percent ofthe highest

16

demand during the prior 11 months(as defined previously). Thus,if a customer's demand
15
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1

briefly increased due,for example,to an equipment failure, a new peak could be set that

2

would determine the customer's demand charge for that month and the next 11 months.

3

Q.

What is the Company's rationale for implementing a demand ratchet?

4

A.

The Company argues that a demand ratchet will better reflect cost causation, as

5

"assessing demand charges based upon each customer's maximum demand during the

6

year will better reflect that customer's contribution to the aggregate, or coincident,

7

demand, and will result in a recovery ofcosts that is more commensurate with cost

8

causation."8 However, this argument is flawed, as we describe below.

9

4. RATE DESIGN GOALS

10

Q.

What are the Department's rate structure goals?

11

A.

In its order issued in National Grid's most recent rate case, the Department articulated the

12

following rate structure goals: efficiency, simplicity, continuity ofrates, fairness between

13

rate classes, and corporate earnings stability.9

14

Q.

15
16

Are the Department's goals consistent with rate design goals used elsewhere in the
electricity industry?

A.

In general, yes. The Department's goals are consistent with the principles put forth by

17

Professor Bonbright,1° which most states draw from in designing rates. These principles

18

are reproduced in Exhibit 3.

9

Id, page 56 of89
Massachusetts DPU, Order in Petition ofMassachusetts Electric Company and Nantucket Electric Company,
pursuant to G. L. c. 164,§94, and 220 C.M.R.§5.00 et seq.,for a General Increase in Electric Rates and
Approval ofa Revenue Decoupling Mechanism, D.P.U. 09-39, November 30,2009["DPU 09-39"], p. 401.
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1

Q.

Please elaborate on the goal of efficiency.

2

A.

The goal of efficiency can best be achieved by providing customers with efficient price

3

signals. Efficient prices will encourage customers to optimize their electricity

4

consumption patterns through conservation or demand resources, such as energy

5

efficiency, demand response, distributed generation, electricity storage, and more.

6

Sending efficient price signals has always been a very important goal, and it is becoming

7

increasingly important as customers are being provided with increasing opportunities to

8

optimize their consumption through demand resources.

9

Q.

How is the goal of efficiency defined?

10

A.

In its last National Grid rate case order, the Department noted that:
•

11

"[T]he design of distribution rates should be aligned with important state,

12

regional, and national goals to promote the most efficient use of society's

13

resources and to lower customers' bills through increased end-use efficiency."11

14

• Efficiency means that "rate structures provide strong signals to consumers to

15

decrease excess energy consumption in consideration of price and non-price

16

social, resource and environmental factors." 12

17

In addition, Professor Bonbright's principle of"discouraging wasteful use of service"

18

addresses the heart of the principle of efficiency.

11) James Bonbright,Principles ofPublic Utility Rates, Columbia University Press, 1961,page 291.
11 DPU 09-39, pp. 423-424.
12 DPU 09-39, pp. 401-402.
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1

Q,

What is the best way to send efficient price signals?

2

A.

Price signals will be efficient if they reflect the long-run marginal costs of operating the

3

electricity system. Customers who are made fully aware oflong-run marginal costs

4

through their electricity prices will be able to make decisions regarding their on-going

5

electricity consumption that will help to minimize the long-run system costs. When long-

6

run system costs are minimized in this way, all customers benefit.

7

Q.

The Company argues that, once constructed, distribution system costs are fixed.13

8

How does this relate to the concept of setting rates based on long-run marginal

9

costs?

10

The terminology for fixed costs and variable costs is frequently confused, because the

11

types of costs that are used for determining revenue requirements are different than the

12

types ofcosts used for designing rates.

13

- Revenue requirements should be based on historical costs because this will

14

ensure that the utility recovers the costs that it has already incurred. Historical

15

costs are defined as either variable (e.g., fuel costs) or fixed (e.g., capital costs of

16

distribution facilities), and these definitions are used to allocate costs based on

17

cost causation.

13

Prefiled Testimony ofthe Pricing Panel, page 33.
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1

-Rate design should be based on future costs, because these are the costs that are

2

relevant for sending efficient price signals to customers: customers should

3

receive price signals that encourage them to minimize future costs. For this

4

purpose,future costs should be defined as entirely variable.

5

Professor Bonbright provides a lengthy discussion ofthe importance of sending price

6

signals based on future long-run marginal costs. He concludes this discussion with the

7

following summary:

8
9
10
11

..[Ails setting a general basis of minimum public utility rates and ofrate
relationships, the more significant marginal or incremental costs are those ofa
relatively long-run variety----of a variety which treats even capital costs or
"capacity costs" as variable costs.14

12

In other words, for the purpose ofsending efficient price signals in rate design, in the

13

long-run all costs — including the costs ofthe distribution system — should be considered

14

variable and avoidable.

15

Q.

Please explain what this means for setting distribution system rates.

16

A.

A utility's revenue requirement should be sufficient to recover its historical costs, as this

17

is necessary to ensure that the utility recovers its costs plus the opportunity to earn a fair

18

return. However, a utility's rate designs should be based on future costs, as this will allow

19

customers to control their consumption in a way that minimizes those costs.

20

Thus, while a class's revenue requirement should be designed to recover historical costs,

21

rates should be set to send a clear price signal that reflects the long-run marginal costs

22

associated with increased usage of the system. For example, greater usage of the system

14

James Bonbright(1961),Principles ofPublic Utility Rates, Columbia University Press, page 336.
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1

will cause the utility to invest in additional capacity, and may cause equipment to wear

2

out faster. Ifcustomers are provided with variable rates that reflect these costs, they can

3

choose to reduce their usage ofthe system to avoid these costs. In contrast, if revenues

4

are recovered through fixed charges or demand ratchets, customers are sent an inaccurate

5

price signal that their usage does not affect distribution system costs.

6

Q.

Please elaborate on the goal of fairness.

7

A.

The Department explains that fairness means that"no class of customers should pay more

8

than the costs ofserving that class."15 This is essentially the same as Professor

9

Bonbright's principle of"equitable apportionment of costs among customers."

10

Professor Bonbright offers an additional principle that rate designs should avoid "undue

11

discrimination" in rate relationships.16 This means that customers who receive

12

comparable types of services should be provided comparable rate designs and pay

13

comparable bills.17

14

Q.

and equity?

15
16

Do demand resources introduce a new dimension to the concept of customer fairness

A.

Yes. Historically, customers have primarily imposed costs on the utility system, and rates

17

have been designed to properly recover those costs. However, demand resources

18

introduce a new dimension to customer equity considerations because demand resources

15

DPU 09-39, p. 402.
James Bonbright(1961),Principles ofPublic Utility Rates, Columbia University Press„ page 291.
17 Bonbright notes that there are many forms of discrimination in rate relationships(some of which are "due,"
while others are "undue," and that it is impossible to avoid them all. One definition of discrimination offered by
Bonbright is the economic definition, which holds "that the practice ofexacting different charges for different
classes ofservice rendered at the same marginal costs constitutes discrimination, and... that failure to impose
higher charges for services rendered at markedly higher marginal costs is also discriminatory."Id, page 374.

16
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1

create system benefits as well as costs. These benefits include avoided distribution costs,

2

avoided transmission costs, reduced costs of capacity purchases from the New England

3

wholesale electricity markets, and the suppression of prices in the New England

4

wholesale electricity markets.

5

Q.

6

What benefits are provided by customers that install DG or other demand resources?

7

A.

Experience demonstrates that customers who install distributed generation or other

8

demand resources, such as storage, provide benefits to the utility system in terms of

9

avoided distribution costs, avoided transmission costs, reduced costs of capacity, and the

10

suppression of prices in the wholesale electricity markets.l8 These reduced costs then

11

translate into lower revenue requirements for distribution utilities and lower costs of

12

generation for all customers. These benefits provided by DG could be significant.19

13

Benefits specific to National Grid's distribution system may include the ability to defer

14

distribution system upgrades, particularly on feeders that are approaching the need for upgrades,

15

potential reliability and power quality improvements, as well as reduced stress on equipment

16

(e.g., transformer overheating) during system peaks. For example,the Company's distribution

17

circuits tend to experience peak loads during summer afternoons, particularly during the hours of

18

See, for example, SolarCity(2016)A Pathway to the Distributed Grid, available at
Iltip:/;ww \-v.solarcilv.conifsites/defaultill les/So larCity
htited_ Grid-02 I 0 I 6.pd 11 and attached hereto as
Exh
19 See,for example,two recent studies on the Value of Solar in New England: Acadia Center(2015) Value of
Distributed Generation: Solar PV in Massachusetts, available at http://aeadiacenter.oralclocument/value-ofsolar-massachusettsi; and Norris, B.,P. Gruenhagen, Grace,P. Yuen, R. Perez, and K. Rabago(2014)Maine
Distributed Solar Valuation Study. Prepared for the Maine Public Utilities Commission. Available at
wp-comeutltu
I 5/03:1141)UCV%IftleolSolark's_port.ixlf.
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1

1 pm through 5 pm.2° These summer afternoon hours correspond reasonably well to solar output,

2

particularly west-facing systems, and may allow the Company to defer or avoid distribution

3

capacity upgrades, benefitting all customers through reduced revenue requirements.

4

Figure 1. Hour of Annual Peak for National Grid Circuits
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5
6

To determine whether customers employing demand resources are paying their "fair

7

share of distribution system costs, one cannot look at the reductions in the customer's

8

bill alone. One must also consider the system benefits provided by that customer.

20

Based on data for 328 circuits for the years 2012-2015, provided in response to VS-02-012. 97 percent of these
peak hours were during the months of June through September.
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Q.

1

But the Company asserts that distributed generation resources will result in cost-

2

shifting to non-DG customers. How do the benefits of distributed generation

3

resources affect any cost-shifting that might occur?

4

A.

The Company has claimed several times in this docket that DG customers will shift costs

5

to non-DG customers, and that this will be an inequitable outcome. In fact, this is the

6

primary rationale that the Company provides for its proposed tiered customer charges.2I

7

However,this view does not account for the fact that the benefits of distributed

8

generation will off-set cost-shifting.

9

Q.

Please explain how the benefits of distributed generation will offset cost-shifting.

10

A.

As a customer's self supply of electricity reduces his or her need for electricity from the

11

grid ,cost-effective distributed generation can appear to result in cost-shifting because of

12

the "lost revenues" the Company would have collected from customers if not for the

13

reduced sales resulting from the distributed generation. When lost revenues are recovered

14

from all customers, they create upward pressure on rates (all else being equal), which

15

results in an apparent "shifting" of the recovery of historical costs from the DG customers

16

to the other customers.(For this reason, I prefer to use the term "revenue-shifting,"

17

because it is more accurate than the term cost-shifting.)

21

The Company claims that, under the current rate design,"DG customers may contribute significantly less to
support the distribution system as a result oftheir reduced kWh usage, thereby shifting the recovery of
distribution system costs to all non-DG customers." Pricing Panel prefiled testimony, page 28. Further, the
Company states that its rate design proposals are intended "to ensure that customers who reduce kWh
consumption either through implementation ofDG or energy efficiency will pay their fair share ofthe
Company's distribution system." Pricing Panel, page 64.

23
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1

However,the system benefits ofdemand resources will have the countervailing effect of

2

putting downward pressure on electricity rates by reducing the costs to all customers of

3

distribution, transmission, and purchases from wholesale electricity markets. These

4

benefits will reduce or eliminate any revenue-shifting that might occur as a result of

5

distributed generation, and could even lower distribution rates for all rate payers in the

6

long term.

7

Q.

addressed in rate design?

8
9

How do you recommend that concerns about cost-shifting, or revenue-shifting, be

A.

In order to promote customer equity and fairness, it is essential to fully understand

10

whether any revenue-shifting is occurring, and to use analyses that account for both the

11

costs and benefits created by customers. To completely ignore the benefits provided by

12

certain customers would skew the determination of what is fair, and would discriminate

13

against those customers who provide benefits to the system. It would also create

14

disincentives for customers to provide those benefits in the first place—depriving all

15

customers ofthose benefits.

16

Q.

17

Q.

Please elaborate on the goal of simplicity.

18

A.

The Department notes that simplicity means that the rate structure is "easily understood

19

by customers." Professor Bonbright includes simplicity in combination with the related

20

attributes of"understandability, public acceptability and feasibility of application."

21

It is important to note that the goal of simplicity is closely linked to the goal of efficiency

22

and efficient price signals. The rate design must be simple and clear enough to enable a
24
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1

customer to optimize his or her energy consumption patterns. If, for example, a utility

2

wishes to encourage a customer to reduce his or her contribution to peak demand on the

3

system, then the rate design must be simple and understandable enough to encourage

4

modified behavior at the time ofsystem peak demand.

5

In addition, simplicity may need to be defined differently for different types of

6

customers. For example,large industrial customers, with high energy costs and in-house

7

energy managers, will be able to understand and respond to more complex prices signals

8

than small commercial, residential, and low-income customers.

9

Q.

Please elaborate on the goal of rate continuity.

10

A.

The Department notes that rate continuity means that"changes to rate structure should be

11

gradual to allow customers to adjust their consumption patterns in response to a change in

12

structure."22 Professor Bonbright defines this goal as the "stability ofthe rates

13

themselves, with a minimum of unexpected changes seriously adverse to existing

14

customers."23

15

Q.

Please elaborate on the goal of corporate earnings stability.

16

A.

The Department notes that earnings stability means that "the amount a company earns

17

from its rates should not vary significantly over a period of one or two years."24 Professor

18

Bonbright offers two related principles: that rate design should achieve:(a)effectiveness

22
23
24

DPU 09-39, p. 402.
James Bonbright(1961),Principles ofPublic Utility Rates, Columbia University Press, page 291.
DPU 09-39, p. 402.
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1

in yielding total revenue requirements under the fair-return standard; and(b)revenue

2

stability from year to year.25

3

It is important to recognize that this principle is not at issue in this case, as the practice of

4

decoupling (a)has significantly improved revenue stability for the Company, and

5

(b)ensures that the Company will recover its allowed revenue requirements regardless of

6

which rate design proposal is adopted.

7

5. CUSTOMER EQUITY AND TIERED CUSTOMER CHARGES
The Proposed Proxy for Demand is no Better than an Energy Rate

8
9

Q.

10
11

Please explain how the tiered customer charge is intended to achieve the Company's
rate design objectives.

A.

The Company's preferred rate structure for residential and small commercial customers

12

would consist ofa combination of a fixed customer charge and a demand charge.

13

However, until advanced metering is in place, it does not have the capability of assessing

14

a demand charge based on kW demand, and has instead developed a tiered customer

15

charge based on a customer's highest month of energy usage as a "reasonable proxy" for

16

a demand charge.26

25
26

James Bonbright(1961),Principles ofPublic Utility Rates, Columbia University Press„ page 291.
Nat'l Grid, Resp. to Information Req. EFCA-1-1, Feb. 9,2016, and DPU-32-32, Mar. 7,2016.
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1

Q.

Why does the Company wish to implement a demand charge?

2

A.

The Company states that its distribution system "is sized and constructed to

3

accommodate the maximum demand that occurs during periods of greatest demand...."27

4

For this reason, the Company seeks to design rates that account for a customer's

5

maximum demand on the system.

6

Q.

Will the Company's proposal improve customer equity?

7

A.

No. The Company's proposal will not result in more equitable rates because it does not
more accurately reflect cost causation for two reasons:

8

• First, neither a customer's highest month of usage nor maximum hourly usage

9
10

reflect the coincidence between customer demand and distribution system peaks.

H

• Second, the Company has not demonstrated that the tiered customer charge based

12

on a customer's highest month of energy use is a better indicator of a customer's

13

maximum demand than current volumetric rates based on energy usage. In fact,

14

the Company's own data indicates that a customer's highest month of usage is a

15

worse indicator of a customer's maximum demand on the system than average

16

energy usage.

27 Prefiled

Testimony ofPricing Panel, Exhibit NG-PP-1, Page 33 of 89, lines 12-14.
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1

Q.

Is it true that a customer's maximum demand during any one time period is
indicative of the costs imposed on the system by that customer?

2
3

A.

No. Many small customers typically share distribution system equipment,28 and thus

4

diversity of load must be accounted for. As the Company explains,"Because an

5

individual customer's peak usage typically does not occur at the exact same time as their

6

neighbors," the Company designs its system to recognize this diversity "from the design

7

ofthe distribution transformer level up to the design ofthe size ofthe primary conductor

8

(or feeder) serving the distribution transformer, and also from the feeder to the local

9

substation transformer."29 Thus, a customer's individual peak demand will ordinarily not
put the greatest strain on the system.

10
11

Q.

Is it therefore important to account for the timing of a customer's demand?

12

A.

Yes. As the Company explains,"Encouraging customers to shift load from high use, peak

13

periods into off-peak periods through demand management results in a better utilization

14

ofthe existing distribution system and other elements ofthe electric system by reducing

15

the number of hours that the distribution system has to serve peak loads. ... Better

16

utilization ofthe system also reduces the need to build additional system capacity to meet

17

peak loads, as these peak loads occur for only as few as 20 hours to as many as a few

18

hundred hours per year. Given the high fixed costs in the industry, reducing capacity

19

requirements may ultimately result in reduced distribution system investment for capacity

states that 8 to 10 small customers(100 amp service) can be served by a single 25 kVa transformer,
and a typical 15 kV class feeder may serve up to 3,000 customers or more. See Nat'l Grid Resp. to Information
Req. DPU-9-13, Jan. 22, 2016.
29 Id.
28 The Company
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1

reasons, and, ultimately, a lower future cost to be recovered from customers than would

2

otherwise be incurred."3°

3

Q.

Do tiered customer charges account for the timing of a customer's demand on the
system?

4
5

A.

No. The tiered customer charges are based on the highest month ofenergy usage over a

6

12-month period,31 and do not reflect a customer's actual peak demand or the timing of

7

that demand.

8

Q.

system than average energy usage?

9
10

Does a customer's highest month of energy usage better reflect demand on the

A.

No. In fact, for residential customers,the proposed proxy for a customer's maximum

11

demand (highest month of usage)is a slightly worse indicator than average monthly

12

usage. That is, the correlation between average energy usage and a residential customer's

13

maximum demand is greater than between a customer's highest month of usage and

14

maximum demand.

15

Q.

demand?

16
17

Have you analyzed any data regarding highest month of usage and customer

A.

Yes. In Exhibit NG-PP-10,the Company provided a graph showing the correlation

18

between a customer's highest month of usage and that same customer's maximum

19

demand. A perfect correlation between the two variables would result in a coefficient of

Testimony ofPricing Panel,Exhibit NG-PP-1,Page 30, lines 9-2L
31 /d,Page 33, lines 4-6.

3° Prefiled
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1

determination(R2)of 1.0. 32 According to the Company's analysis, the relationship

2

between a customer's highest month of usage and a customer's maximum demand

3

exhibits a coefficient of determination(R2)of0.6093. We have reproduced this graph

4

below.33

5

Figure 2. Relationship between Customers Highest Month of Usage and Maximum Demand
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7

Using the same underlying data set, we also graphed the relationship between a

8

customer's average monthly usage and the customer's maximum hourly load. The result

9

was very similar to the Company's, with a slightly higher correlation between average

32 The R2 statistic represents how much ofthe underlying data variability is explained

by the model. In this case, the
R2 statistic can be interpreted as how good ofan indicator a customer's monthly maximum usage is for a
customer's maximum hourly demand.
33
For clarity, this graph uses slightly different axis titles than those originally used by the Company.
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1

energy usage and maximum demand. This is shown in the graph below, with a coefficient

2

of determination(R2)of0.6267.

3

Figure 3. Relationship between Customers' Average Energy Usage and Maximum Demand
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5

Q.

Please explain the significance of this analysis for residential rate design.

6

A.

The analysis above shows that the correlation between customers' average energy usage

7

and maximum demand is greater than the correlation between a customers' highest month

8

of usage and maximum demand. This in turn means that the current rate design (which is

9

based on energy usage) more accurately accounts for a customer's maximum demand

10

than the Company's proposal.

3
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1

Q.

Did you also analyze data for the G-1 class?

2

A.

Yes. The results for the G-1 class indicate that the Company's approach (the highest

3

month of usage)is only a slightly better indicator than average usage. However, this

4

result is not sufficient to justify a dramatic departure from rate design goals and practices,

5

for all ofthe other reasons discussed in our testimony.

6

Q.

represent an improvement over the current inclining block energy charge?

7
8

Has the Company demonstrated that its proposed tiered customer charge would

A.

No. The Company proposes to eliminate the inclining block energy rate, asserting that "it
provides an inaccurate price signal that increased usage results in increased cost...."34 In

9
10

addition, the Company claims that the inclining block rate has been ineffective in

11

reducing energy usage.35

12

However,the Company's tiered customer charge is also based on a customer's energy

13

usage, thereby failing to improve accuracy ofthe price signal. Further, the Company has

14

not provided any evidence that its rate design would be more effective than the inclining

15

block rate. In fact, the Company's proposed tiered customer charges are likely to be more

16

controversial and confusing for average residential customers who will not understand

17

the connection between demand and their highest month of usage, nor the reasons why

18

the customer charge has a ratchet feature.

34 Prefiled Testimony of the Pricing Panel, page 50, line 15
35/d., lines 11 -12.
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2

Q.

What do you conclude from your analysis?

A.

Significant rate design changes should only be implemented ifthere is a significant

3

improvement in customer equity or other rate design goals. We conclude that the

4

Company's rate design does not represent an improvement in terms ofcustomer equity.

5

Our analysis demonstrates that a customer's highest month of usage is not a better

6

indicator of a customer's demand on the system than average energy usage. Therefore

7

there is no reason to implement the Company's drastic rate design changes.

8

Tiered Customer Charges Create New Rate Inequities

9

Q.

on different types of customers?

10
11

Have you analyzed the impact of the Company's proposed tiered customer charges

A.

Yes. Using the same data set as was used in the previous section, we estimated the

12

percent change in each residential customer's monthly bill in the sample (including

13

supply, transmission, and other charges.) We controlled for the increase in overall

14

revenue requirement in order to isolate the impact of the rate design by itself. The graph

15

below shows the change in each customer's monthly bill on the vertical axis, and the

16

customer's average monthly usage(kWh)on the horizontal axis.

17

Because customers' monthly usage varies during the year, customers with the same

18

average usage could have different levels of usage in their highest usage months, and

19

would therefore fall into different customer charge tiers. For this reason,the points on the

20

graph form four discrete lines that represent the effect ofthe different customer charge

21

tiers; the left-most line includes customers in the lowest tier, and the right-most line

22

includes customers in the highest tier.
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Figure 4. Bill Impacts by Customer Average Usage Level
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3

Q.

What were the results of your analysis?

4

A.

In addition to failing to improve customer equity, the Company's proposed tiered rate

5

structure will have at least two detrimental impacts on customer equity:

6

1)Similar customers will experience large differences in their bills, depending upon

7

whether their peak month of usage falls just above or below a tier boundary.

8

2)Under the Company's proposal, low-income customers would likely be hit hardest by

9

any bill increases.

10

Q.

Please explain why similar customers would experience dissimilar bills.

11

A.

An artifact ofthe tiered customer charge structure is that it may produce widely differing

12

impacts on customers due to an increase of 1 kWh in peak month usage, depending on

13

whether the additional kilowatt-hour moves the customer across a boundary between two

14

tiers.

34
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1

For example, consider two neighboring residential customers who have similar end-uses

2

and load profiles, each with average energy use of300 kWh per month. If Customer

3

Smith consumed a maximum of600kWh in one month, while Customer Jones consumed

4

a maximum of599 kWh,then the distribution portion of Smith's average monthly bill

5

would be 33% higher than the distribution portion of Jones' average monthly bill. And

6

this difference would persist for the next 12 months. Such significant variation violates

7

the goal offairness.

8

Q.

Please explain why low-income customers would be hit hardest.

9

A.

As illustrated by Figure 4,low- and moderate- usage customers are likely to bear a

10

disproportionate amount of the bill increases, while customers consuming more than

11

1,200 kWh would experience reduced bills. While we do not have data on the individual

12

customers that would sustain the highest bill increases, we know that in general, low

13

income customers have the lowest electricity usage, according to the Energy Information

14

Administration. The graph below presents the average electricity usage for each income

15

group and shows that average usage increases tends to increase as household income

16

rises.

17
18
19
20
21

Figure
5. Electricity
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Source: EIA's Residential Energy Consumption Survey, 2009, Massachusetts data

3

Because the Company's rate design proposal will concentrate bill increases on customers

4

with low- or moderate usage, it is very likely that low-income customers will be more

5

harmed by the tiered customer charges than high-income customers, due to low-income

6

customers' propensity to be low-usage customers.

7

The Company Has Failed to Demonstrate a Need for New Rate Designs

8

Q.

You noted that the Company claims that its rate design is intended to reflect the

9

costs to serve each customer,"both those with and without DG." Is it necessary to

10

create a new rate design at this time to address distributed generation customers?

11

A.

No. While the Company claims that DG customers are not contributing their "fair share"

12

ofrevenues, resulting in inequitable cost shifting,36 it is not necessarily true that

13

significant cost shifting is occurring or is likely to occur between DG and non-DG

14

customers. As described in Section 4, when considering the costs created by customers, it

15

is essential to consider "net" costs, which accounts for the benefits created by the

16

customer as well as the costs. To ignore these benefits would skew the considerations of

17

customer equity, and could discriminate against customers who provide those benefits.

36 Id, page 31.
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Q.

1

Please explain the Company's claim regarding cost-shifting between DG and nonDG customers.

2
3

A.

The Company claims that net metering credits create a cross-subsidy because they result

4

in lower revenue than expected, which must then be recovered from other customers.37

5

Thus, even ifthe utility's costs are unchanged, the Company claims that the reduced sales

6

from net metering may impact non-DG customers.

7

Q.

share of distribution costs?

8
9

Do lower bills for DG customers mean that customers with DG do not pay their fair

A.

If one simply looks at a customer's bill before and after he or she installs DG,it appears

10

as though the customer is not paying his or her fair share of costs because the bill is so

11

much lower. However, this is an overly simplistic assessment ofthe impact ofthe

12

distributed generation. An accurate assessment ofthe impact must consider the

13

customer's contribution to system benefits as well as system costs. The system benefits of

14

the distributed generation will certainly reduce, and possibly eliminate,the revenue-

15

shifting that might be created by the reduced customer's bill.

16

Q.

distribution system?

17
18

Should any such analysis consider new costs that DG customers might impose on the

A.

Yes. One should consider all ofthe benefits and all ofthe costs created by a customer
group in order to fully understand the implications of cost-shifting by that group.

19

37

Nat,!Grid Resp. to Information Req.EFCA 1-3, Feb. 12, 2016.
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1

Q.

Has the Company quantified the new distribution system costs imposed by DG?

2

A.

No. The Company states that it "has not conducted its own study of the costs and

3

benefits" associated with distributed generation,38 and provides only one estimate ofDG-

4

related costs not currently recovered through interconnection fees: that of O&M for DG

5

interconnection system modifications. The Company estimates that these costs currently

6

total approximately $2.4 million per year,39 but has not provided any basis for this

7

estimate.

8

Q.

9
10

Even though National Grid has not quantified the costs imposed by DG customers,
has the Company indicated that these costs are likely to be significant?

A.

No. To the contrary, the Company has acknowledged that in the short-term, any

11

investments required to support DG will be "relatively low-cost." Q0 Only as the quantity

12

ofDG on the system grows large does the Company anticipate that "potentially high

13

cost" investments will be necessary.4I

14

Q.

15

Q.

justify adjustments to the rate structure at this time?

16
17

Does the potential for future distribution costs or revenue-shifting among customers

A.

No. First, we reiterate that no adjustments to rates should be made until both the costs and

18

the benefits attributable to DG customers have been quantified and are better understood.

19

Second, as the Company notes in its responses, current penetration levels do not threaten

Nat'l Grid Resp. to Information Req. LI-1-10, Jan. 28,2016.
Resp. to Information Req. EFCA-1-11,Feb. 11, 2016.
4° Nat'l Grid Resp. to Information Req.EFCA 1-9, Feb. 11, 2016.
41 Id.
3a

39 Nat'l Grid
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to impose significant costs on the distribution system. In fact, it is entirely possible that

2

the benefits provided by DG customers outweigh any costs at present. Therefore it would

3

be bad public policy to make such a dramatic modification to rate design for a cost that

4

does not exist now, and might or might not exist sometime in the distant future.

5

Q.

from DG in the future?

6
7

How do you recommend the Department address this question of revenue-shifting

A.

I recommend that the Department make it clear that if an electric utility argues for

8

significant changes to ratemaking policy on the grounds that DG customers create

9

unreasonable inequities and revenue-shifting, then such an argument must be justified

10

with a comprehensive quantitative analysis ofthe likely impacts ofDG on customers.

11

This should be achieved with a long-term rate impact analysis that properly accounts for

12

all the costs and benefits created by DG customers.

13

6. EFFICIENT PRICE SIGNALS AND TIERED CUSTOMER CHARGES

14

Q.

design.

15
16

Please summarize the importance of achieving efficient price signals through rate

A.

As described in more detail in Section 4, efficiency is one ofthe Department's key rate

17

design goals, and is of paramount importance in assessing the Company's rate design

18

proposals in this case. Efficiency can best be achieved by sending efficient price signals

19

to customers, which will enable them to modify their electricity consumption patterns

20

through energy efficiency, demand response, distributed generation, storage, or other

21

means. Efficient price signals, and efficient customer responses to those signals, will lead

39
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to the lowest cost mix ofsupply-side and demand-side resources over the long term,
which will lead to the lowest electricity system costs for all customers.

2
Q.

3

How would National Grid's proposed customers charges for R-1, R-2,E,and G-1
classes affect customer price signals?

4
5

A.

The proposed increase in customer charges of up to 400 percent will send less efficient

6

price signals by making more ofthe customers' bill essentially fixed and unavoidable for

7

an entire year. This sends customers the signal that their usage ofthe system does not

8

affect costs on the system, which is inefficient and contrary to the Department's rate

9

structure goals and precedents, and inconsistent with Professor Bonbright's rate design

10

principles described in Section 4. Inefficient price signals will generally result in higher

11

long-term electricity costs for all customers.

12

Higher fixed charges are widely recognized as reducing incentives for energy efficiency

13

and conservation. A recent report authored by Peter Kind notes that "the policy of

14

adopting monthly fixed-charge increases has several flaws—principally that such

15

increases would remove the price signals needed to encourage energy efficiency and

16

efficient resource deployment."42 This concern about increased fixed charges sending

17

inefficient price signals is one ofthe main reasons why many commissions around the

18

country have rejected significant increases to fixed charges in recent years.43

42

43

Ceres,Pathway to a 2Jst Century Electric Utah); Model, by Peter Kind, November 2015, page 6. Peter Kind is
also the author ofthe influential 2013 EEI Report titled Disruptive Challenges, which encouraged utilities to
seek fixed charges in rate cases. Accordingly, the fact that the author has backed off of his recommendation is
notable. See Exhibit 6.
Synapse Energy Economics,Inc.(2016), Caught in a Fix, prepared for Consumers Union, February 2016, pages
30-34.
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Further, it is critical to recognize that a price signal can only be efficient ifthe target

2

customer has the ability to respond in an efficient fashion.(In this way,the goals of

3

simplicity and efficiency are closely linked, as described in Section 4.) However,it will

4

be very difficult, if not impossible, for customers to understand, monitor, and respond the

5

tiered customer charges, as described in the sections below.

6

Q.

consistent with the Department's energy policy goals?

7
8

Are the price signals created by the Company's proposed tiered customer charges

A.

No. In addition to being inconsistent with the Department's rate structure goals, the

9

inefficient price signals created by the Company's proposals are clearly inconsistent with

10

the Department's long-standing policies and directives to promote energy efficiency and

11

distributed energy resources. For example,in its order investigating the introduction of

12

decoupling, the Department stated that
demand resources represent the single most effective tool we have to mitigate
the increases in and volatility of commodity gas and electricity prices.
Demand resources allow participating host customers to significantly reduce
their own energy bills. They also create downward pressure on wholesale gas
and electric prices by lowering regional demand,thereby helping to lower
energy bills throughout Massachusetts and the region.44

13
14
15
16
17
18

44 Massachusetts Department ofPublic Utilities, Investigation by the Department ofPublic Utilities on its own
Motion into Rate Structures that will Promote Efficient Deployment ofDemand Resources, DPU 07-50-A, July
16,2008, pages 3-4.
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Q.

But the Company offers comprehensive energy efficiency programs to encourage

2

customers to adopt more efficient consumption patterns. Do these programs mean

3

that price signals are not important?

4

A.

No. Efficient customer price signals are a very important complement to the energy

5

efficiency programs that National Grid provides to its customers. First, efficient price

6

signals will make customers more interested in learning about and potentially

7

participating in the Company's energy efficiency programs. Second, more efficient price

8

signals should help the Company to either increase customer participation, reduce the

9

financial incentives needed to promote customer participation, or both. Consequently, the

10

energy efficiency programs will be more effective, less costly, or both. Third, efficient

11

price signals can influence customer behavior with regard to other demand resources,

12

beyond energy efficiency resources, such as distributed generation and storage.

13

7. CONTINUITY AND TIERED CUSTOMER CHARGES

14

Q.

15
16

Does the Company's proposed tiered customer charge comport with the principle of
continuity?

A.

As described above,the Company has proposed to increase the customer charge for the

17

majority of residential customers by between 125 percent and 400 percent from current

18

rates. Similarly, the tiered customer charge would increase the customer charge by up to

42
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1

200 percent for small business customers. Such a massive increase cannot be described as

2

"gradual," and clearly violates the principle ofcontinuity.45

3

Q.

Are there compelling reasons for deviating from the principle of continuity in this
case?

4
5

A.

The Company has offered no compelling reason to impose such a drastic change in the

6

rate structure. Instead, the Company has proposed a proxy for a demand charge that

7

provides no improvement over the current rate structure, while threatening to create or

8

exacerbate other inequities.

9

8. SIMPLICITY AND TIERED CUSTOMER CHARGES

10

Q.

Does the Company's tiered customer charge proposal meet the goal of simplicity?

11

A.

No. National Grid's proposal fails to meet the goal of simplicity and understandability.

12

First, the rationale for the tiered customer charge — as a proxy for measuring a customer's

13

maximum demand — will be difficult for customers to understand. Residential customers

14

do not generally have a good understanding of demand,nor are they likely to understand

15

what their monthly energy usage has to do with their maximum demand.

16

Second, customers do not have experience estimating what tier they are likely to fall into

17

based on highest month of usage over a 12-month period, nor do they have the tools or

18

experience to estimate whether their usage during the month is approaching the point

45

Bonbright describes this principle as follows: "Stability ofthe rates themselves, with a minimum of unexpected
changes seriously adverse to existing customers.(Compare "The best tax is an old tax.")" Bonbright(1961),
Principles ofPublic Utility Rates, p. 291
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where they might be knocked into a higher tier.46 Simplicity should mean that customers

2

are well positioned to adjust their behavior in order to reduce the magnitude oftheir bill.

3

Currently residential customers understand that ifthey want to pay less, they should use

4

less energy. Under the Company's proposal, this becomes much more difficult, as the

5

customer does not know if his or her use right now is likely to impact their tier or not, and

6

has no reasonably easy way to find out.

7

Q.

respond to the tiered customer charges.

8
9

Please explain why it will be very difficult for customers to adjust their behavior to

A. •

In order for customers to respond to the purported price signal ofthe tiered customer

10

charge, they will need to know in which month they will experience their highest energy

11

consumption for any one year. In the absence of advanced metering infrastructure,

12

customers will only be able to look at historical monthly consumption levels to guess

13

when the highest energy month will occur. Customers could easily guess incorrectly, as

14

any one customer's highest energy month can change due to a variety offactors

15

including: variable weather conditions, vacation schedules, changes to household

16

members, major electricity end-use changes, building renovations, and more. Ifa

17

customer guesses wrong, and undertakes initiatives to reduce energy consumption in the

46

Not only do residential and small commercial customers not have the ability to easily monitor their usage during
the month,the Company's metering system does not allow it to monitor these customers' usage and alert them
when their usage is approaching a new tier. As noted in response to LI-2-12,"customers will not know,in real
time, how close their actual monthly usage is to a tier boundary. Therefore, it will be important that customers
are conscious of their energy consumption every single day, particularly during high use months, and work to
keep consumption as low as possible in order to mitigate the chances of moving into a higher tier." Regarding
the capability ofthe Company to notify customers oftheir usage, the Company states that it could develop the
capability to notify customers "as they enter a month or series of months when their historical maximum usage
was experienced," but "this notification to customers would not occur in real time, but would occur before
customers enter a month or series of months in which they have historically experienced their maximum usage
during the year. The Company has not calculated the cost to develop this capability."
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1

month that is not the highest energy month, then those initiatives will not help the

2

customer reduce his or her customer charge.

3

To make matters worse, customers will not know which month will be their highest

4

energy month until after the month is over Under current metering and billing practices,

5

customers are only informed oftheir monthly consumption levels until they receive their

6

bills several weeks after the end ofthe month. Therefore, customers will not know for

7

sure which month is the highest energy month until after the month has passed. By that

8

point in time,there is no longer an opportunity to reduce their consumption for that

9

month. In fact, some customers might not know which month will be their highest energy

10

month until the end ofthe year.

11

Finally, if there are a few engaged and knowledgeable customers who are fortunate

12

enough to guess the correct month for curtailing their electricity usage in any one year,

13

then the following year the highest energy month might very well be a different month.

14

This can hardly be described as an efficient price signal.

15

9. DEMAND RATCHETS FOR MEDIUM AND LARGE C&I CUSTOMERS

16

Demand Ratchets Have Nearly the Same Effect as Increased Fixed Charges

17
18

Q.

charge?

19
20

What is the price signal that the Company wishes to send through the demand

A.

21

As noted previously, the Company states that the demand charge is intended to encourage
customers "to shift load from high use, peak periods into off-peak periods" to improve
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1

utilization ofthe distribution system and "reduce the number of hours that the distribution

2

system has to serve peak loads:47

3
4

Q.

Will a demand ratchet provide an efficient price signal?

5

A.

No. In order to provide an efficient price signal, rates should be set to encourage

6

customers to use the system more efficiently. Unfortunately and shift load from peak to

7

off-peak periods. The Company's proposal to implement a demand ratchet fails to

8

accomplish this goal for several reasons. First, the demand ratchet fails to take into

9

account the timing ofa customer's demand and its coincidence with distribution system

10

peaks. Second, the ratchet communicates to customers that a variable charge (the

11

demand charge)is practically a fixed charge, since once the ratchet is set, it cannot be

12

reduced for a year.

13
14

Q.

Please explain why the failure to account for the timing of demand is important.

15

A.

As shown previously, peaks on the distribution system tend to occur during summer

16

afternoons. Since the demand ratchet is based on a customer's maximum demand on any

17

day ofthe year,48 it provides little incentive for customers to reduce demand when it

18

matters most—during peak hours. Consider,for example, a customer that sets a

19

maximum demand of 100 kW in the middle of a mild day in April. For the next 11

47
48

Prefiled Testimony ofthe Pricing Panel, page 30 of 89, lines 9-12.
For G-2 customers, the demand ratchet is based on demand during any hour ofany day, while for G-3 customers it
is based on any peak hour ofany day.
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months,the customer would have little incentive to reduce his or her demand below 75

2

kW,even during hot August afternoons when the distribution system might be most

3

stressed. In contrast, a demand charge based on maximum monthly demand49 would

4

encourage the customer to reduce his or her demand as low as possible for the month of

5

August. Thus the current demand charge based on maximum monthly demand provides

6

customers with a more efficient price signal than the Company's behavior.

7

Q.

8
9

You likened the price signal sent by a demand ratchet to that of a fixed charge.
What impact is such a price signal likely to have on customer behavior?

A.

Ratchets act similarly to fixed charges in that, once set, they convey to the customer that

10

their behavior will have no effect on their bill. For this reason, demand ratchets provide

11

little incentive for customers to reduce their demand each month once they have set their

12

highest demand, since demand reductions below 75 percent ofthe highest month's usage

13

will not impact their bill. Because the demand ratchet is fixed for a year, it may also

14

discourage investment in demand reduction technologies.

15
Demand Ratchets Reduce Customer Incentives to Install Storage and Other
Demand Resources

16
17
18

Q.

Will demand ratchets have negative impacts on any particular type of customer?

19

A.

Yes. Demand ratchets tend to disproportionately increase bills for customers that have
invested in demand resources, particularly energy storage technologies.

20

this would be to base the demand charge on maximum monthly demand during peak hours,
for example from 11 am to 8 pm, or whatever hours are shown to be appropriate.

49 An improvement on
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1
2

Q.

What impact is this likely to have on customer behavior?

3

A.

Ratchets provide no incentive for customers to reduce their demand each month once

4

they have set their highest demand, since any demand under the highest month's usage

5

will not impact their bill. This will also discourage investment in demand reduction

6

technologies.

7

Consider,for example,a customer that typically exhibits an hourly load of50 kWh.If

8

this customer sets a peak demand of 100 kW in one month, the customer will have no

9

incentive to reduce their load below 100 kW for the next 11 months ofthe year, other

10

than for any small energy savings. This is likely to result in greater utilization ofthe

11

system by customers, which will put greater strain on distribution system equipment and

12

create a need for capacity upgrades sooner.

13
14

Demand Ratchets Reduce Customer Incentives to Install Storage and Other
Demand Resources

15

Q.

Will demand ratchets have negative impacts on any particular type of customer?

16

A.

Yes. Demand ratchets tend to disproportionately increase bills for customers that have
invested in demand resources, particularly energy storage technologies.

17
18

Q.

19
20

What impact is the demand ratchet likely to have on customer investments in
storage technologies?

A.

The demand ratchet may significantly reduce incentives for customers to install storage

21

technologies. While the impacts ofthe demand ratchet on a customer's bill will vary

22

depending on the customer's overall usage and load profile, the ratchet penalizes
48
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1

customers whose monthly usage varies over the course ofthe year. For example,

2

customers with solar PV and storage are likely to have low demands during the summer

3

months, but higher demands during the winter months. This is due to the solar generation

4

being used to reduce demand during daylight hours, and the storage system being able to

5

charge during the day and reduce demand during the other hours.

6

By basing a demand charge on a customer's maximum annual demand rather than

7

monthly demand,a demand ratchet would charge a customer with solar and storage

8

technology based on their winter demand, and would not recognize that the customer has

9

low demands during the summer when system capacity tends to be most stressed. This is

10

likely to reduce customer investments in storage and reduce the use of existing storage

11

systems.

12

Q.

systems?

13
14

A.

The demand ratchet will also decrease customer incentives to make use oftheir existing
storage systems, since doing so will not help them avoid the demand ratchet most ofthe

15
16

Why would the demand ratchet reduce the use of existing customer storage

•

year. Battery performance degrades as the number of charge/discharge cycles increases.

17

For this reason, battery owners have an incentive to use their batteries only when there is

18

an economic benefit to doing so. If a customer knows that they cannot reduce their

19

demand charge for the month due to the demand ratchet, they will be less likely to use

20

their storage system to reduce demand on the grid.

49
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1

Q.

Can you provide an example?

2

Consider the example customer shown in the chart below, who has a solar array coupled

3

with a storage system.

4

• The gray area shows the customer's maximum monthly demand without solar PV

5

or storage. The customer's demand varies throughout the year but tends to be

6

higher in the winter months, declining in the summer.

7
8
9

• The green area represents the customer's monthly demand with the addition of
solar and storage.
• The dotted line represents the demand charge with the ratchet, which is based on

10

75 percent ofa customer's maximum demand. Otherwise the demand charge is

11

set equal to the customer's maximum monthly demand.

12

• The area below the dotted line and above the green area represents the increased

13

kilowatt demand used to determine the customer's demand charge for the

14

customer with solar PV and storage.

50
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Figure 6. Example Impact of Demand Ratchet
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Prior to the implementation ofthe demand ratchet, a customer's demand charge would be

4

based on their maximum monthly demand.(For a customer without storage, the

5

customer's monthly maximum demand is shown by the height ofthe gray area. For a

6

customer with solar and storage, the monthly maximum is shown in green.) Once the

7

demand ratchet is implemented, however,the customer's demand charge for the month is

8

based on the greater of the customer's monthly demand or 75 percent of the customer's

9

highest annual demand.

10

For the customer with storage, the customer's annual maximum demand is approximately

11

60 kw. Thus in each following month, the customer's demand charge will be based on

12

demand of at least 45 kW (i.e., 75 percent of60 kW). While this will generally result in

13

higher demand charges for customers, it may also have negative impacts on system peak

14

demands. Consider,for example, the month of July. Prior to the implementation ofthe
51
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1

demand ratchet, the customer would have reduced their demand in the month of July

2

from 33 kW(shown in gray)to 10 kW(shown in green), through the use of their storage

3

system. However, with the demand charge ratchet,the customer has no incentive to use

4

their solar output and storage system to reduce demand, potentially leading to 23 kW

5

more demand on the system than had the demand ratchet not been in place.5°

6
7

Q.

Have you performed any analysis to quantify the impacts on storage customers?

8

A.

Yes. Based on load profile data provided by the Company, we examined the impact of

9

the demand ratchet on six different G-2 customers with varying load profiles and

10

maximum demands. To perform this analysis, we first grouped G-2 customers into six

11

bins according to their maximum annual demand, and then from each bin selected a

12

representative customer with complete annual load profile data and varying usage over

13

the year.51 We then estimated the impact ofthe demand ratchet on each customer based

14

on(a)the customer's annual load profile, and (b)the customer's estimated load profile

15

with the addition ofa solar PV array and storage.

installation would continue to reduce the customer's demand during daylight hours, but the customer
would require the battery to reduce demand in other hours. The customer's demand without the use of a battery
could be up to 33 kW,depending on the hour during which such demand occurs.
51 Data provided in Attachment EFCA 1-4-2.
5° The solar
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1

Q.

Please describe the results of your analysis.

2

A.

We found that the demand ratchet's impacts52 on customers without DG or storage

3

tended to be relatively small, on the order of 1 to 2 percent increases in average bills.

4

However,the bill increases on customers with solar and storage were generally much

5

higher than on customers without storage,53 with impacts exceeding five percent in three

6

of the six cases, and reaching 21 percent in one case. More detailed results are provided

7

in Exhibit 4.

8

Q.

Does the Company's rate design represent better alignment with cost causation?

9

A.

No. As discussed above, distribution system circuits tend to experience peak loads during

10

summer afternoon hours. Increased demand during these hours will clearly lead to the

11

need for additional distribution capacity, and therefore price signals should reflect the

12

timing of demand. The Company's proposal does just the opposite — it discourages

13

customers from investing in solar and storage technologies that will help to reduce

14

demand on the distribution system during these hours.

15

Q.

Please elaborate on the benefits of storage to the distribution system.

16

A.

Storage not only allows customers to better manage their bills by reducing demand, but it

17

can also reduce electric system costs for all customers by reducing congestion and stress

18

on the grid. Further, storage can be used to help balance variable energy resources and

We have excluded the impact ofthe Company's proposed rate adjustments from this analysis and focus only on
the impact ofthe proposed demand ratchet structure.
53
The only case in which the customer with storage fared slightly better than a customer without was in the case ofa
customer who experienced their highest annual demand in the summer daytime hours.
52
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1

provide ancillary services and emergency response service in the wholesale markets.54

2

Quite simply, storage offers a host of benefits to both the owner ofthe resource and the

3

grid, and these benefits will become increasingly valuable as the quantity of renewable

4

generation grows.

5

Despite these benefits, the Company's proposed rate design will discourage investments

6

in storage. Further, the demand ratchet provides a perverse incentive to customers that

7

have already invested in storage technologies, as it may encourage customers to not use

8

their storage systems during summer months.

9

Q.

Do you have any other concerns regarding the demand ratchet?

10

A.

Yes. The demand ratchet is highly punitive for storage customers who experience a brief

11

equipment failure, or who must temporarily conduct maintenance. Under such a scenario,

12

a customer with storage could face an entire year of high demand charges due to a brief

13

15-minute spike in demand, despite the fact that a single customer's temporary demand

14

spike would likely have little impact on the distribution system.

15

Q.

make the Commonwealth a national leader in energy storage?

16
17

Is the Company's rate design proposal consistent with Massachusetts' efforts to

A.

No. National Grid's rate design proposals are inconsistent with the Baker
Administration's efforts "to lead the way on clean energy, energy efficiency and the

18

54 See, for example, International

Renewable Energy Agency (2015)Battery Storagefor Renewables: Market Status
and Technology Outlook available at
huip iww r(_na.<u l:)netin..ntDown lot(is./Pu
t sll EN A Battery Si ora;te report..20 1 5.pclf and The
Brattle Group(2014) The Value ofDistributed Electricity Storage in Texas: Proposed Policyfor Enabling GridIntegrated Storage Investments, available at
htip://Www.brittle.cornisysteinflicv\*/pcifs1000 .000/749.1orieina I"The_V alue

i n Texas,pclf
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adoption ofinnovative technologies such as energy storage."55 Further, the demand
2

ratchet in particular is at odds with the Governor's $10 million Energy Storage Initiative,

3

which seeks to analyze opportunities to support Commonwealth storage companies, as

4

well as develop policy options to encourage energy storage deployment.56

5

Q.

What do you conclude from your analysis?

6

A.

We conclude that the demand ratchet fails to provide appropriate price signals,

7

particularly for customers who have invested in distributed energy technologies such as

8

storage. In addition, the Company's proposal would make investments in demand-

9

reducing technologies increasingly risky, as a brief equipment failure could wipe out the
technology's potential cost savings for an entire year.

10
11

Q.

What do you recommend regarding the demand ratchet?

12

A.

We recommend the Commission reject the Company's proposed demand ratchet and

13

instead retain the current demand charge structure.

14

10. GENERAL SERVICE DEMAND CHARGE INCREASES

15

Q.

customers, a charge that is currently based on time-of-use.

16
17

Please explain why the Company is eliminating the energy charge for G-3

A.

The Company claims that eliminating the on-peak energy charge and recovering more
costs through the demand charge will encourage customers to shift demand and flatten

18

55

Governor Charlie Baker's Statement on the Governors'Accordfor a New Energy Future, available at
httriwww.ilovernorsnovenernrful ure.orginewsl.

56

Massachusetts Executive Office ofEnergy and Environmental Affairs, Baker-Polito Administration Announces
$10 Million .Energy Storage Initiative, May 28, 2015, available at htip://wwi illo,NA.oviL,e(r/pr-20I5/1 0-17711Iionive-annoymeedIum1
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their load curves. The Company states that "Energy rates do not provide that incentive.

2

Under energy rates, customers can move energy use from a period of high cost to another

3

with lower costs and create new peaks in the lower cost period."57 The Company further

4

argues that distribution "must serve the peak load whenever it occurs."

5

Q.

6
7

Will the Company's proposal improve incentives for customers to flatten their load
curves?

A.

No. The Company currently only assesses a demand charge during peak hours, and is not

8

proposing to assess a demand charge during off-peak hours. Simply eliminating the on-

9

peak energy charge and replacing it with a higher on-peak demand charge provides no

10

incentive to reduce load during off-peak hours, potentially also leading to the creation of

11

new peaks during off-peak hours. In short, the Company's stated rationale is inconsistent

12

with its proposed rate structure for G-3 customers.

13

Q.

demand charge likely to increase customer efficiency incentives?

14
15

Is the Company's proposal to eliminate the energy charge and increase the G-3

A.

No. A price of$0.00 per kWh sends a very strong price signal that reducing electricity

16

usage is not of value. Further, the Company is not only proposing to eliminate the energy

17

charge, but is also proposing to implement a demand ratchet. As discussed above,the

18

demand ratchet significantly reduces the incentive for customers to reduce demand in

19

non-peak months, as the demand ratchet effectively converts the demand charge to a

20

fixed charge for 11 months out ofthe year. This effect will only be heightened through

57 Nat'l Grid

Resp. to Information Req. DPU-21-4, Feb. 27,2016.
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1

the removal of the energy charge, as reductions in energy usage will not impact the

2

customer's distribution portion oftheir bill in all but one hour. Thus incentives for energy

3

efficiency, storage, or other technologies will be reduced by the Company's rate design.

4

Q:

5

What do you recommend regarding the Company's proposal to eliminate the energy
charge?

6

A:

We recommend that the Department reject the Company's proposed G-3 rate design.

7

11. GRID MODERNIZATION GOALS

8
9

Q.

Please describe the Department's recent activities regarding grid modernization.

10

A.

In 2012 the Department opened a docket to investigate grid modernization in

11

Massachusetts.58 The Department's purpose ofthis investigation was

12
13
14
15
16

to examine our policies and ensure that electric distribution companies adopt
grid modernization technologies and practices to enhance the reliability of
electricity service, reduce costs ofoperating the electric grid, mitigate price
increases and volatility for customers, and empower customers to adopt new
electricity technologies and better manage their use of electricity.59

17

In June 2014, the Department issued an order in that docket requiring each Massachusetts

18

electric distribution company to submit a grid modernization plan."

58

59

60

Synapse Energy Economics, along with Raab Associates, assisted the Department in the Grid Modernization
stakeholder process in this docket.
Massachusetts Department ofPublic Utilities, Investigation by the Department ofPublic Utilities on its own
Motion into Modernization ofthe Electric Grid, DPU 12-76-A, page 1.
Massachusetts Department ofPublic Utilities, Investigation by the Department ofPublic Utilities on its own
Motion into Modernization ofthe Electric Grid, DPU 12-76-B.
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In August 2015 the Company submitted its Grid Modernization Plan to the Department.

2

In that plan the Company claimed that grid modernization can "empower customers to

3

improve their efficient use of energy, enable two-way power flow and increase

4

integration of distributed generation."6I

5

In March 2016 the Department issued a procedural order opening up the investigation

6

into the Company's Grid Modernization Plan.62

7

Q.

Has the Department recently issued other orders related to grid modernization?

8

A.

Yes. As an outcome ofthe grid modernization investigation, the Department opened an

9

investigation into time varying rates. In that docket the Department established a policy

10

framework for implementing time-varying rates, which requires that electric distribution

11

companies offer basic service customers:(1)a default time of use rate with a critical peak

12

price component; and (2)an option to opt out ofthe default rate and choose a flat rate

13

with a peak time rebate component.63

14

Q.

15
16

Are the Company's rate design proposals in this docket consistent with the
Department's grid modernization goals?

A.

No. As described above,the rate design proposals for R-1, R-2, G-1, G-2, and G-3 will

17

not send efficient price signals to customers, will discourage customers from adopting

18

energy efficiency and distributed generation, and will therefore undermine the

61 National Grid, Grid Modernization Plan,
Testimony ofPeter Zschokke, August 19,2015, page 7.
Massachusetts Department ofPublic Utilities, Notice ofFiling, Public Hearing, and Procedural Conference,
DPU 15-120, March 8,2016,
61
Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, Order Adopting Policy Framework For Time Varying Rates, DPU
14-04-C, November 5,2014, page 2.

62

58
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Department's grid modernization goals. In fact, the Company's rate design proposals are

2

inconsistent with its own grid modernization goals (cited above), for the same reasons.

3

Q.

Department's time-varying rates policy framework?

4
5

Are the Company's proposed tiered customer charges consistent with the

A.

No. They directly conflict with the Department's time-varying rates policy framework. If

6

the Company were to established tiered customer charges as a result ofthis docket, and

7

then implement time-varying rates for basic service in the near- to mid-term future, then

8

the rate designs for R-1, R-2 and G-1 classes would certainly violate the Department's

9

goal of simplicity. Few of these customers, if any, would have the interest, the

10

information, or the technologies to optimize their electricity consumption in response to

11

both basic service time-varying rates and tiered customer charges.

12

The combined impact oftiered customer charges and time-varying rates would also

13

violate the Department's goal of continuity. These two changes have the potential to

14

result in significant rate increases that would be unjustified by corresponding increases in

15

costs.

16

It would be much more appropriate for the Company to maintain its current rate designs,

17

and investigate alternative rate designs at a later date in the context of grid modernization

18

and time-varying rate decisions and goals. This would allow for a more holistic approach

19

to grid modernization,time-varying rates, and rate design, and would help ensure that

20

new rate designs meet all ofthe Department key goals.
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12. RECOMMENDATIONS

2

Q.

Please summarize your recommendations.

3

A.

We offer the following recommendations:

4

• The Department should reject the Company's proposal for tiered customer

5

charges for R-1, R-2, and G-1 classes. Further, the Department should not

6

increase the current customer charges for these customers by any more than the

7

percentage increases that are applied to the energy charges for these classes to

8

attain the class revenue requirements allowed by the Department in this docket.
• The Department should reject the Company's proposal to introduce a demand

9

ratchet for G-2 and G-3 customers.

10

• The Department should reject the Company's proposal to increase the demand

11

related charges for G-3 customers.

12

• The Department should refrain from entertaining proposals to significantly

13
14

modify current rate designs absent resolution of the Department's prior orders

15

regarding time-varying rates.

16

• The Department should articulate that if the Company wishes to make significant

17

modifications to rate design practices on the grounds of customer equity and cost-

18

shifting from distributed generation customers, it must first conduct a thorough

19

quantitative analysis ofany cost shifting, which should include all relevant costs

20

Q.

21

A.

Does this conclude your direct testimony?

Yes, it does.
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NECPUC's Limited Supply-Side Proposal." Presentation at the NEPOOL Markets Committee Meeting,
November 2009.
Woolf, T. 2009."Demand Response in the New England Wholesale Energy Market: How Much Should
We Pay for Demand Resources?" Presentation at the New England Electricity Restructuring Roundtable,
October 2009.
Woolf, T. 2008. "Promoting Demand Resources in Massachusetts: A Regulator's Perspective."
Presentation at the Energy Bar Association, Northeast Chapter Meeting, June 2008.
Woolf, T. 2008."Turbo-Charging Energy Efficiency in Massachusetts: A DPU Perspective." Presentation
at the New England Electricity Restructuring Roundtable, April 2008.
Woolf T. 2002."A Renewable Portfolio Standard for New Brunswick" Presentation to the New
Brunswick Market Design Committee, January 10, 2002.
Woolf, T. 2001."Potential for Wind and Renewable Resource Development in the Midwest."
Presentation at WINDPOWER 2001 in Washington DC,June 7, 2001.
Woolf T. 1999."Challenges Faced by Clean Generation Resources Under Electricity Restructuring."
Presentation at the Symposium on the Changing Electric System in Florida and What it Means for the
Environment in Tallahassee, FL, November 1999.
Woolf, T. 2000."Generation Information Systems to Support Renewable Portfolio Standards, Generation
Performance Standards and Environmental Disclosure." Presentation at the Massachusetts
Restructuring Roundtable on behalf of the Union of Concerned Scientists, March 2000.
Woolf, T. 1998."New England Tracking System Project: An Electricity Tracking System to Support a Wide
Range of Restructuring-Related Policies." Presentation at the Ninth Annual Energy Services Conference
and Exposition in Orlando, FL, December 1998.
Woolf, T. 2000."Comments of the Citizens Action Coalition of Indiana." Presentation at Workshop on
Alternatives to Traditional Generation Resources, June 2000.
Woolf, T. 1996."Overview of IRP and Introduction to Electricity Industry Restructuring." Training session
provided to the staff of the Delaware Public Service Commission, April 1996.
Woolf, T. 1995."Competition and Regulation in the UK Electric Industry." Presentation at the Illinois
Commerce Commission's workshop on Restructuring the Electric Industry, August 1995.
Woolf, T. 1995."Competition and Regulation in the UK Electric Industry." Presentation at the British
Columbia Utilities Commission Electricity Market Review, February 1995.
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TESTIMONY
Maine Public Utilities Commission (Docket No.2015-00175): Direct testimony on Efficiency Maine
Trust's petition for approval of the Triennial Plan for Fiscal Years 2017-2019. On behalf of the Natural
Resources Council of Maine and the Conservation Law Foundation. February 17, 2016.
Nevada Public Utilities Commission (Docket Nos. 15-07041 and 15-07042): Direct testimony on NV
Energy's application for approval of a cost of service study and net metering tariffs. On behalf of The
Alliance for Solar Choice. October 27, 2015.
New Jersey Board of Public Utilities(Docket No. ER14030250): Direct testimony on Rockland Electric
Company's petition for investments in advanced metering infrastructure. On behalf of the New Jersey
Division of Rate Counsel. September 4, 2015.
Utah Public Service Commission (Docket No.14-035-114): Direct, rebuttal, and surrebuttal testimony
on the benefit-cost framework for net energy metering. On behalf of Utah Clean Energy, the Alliance for
Solar Choice, and Sierra Club. July 30, 2015,September 9, 2015, and September 29, 2015.
Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board (Matter No. M06733): Direct testimony on EfficiencyOne's 20162018 demand-side management plan. On behalf of the Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board. June 2,
2015.
Missouri Public Service Commission (Case No. ER-2014-0370): Direct and surrebuttal testimony on the
topic of Kansas City Power and Light's rate design proposal. On behalf of Sierra Club. April 16, 2015 and
June 5, 2015.
Missouri Public Service Commission (File No. EO-2015-0055): Rebuttal and surrebuttal testimony on the
topic of Ameren Missouri's 2016-2018 Energy Efficiency Plan. On behalf of Sierra Club. March 20, 2015
and April 27, 2015.
Florida Public Service Commission (Dockets No. 130199-El et al.): Direct testimony on the topic of
setting goals for increasing the efficiency of energy consumption and increasing the development of
demand-side renewable energy systems. On behalf of the Sierra Club. May 19,2014.
Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities(Docket No. DPU 14-_): Testimony regarding the cost of
compliance with the Global Warming Solution Act. On behalf of the Massachusetts Department of
Energy Resources and the Department of Environmental Protection. May 16, 2014.
Kentucky Public Service Commission (Case No. 2014-00003): Direct testimony regarding Louisville Gas
and Electric Company and Kentucky Utilities Company's proposed 2015-2018 demand-side management
and energy efficiency program plan. On behalf of Wallace McMullen and the Sierra Club. April 14, 2014.
Maine Public Utilities Commission (Docket No.2013-168): Direct and surrebuttal testimony regarding
policy issues raised by Central Maine Power's 2014 Alternative Rate Plan, including recovery of capital
costs, a Revenue Index Mechanism proposal, and decoupling. On behalf of the Maine Public Advocate
Office. December 12, 2013 and March 21, 2014.
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Colorado Public Utilities Commission (Docket No. 13A-0686EG): Answer and surrebuttal testimony
regarding Public Service Company of Colorado's proposed energy savings goals. On behalf of the Sierra
Club. October 16, 2013 and January 21, 2014.
Kentucky Public Service Commission (Case No.2012-00578): Direct testimony regarding Kentucky
Power Company's economic analysis of the Mitchell Generating Station purchase. On behalf of the
Sierra Ciub. April 1, 2013.
Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board (Matter No. M04819): Direct testimony regarding Efficiency Nova
Scotia Corporation's Electricity Demand Side Management Plan for 2013 — 2015. On behalf of the
Counsel to Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board. May 22, 2012.
Missouri Office of Public Counsel(Docket No. E0-2011-0271): Rebuttal testimony regarding iRP rule
compliance. On behalf of the Missouri Office of the Public Counsel. October 28, 2011.
Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board (Matter No. M03669): Direct testimony regarding Efficiency Nova
Scotia Corporation's Electricity Demand Side Management Plan for 2012. On behalf of the Counsel to
Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board. April 8, 2011.
Rhode Island Public Utilities Commission (Docket No. 3790): Direct testimony regarding National Grid's
Gas Energy Efficiency Programs. On behalf of the Division of Public Utilities and Carriers. April 2, 2007.
North Carolina Utilities Commission (Docket E-100, Sub 110): Filed comments with Anna Sommer
regarding the Potential for Energy Efficiency Resources to Meet the Demand for Electricity in North
Carolina. Synapse Energy Economics on behalf of the Southern Alliance for Clean Energy. February 2007.
Rhode Island Public Utilities Commission (Docket No. 3765): Direct and Surrebuttal testimony
regarding National Grid's Renewable Energy Standard Procurement Plan. On behalf of the Division of
Public Utilities and Carriers. January 17, 2007 and February 20, 2007.
Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (Docket Nos.CN-05-619 and TR-05-1275): Direct testimony
regarding the potential for energy efficiency as an alternative to the proposed Big Stone 11 coal project.
On behalf of the Minnesota Center for Environmental Advocacy, Fresh Energy, lzaak Walton League of
America, Wind on the Wires and the Union of Concerned Scientists. November 29, 2006.
Rhode Island Public Utilities Commission (Docket No. 3779): Oral testimony regarding the settlement of
Narragansett Electric Company's 2007 Demand-Side Management Programs. On behalf of the Division
of Public Utilities and Carriers. November 24, 2006.
Nevada Public Utilities Commission (Docket Nos.06-04002 & 06-04005): Direct testimony regarding
Nevada Power Company's and Sierra Pacific Power Company's Renewable Portfolio Standard Annual
Report. On behalf of the Nevada Bureau of Consumer Protection. October 26, 2006
Nevada Public Utilities Commission (Docket No.06-06051): Direct testimony regarding Nevada Power
Company's Demand-Side Management Plan in the 2006 Integrated Resource Plan. On behalf of the
Nevada Bureau of Consumer Protection. September 13, 2006.
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Nevada Public Utilities Commission (Docket Nos. 06-03038 & 06-04018): Direct testimony regarding
the Nevada Power Company's and Sierra Pacific Power Company's Demand-Side Management Plans. On
behalf of the Nevada Bureau of Consumer Protection. June 20, 2006.
Nevada Public Utilities Commission (Docket No.05-10021): Direct testimony regarding the Sierra
Pacific Power Company's Gas Demand-Side Management Plan. On behalf of the Nevada Bureau of
Consumer Protection. February 22, 2006.
South Dakota Public Utilities Commission (Docket No. E104-016): Direct testimony regarding the
avoided costs of the Java Wind Project. On behalf of the South Dakota Public Utilities Commission Staff.
February 18, 2005.
Rhode island Public Utilities Commission (Docket No.3635): Oral testimony regarding the settlement of
Narragansett Electric Company's 2005 Demand-Side Management Programs. On behalf of the Division
of Public Utilities and Carriers. November 29, 2004.
British Columbia Utilities Commission. Direct testimony regarding the Power Smart programs contained
in BC Hydro's Revenue Requirement Application 2004/05 and 2005/06. On behalf of the Sierra Club of
Canada, BC Chapter. April 20, 2004.
Maryland Public Utilities Commission (Case No.8973): Oral testimony regarding proposals for the PJM
Generation Attributes Tracking System. On behalf of the Maryland Office of People's Counsel. December
3, 2003.
Rhode Island Public Utilities Commission (Docket No. 3463): Oral testimony regarding the settlement of
Narragansett Electric Company's 2004 Demand-Side Management Programs. On behalf of the Division
of Public Utilities and Carriers. November 21,2003.
California Public Utilities Commission (Rulemaking 01-10-024): Direct testimony regarding the market
price benchmark for the California renewable portfolio standard. On behalf of the Union of Concerned
Scientists. April 1, 2003.
Quebec Regie de l'energie (Docket R-3473-01): Direct testimony with Philp Raphais regarding HydroQuebec's Energy Efficiency Plan: 2003-2006. On behalf of Regroupment national des Conseils regionaux
de l'environnement du Quebec. February 5,2003.
Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control(Docket No.01-1.0-10): Direct testimony regarding the
United Illuminating Company's service quality performance standards in their performance-based
ratemaking mechanism. On behalf of the Connecticut Office of Consumer Counsel. April 2, 2002.
Nevada Public Utilities Commission (Docket No.01-701.6): Direct testimony regarding the Nevada
Power Company's Demand-Side Management Plan. On behalf of the Bureau of Consumer Protection,
Office of the Attorney General. September 26,2001.
United States Department of Energy(Docket Number-EE-RM-500): Comments with Bruce Biewald,
Daniel Allen, David White, and Lucy Johnston of Synapse Energy Economics regarding the Department of
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Energy's proposed rules for efficiency standards for central air conditioners and heat pumps. On behalf
of the Appliance Standards Awareness Project. December 2000.
US Department of Energy(Docket EE-RM-500): Oral testimony at a public hearing on marginal price
assumptions for assessing new appliance efficiency standards. On behalf of the Appliance Standards
Awareness Project. November 2000.
Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control(Docket No.99-09-03 Phase II): Direct testimony
regarding Connecticut Natural Gas Company's proposed performance-based ratemaking mechanism. On
behalf of the Connecticut Office of Consumer Counsel. September 25, 2000.
Mississippi Public Service Commission (Docket No.96-UA-389): Oral testimony regarding generation
pricing and performance-based ratemaking. On behalf of the Mississippi Attorney General. February 16,
2000.
Delaware Public Service Commission (Docket No. 99-328): Direct testimony regarding maintaining
electric system reliability. On behalf of Delaware Public Service Commission Staff. February 2, 2000.
Delaware Public Service Commission (Docket No.99-328): Filed expert report ("Investigation into the
July 1999 Outages and General Service Reliability of Delmarva Power & Light Company,"jointly authored
with J. Duncan Glover and Alexander Kusko). Synapse Energy Economics and Exponent Failure Analysis
Associates on behalf the Delaware Public Service Commission Staff. February 1, 2000.
New Hampshire Public Service Commission (Docket No. 99-099 Phase 11): Oral testimony regarding
standard offer services. On behalf of the Campaign for Ratepayers Rights. January 14, 2000.
West Virginia Public Service Commission (Case No.98-0452-E-GI): Rebuttal testimony regarding codes
of conduct. On behalf of the West Virginia Consumer Advocate Division. July 15, 1999.
West Virginia Public Service Commission (Case No.98-0452-E-GI): Direct testimony regarding codes of
conduct and other measures to protect consumers in a restructured electricity industry. On behalf of the
West Virginia Consumer Advocate Division. June 15, 1999.
Public Service Commission of West Virginia (Case No.98-0452-E-GI ): Filed expert report("Measures to
Ensure Fair Competition and Protect Consumers in a Restructured Electricity Industry in West Virginia,"
jointly authored with Jean Ann Ramey and Theo MacGregor) in the matter of the General Investigation
to determine whether West Virginia should adopt a plan for open access to the electric power supply
market and for the development of a deregulation plan. Synapse Energy Economics and MacGregor
Energy Consultancy on behalf of the West Virginia Consumer Advocate Division. June 1999.
Massachusetts Department of Telecommunications and Energy(DPU/DTE 97-111): Direct testimony
regarding Commonwealth Electric Company's energy efficiency plan, and the role of municipal
aggregators in delivering demand-side management programs. On behalf of Cape and Islands SelfReliance Corporation. January 1998.
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Delaware Public Service Commission (DPSC 97-58): Direct testimony regarding Delmarva Power and
Light's request to merge with Atlantic City Electric. On behalf of Delaware Public Service Commission
Staff. May 1997.
Delaware Public Service Commission(DM 95-172): Oral testimony regarding Delmarva's integrated
resource plan and DSM programs. On behalf of the Delaware Public Service Commission Staff. May
1996.
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (5A-S31EG): Direct testimony regarding the impact of proposed
merger on DSM, renewable resources and low-income DSM. On behalf of the Colorado Office of Energy
Conservation. April 1996.
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (31-199EG): Direct testimony regarding the impacts of increased
competition on DSM, and recommendations for how to provide utilities with incentives to implement
DSM. On behalf of the Colorado Office of Energy Conservation. June 1995.
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (511-071E): Oral testimony on the Commission's integrated
resource planning rules. On behalf of the Colorado Office of Energy Conservation. July 1995.
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (31-098E): Direct testimony on the Public Service Company of
Colorado's DSM programs and integrated resource plans. On behalf of the Colorado Office of Energy
Conservation. April 1994.
Delaware Public Service Commission (Docket No. 96-83): Filed comments regarding the Investigation of
Restructuring the Electricity Industry in Delaware (Tellus Institute Study No.96-99). On behalf of the
Staff of the Delaware Public Service Commission. November 1996.
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (Docket No.96Q-313E): Filed comments in response to the
Questionnaire on Electricity industry Restructuring (Tellus Institute Study No. 96-130-A3). On behalf of
the Colorado Governor's Office of Energy Conservation. October 1996.
State of Vermont Public Service Board (Docket No.5854): Filed expert report(Tellus Institute Study No.
95-308) regarding the Investigation into the Restructuring of the Electric Utility Industry in Vermont. On
behalf of the Vermont Department of Public Service. March 1996.
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Docket No. 1-00940032): Filed comments (Tellus Institute
Study No. 95-260)regarding an Investigation into Electric Power Competition. On behalf of The
Pennsylvania Office of Consumer Advocate. November 1995.
New Jersey Board of Public Utilities (Docket No. EX94120585Y): Initial and reply comments ("Achieving
Efficiency and Equity in the Electricity Industry Through Unbundling and Customer Choice," Tellus
Institute Study No. 95-029-A3) regarding an investigation into the future structure of the electric power
industry. On behalf of the New Jersey Division of Ratepayer Advocate. September 1995.
Resume dated January 2016
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Synapse
IIII Energy Economics.inc.

Melissa Whited,Senior Associate
Synapse Energy Economics 1485 Massachusetts Avenue, Suite 2 I Cambridge, MA 02139 617-453-7024
mwhited@synapse-energy.com

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Synapse Energy Economics, Cambridge MA.Senior Associate, 2015 present, Associate, 2012 — 2015
Conduct research, author reports, and assist in preparation of expert testimony. Consult on issues
related to energy efficiency, demand response, renewable resources, water use and conservation,
regional economic impacts, cost-benefit analysis, integrated resource planning, utility ratemaking, and
market power.
University of Wisconsin - Madison, Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics, Madison, WI.
Teaching Assistant— Environmental Economics, 2011 — 2012
Developed teaching materials and led discussions on cost-benefit analysis, carbon taxes and cap-andtrade programs, management of renewable and non-renewable resources, and other topics.
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Water Division, Madison, WI. Program and Policy Analyst Intern,Summer 2009
Researched water conservation programs nationwide to develop a proposal for Wisconsin's state
conservation program. Developed spreadsheet model to calculate avoided costs of water conservation
in terms of energy savings and avoided emissions.
Synapse Energy Economics, Cambridge, MA. Communications Manager, 2005 — 2008
Developed technical proposals for state and federal agencies, environmental and public interest groups,
and businesses. Edited reports on energy efficiency, integrated resource planning, greenhouse gas
regulations, renewable resources, and other topics.
National Council for International Visitors, Washington, DC.Program Associate, 2003 — 2005
Managed print media, provided membership services, and assisted in preparing core grant proposal and
annual and quarterly reports. Researched and produced community economic impact statements.
International Gender and Trade Network, Washington, DC. Research Intern, Summer 2003
Researched implications of water privatization in developing countries.

EDUCATION
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI
Master of Arts in Agricultural and Applied Economics,2012. Certificate in Energy Analysis and Policy.
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI
Master of Science in Environment and Resources, 2010
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Southwestern University, Georgetown, TX
Bachelor of Arts in International Studies, 2003. Magna cum laude.
ADDITIONAL SKILLS
Analytical abilities:
•

Econometric Modeling — Linear and nonlinear modeling including time-series, panel
data, logit, probit, and discrete choice regression analysis

•

Nonmarket Valuation Methods for Environmental Goods — Hedonic valuation, travel
cost method,and contingent valuation

•

Cost-Benefit Analysis

•

Input-Output Modeling for Regional Economic Analysis

Software:
•

MATLAB (Econometric analysis)
• IMPLAN (IMpact analysis for PLANning) Economic Model
•

R Statistical Package (OLS and Time-Series Regression Analysis)

• STATA Statistical Package
• STELLA System Dynamics Modeling Software

FELLOWSHIPS AND AWARDS
•

Winner, M.Jarvin Emerson Student Paper Competition, Journal of Regional Analysis and
Policy, 2010
• Fellowship, National Science Foundation Integrative Graduate Education and Research
Traineeship (IGERT), University of Wisconsin — Madison, 2009
• Nelson Distinguished Fellowship, University of Wisconsin — Madison,2008
PUBLICATIONS
Whited, M., T. Woolf,J. Daniel. 2016. Caught in a Fix: The Problem with Fixed Chargesfor Electricity.
Synapse Energy Economics for Consumers Union.
Lowry, M. N., T. Woolf, M. Whited, M. Makos. 2016. Performance-Based Regulation in a High Distributed
Energy Resources Future. Pacific Economics Group Research and Synapse Energy Economics for
Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory.
Woolf, T., M. Whited, A. Napoleon. 2015-2016. Comments and Reply Comments in the New York Public
Service Commission Case 14-M-0101: Reforming the Energy Vision. Comments related to Staff's (a) a
benefit-costs analysis framework white paper,(b) ratemaking and utility business models white paper,
and (c) Distributed System Implementation Plan guide. Prepared by Synapse Energy Economics on
behalf of Natural Resources Defense Council and Pace Energy and Climate Center.
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Luckow, P., B. Fagan, S. Fields, M. Whited. 2015. Technical and Institutional Barriers to the Expansion of
Wind and Solar Energy. Synapse Energy Economics for Citizens' Climate Lobby.
Wilson, R., M. Whited, S. Jackson, B. Biewald, E. A. Stanton. 2015. Best Practices in Planningfor Clean
Power Plan Compliance. Synapse Energy Economics for the National Association of State Utility
Consumer Advocates.
Whited, M., T. Woolf, A. Napoleon. 2015. Utility Performance Incentive Mechanisms:A Handbookfor
Regulators. Synapse Energy Economics for the Western interstate Energy Board.
Stanton, E. A., S. Jackson, B. Biewald, M. Whited. 2014. Final Report: Implications of EPA's Proposed
"Clean Power Plan."Synapse Energy Economics for the National Association of State Utility Consumer
Advocates.
Peterson, P., S. Fields, M. Whited. 2014. Balancing Market Opportunities in the West: How participation
in an expanded balancing market could save customers hundreds of millions of dollars. Synapse Energy
Economics for the Western Grid Group.
Woolf, T., M. Whited, E. Malone, T. Vitolo, R. Hornby. 2014. Benefit-Cost Analysisfor Distributed Energy
Resources:A Frameworkfor Accountingfor All Relevant Costs and Benefits. Synapse Energy Economics
for the Advanced Energy Economy Institute.
Peterson, P., M. Whited, S. Fields. 2014.Synapse Comments on FAST Proposals in ERCOT. Synapse
Energy Economics for Sierra Club.
Hornby, R., N. Brockway, M. Whited, S. Fields. 2014. Time-Varying Rates in the District of Columbia.
Synapse Energy Economics for the Office of the People's Counsel for the District of Columbia, submitted
to Public Service Commission of the District of Columbia in Formal Case No. 1114.
Peterson, P., M. Whited, S. Fields. 2014. Demonstrating Resource Adequacy in ERCOT: Revisiting the
ERCOT Capacity, Demand and Reserves Forecasts. Synapse Energy Economics for Sierra Club — Lone Star
Chapter.
Stanton, E. A., M. Whited, F. Ackerman. 2014. Estimating the Cost ofSaved Energy in Utility Efficiency
Programs. Synapse Energy Economics for the U.S Environmental Protection Agency.
Ackerman, F., M. Whited, P. Knight. 2014."Would banning atrazine benefit farmers?" International
Journal of Occupational and Environmental Health 20(1): 61-70.
Ackerman, F., M. Whited, P. Knight. 2013. Atrazine: Consider the Alternatives. Synapse Energy
Economics for Natural Resources Defense Council NRDC).
Whited, M., F. Ackerman, S. Jackson. 2013. Water Constraints on Energy Production:Altering our Current
Collision Course. Synapse Energy Economics for Civil Society Institute.
Whited, M. 2013. Water Constraints on Energy Production: Altering our Current Collision Course — Policy
Brief. Synapse Energy Economics for Civil Society Institute.
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Hurley, D., P. Peterson, M. Whited. 2013. Demand Response as a Power System Resource:Program
Designs, Performance, and Lessons Learned in the United States. Synapse Energy Economics for
Regulatory Assistance Project.
Whited, M., D. White, S. Jackson, P. Knight, E.A. Stanton. 2013. Declining Marketsfor Montana Coal.
Synapse Energy Economics for Northern Plains Resource Council.
Woolf, T., M. Whited, T. Vitolo, K. Takahashi, D. White. 2012. Indian Point Energy Center Replacement
Analysis: A Planfor Replacing the Nuclear Plant with Clean, Sustainable, Energy Resources. Synapse
Energy Economics for National Resources Defense Council and Riverkeeper.
Whited, M., K. Charipar, G. Brown. Demand Response Potential in Wisconsin. Nelson Institute for
Environmental Studies, Energy Analysis & Policy Capstone for the Wisconsin Public Service Commission.
Whited, M. 2010."Economic Impacts of Irrigation Water Transfers in Uvalde County, Texas." Journal of
Regional Analysis and Policy 40(2): 160-170.
Grabow, M., M. Hahn and M. Whited. 2010. Valuing Bicycling's Economic and Health Impacts in
Wisconsin. Nelson Institute for Environmental Studies, Center for Sustainability and the Global
Environment(SAGE)for State Representative Spencer Black.
Whited, M., D. Bernhardt, R. Deitchman, C. Fuchsteiner, M. Kirby, M. Krueger, S. Locke, M. Mcmillen, H.
Moussavi, T. Robinson, E. Schmitz, Z. Schuster, R. Small, E. Stone, S. Van Egeren, H. Yoshida, Z. Zopp.
2009. Implementing the Great Lakes Compact: Wisconsin Conservation and Efficiency Measures Report.
Department of Urban and Regional Planning, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Extension Report 200901.
Whited, M. 2009. 2009 Wisconsin Water Fact Sheet. Public Service Commission of Wisconsin.
Whited, M. 2003. Gender, Water, and Trade. International Gender and Trade Network Washington, DC.
TESTIMONY
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (Docket No. EC13-93-000): Affidavit regarding potential market
power resulting from the acquisition of Ameren generation by Dynegy. On behalf of Sierra Club. August
16, 2013.
Wisconsin Senate Committee on Clean Energy: Joint testimony with M. Grabow regarding the
importance of clean transportation to Wisconsin's public health and economy. February 2010.
TESTIMONY ASSISTANCE
Nevada Public Utilities Commission (Docket Nos. 15-07041 and 15-07042): Direct testimony on NV
Energy's application for approval of a cost of service study and net metering tariffs. On behalf of The
Alliance for Solar Choice. October 27, 2015.
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Missouri Public Service Commission (Case No. ER-2014-0370): Direct and surrebuttal testimony on the
topic of Kansas City Power and Light's rate design proposal. On behalf of Sierra Club. April 16,2015 and
June 5, 2015.
Wisconsin Public Service Commission (Docket No.05-UR-107): Direct and surrebuttal testimony of Rick
Hornby regarding Wisconsin Electric Power Company rate case. On behalf of The Alliance for Solar
Choice. August 28, 2014 and September 22, 2014.
Maine Public Utilities Commission (Docket No. 2013-00519): Direct testimony of Richard Hamby and
Martin R. Cohen on GridSolars smart grid coordinator petition. On behalf of the Maine Office of the
Public Advocate. August 28, 2014.
Maine Public Utilities Commission (Docket No. 2013-00168): Direct and surrebuttal testimony of Tim
Woolf regarding Central Maine Powers request for an alternative rate plan. December 12, 2013 and
March 21, 2014.
Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities (Docket No. 14-04): Comments of Massachusetts
Department of Energy Resources on investigation into time varying rates. On behalf of the
Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources. March 10, 2014.
State of Nevada,Public Utilities Commission of Nevada(Docket No. 13-07021): Direct testimony of
Frank Ackerman regarding the proposed merger of NV Energy, Inc. and MidAmerican Energy Holdings
Company. On behalf of the Sierra Club. October 24, 2013.

PRESENTATIONS
Whited, M., T. Woolf. 2016."Caught in a Fix: The Problem with Fixed Charges for Electricity." Webinar
presentation sponsored by Consumers Union, February 2016.
Whited, M. 2015."Performance Incentive Mechanisms." Presentation to the National Governors
Association, Learning Lab on New Utility Business Models & the Electricity Market Structures of the
Future.
Whited, M. 2015."Rate Design: Options for Addressing NEM Impacts." Presentation to the Utah Net
Energy Metering Workgroup, Workshop 4, July 8, 2015.
Whited, M. 2015."Performance Incentive Mechanisms." Presentation to the e21 Initiative, May 2015.
Whited, M., F. Ackerman. 2013. "Water Constraints on Energy Production: Altering our Current Collision
Course." Webinar presentation sponsored by Civil Society Institute, September 2013.
Whited, M., G. Brown, K. Charipar. 2011. "Electricity Demand Response Programs and Potential in
Wisconsin." Presentation to the Wisconsin Public Service Commission, April 203.1.
Whited, M. 2010."Economic Impact of Irrigation Water Transfers in Uvalde County, Texas."
Presentation at the Mid-Continent Regional Science Association's 41st Annual Conference/IMPLAN
National Users 8th Biennial Conference in St. Louis, MO,June 2010.
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Whited, M., M. Grabow, M. Hahn.2009."Valuing Bicycling's Economic and Health impacts in Wisconsin."
Presentation before the Governor's Coordinating Council on Bicycling, December 2009.
Whited, M., D. Sheard. 2009."Water Conservation Initiatives in Wisconsin." Presentation before the
Waukesha County Water Conservation Coalition Municipal Water Conservation Subgroup, July 2009.
Resume dated January 2016
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CRITERIA OF A SOUND RATE STRUCTURE

of principles, these chapters are mere essays on the nature of the
more controversial, largely unresolved, problems rather than attempts at systematic development. All of them have one theme in
common: the thesis that the most formidable obstacles to further
progress in the theory of public utility rates are those raised by
conflicting goals of rate-making policy.

I. The related, "practical" attributes of simplicity, understandability, public acceptability, and feasibility of application.
a. Freedom from controversies as to proper interpretation.
Effectiveness in yielding total revenue requirements under
the fair-return standard.
4. Revenue stability from year to year.
5. Stability of the rates themselves, with a minimum of unexpected changes seriously adverse to existing customers.(Compare "The best tax is an old tax.")
6. Fairness of the specific rates in the apportionment of total
costs of service among the different consumers,
7. Avoidance of "undue discrimination" in rate relationships.
8. Efficiency of the rate classes and rate blocks in discouraging
wasteful use of service while promoting ail justified types
and amounts of use:
(a) in the control of the total amounts of service supplied by
the company:
(b) in the control of the relative uses of alternative types of
service (on-peak versus off-peak electricity, Pullman
travel versus coach travel, single-party telephone service
versus service from a multi-party line, etc.).

CRITERIA OF A DESIRABLE
RATE STRUCTURE
Throughout this study we have stressed the point that, while the
ultimate purpose of rate theory is that of suggesting feasible measures of reasonable rates and rate relationships, an intelligent choice
of these measures depends primarily on the accepted objectives
of rate-making policy and secondarily on the need to minimize
undesirable side effects of rates otherwise best designed to attain
these objectives. No rational discussion, for example, of the relative merits of "cost of service and "value of service" as measures of
proper rates or rate relationships is possible without reference to
the question what desirable results the rate maker hopes to secure,
and what undesirable results he hopes to minimize, by a choice
between or mixture of the two standards of measurement. Not only
this: the very meaning to be attached to ambiguous, proposed
measures such as those of "cost" or "value—an ambiguity not
completely removed by the addition of familiar adjuncts, such as
"out-of-pocket"costs, or "marginal costs," or "average costs"—must
be determined in the light of the purposes to be served by the
public utility rates as instruments of economic policy. This is a
commonplace; but it is a commonplace which, so far from being
taken for granted, needs repeated emphasis.
What then, are the good attributes to be sought and the bad
attributes to be avoided or minimized in the development of a
sound rate structure? Many different answers have been suggested
in the technical literature and in the reported opinions by courts
and commissions; and a number of writers have summarized their
answers in the form of a list of desirable attributes of a rate structure, comparable to the "canons of taxation.
'found in the treatises
on public finance. The list that follows is fairly typical, although
I have derived it from a variety of sources instead of relying on any

1

Lists of this nature are useful in reminding the rate maker of
considerations that might otherwise escape his attention, and also
useful in suggesting one important reason why problems of practical rate design do not readily yield to "scientific" principles of
optimum pricing. But they are unqualified to serve as a base on
which to build these principles because of their ambiguities(how,
for example, does one define "undue discrimination"?), their overlapping character, and their failure to offer any rules of priority in
the event of a conflict. For such a base, we must start with a simpler
and more fundamental classification of rate-making objectives.
THREE PRIMARY CRITERIA

General principles of public utility rates and rate differentials
are necessarily based on simplified assumptions both as to the objectives of rate-making policy and as to the factual circumstances unSchedule TW-3

EXHIBIT 4

Exhibit 4

Exhibit4
Impacts ofDemand Ratchets on Six Customers with Storage
Based on load profile data provided by the Company, we examined the impact of the demand
ratchet on six different G-2 customers with varying load profiles and maximum demands. To
perform this analysis, we first grouped G-2 customers into six bins according to their maximum
annual demand, and then from each bin selected a representative customer with complete annual
load profile data and varying usage over the year.63 We then estimated the impact of the demand
ratchet on each customer based on (a)the customer's annual load profile, and(b)the customer's
estimated load profile with the addition of a solar PV array and a storage system.
We found that the demand ratchet's impacts64 on customers without DG or storage tended to be
relatively small, on the order of 1 to 2 percent increases in average bills. However,the impacts
on customers with solar and storage were generally much higher than on customers without
storage, with impacts exceeding five percent in three ofthe six cases, and reaching 21 percent in
one case. Ifthe demand ratchet were implemented as proposed and storage customers continued
to use their storage systems as they previously had,four ofthe six customers would experience
total bill increases of more than 9 percent.
4,ysteins in an effert-te-reditce the-H-1-inefeases from the ratchet, the bill- impacts •Vetild decrease

44r-three ofthc-six-storage customers, KS231

Data provided in Attachment EFCA 1-4-2. The selection of customers was not intended to represent extreme
cases; rather we attempted to select load profiles that were fairly typical.
"We have excluded the impact ofthe Company's proposed rate adjustments from this analysis and focus only on
the impact ofthe proposed demand ratchet structure.
63

1
1737503 1

Exhibit 4
The graph below illustrates the impacts ofthe demand ratchet on the six example customers
analyzed. For each ofthe six customer categories, the striped gray bars on the left indicate the
bill impacts on customers without storage, while the green bars indicate the impacts on
customers with storage. If a customer could optimize the behavior oftheir battery to reduce the
demand ratchet impact, this is shown by the light green portion of the bar.
Figure 7. Impact of the Demand Ratchet on Six Customers
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EXHIBIT 5

A Pathway to the Distributed Grid
Evaluating the economics ofdistributed energy resources
and.outlining::a pathway to capturing their potential value
White Paper

Executive Summary

2e

Designing the electric grid for the
century is one of today's most important and exciting societal challenges. Regulators,
legislators, utilities, and private industry are evaluating ways to both modernize the aging grid and decarbonize our electricity
supply, while also enabling customer choice, increasing resiliency and reliability, and improving public safety, all at an
affordable cost.
However, modernizing an aging grid will require significant investments over and above those seen in any recent period —
potentially exceeding $1.5 trillion in the U.S. between 2010-2030.2 Given the large sums of ratepayer funds at stake and the
long-term impact of today's decisions, it is imperative that such investment is deployed wisely, cost-effectively, and in ways
that leverage the best technology and take advantage of customers' desire to manage their own energy.
In this report, we explore the capability of distributed energy resources (DERs) to maximize ratepayer benefits while
modernizing the grid. First, we quantify the net societal benefits from proactively leveraging DERs deployed in the next five
years, which we calculate to be worth over $1.4 billion a year in California alone by 2020. Then, we apply this methodology to
the most recently available Investor Owned Utility (IOU) General Rate Case (GRC)filing — Pacific Gas and Electric's 2017 GRC —
in order to evaluate whether DERs can cost effectively replace real-world planned distribution capacity projects. Finally, we
evaluate the impediments to capturing these benefits in practice. These structural impediments undermine the deployment
of optimal solutions and pose economic risk to consumers, who ultimately bear the burden of an expensive grid. Accordingly,
we suggest several ways to overcome these impediments by improving the prevailing utility regulatory and planning models.
Distributed Energy Resources Offer a Better Alternative
'century power grid — a grid that harnesses the full
This report presents an economic analysis of building and operating a 215
potential of distributed energy resources such as rooftop solar, smart inverters, energy storage, energy efficiency, and
controllable loads. We find that an electric grid leveraging DERs offers an economically better alternative to the centralized
design of today. DERs bring greater total economic benefits at lower cost, enable more affordability and consumer choice,
and improve flexibility in grid planning and operations, all while facilitating the de-carbonization of our electricity supply.
Over $1.4 Billion per Year in Net Societal Benefitsfrom DERs by 2020
52,500
$2,000
II $1,500
4d> 51,000
$500
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To evaluate the potential benefits, we build on existing industry methodologies to quantify the net societal benefits of DERs.
Specifically, we borrow the Net Societal Costs/Benefits framework from the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI),2
incorporating commonly recognized benefit and cost categories, while also proposing methodologies for several hard-toquantify benefit categories that are often excluded from traditional analyses. Next, we incorporate costs related to the
deployment and utilization of DERs, including integration costs at the bulk system and distribution levels, DER equipment
costs, and utility program management costs. Using this structure, we quantify Net Societal Benefits of more than $1.4 billion
a year by 2020 for California alone from DER assets deployed in the 2016-2020 timeframe, as depicted in the previous figure.
In addition to evaluating net societal benefits at the system level, we consider the benefits of DER solutions for specific
distribution projects in order to evaluate whether DERs can actually defer or replace planned utility investments in practice.
Specifically, we apply the relevant set of cost and benefit categories to the actual distribution investment plans from
California's most recently available GRC filing, which is PG&E's 2017 General Rate Case Phase l filing. This real-world case
study assesses a commonly voiced critique of utilizing DERs in place of traditional utility infrastructure investments: that not
all avoided cost categories are applicable for every distribution project, or that DERs only provide a subset of their potential
benefits in any specific project. Therefore, we consider only a subset of utility-applicable avoided cost categories when
assessing the set of distribution infrastructure projects in PG&E's 2017 GRC filing; we also utilize PG&E's own avoided cost
values rather than our own assumptions. Even using PG&E's conservative assumptions on this subset of benefits, we quantify
a net benefit for DER solutions used to replace the distribution capacity investments in PG&E's 2017 GRC.
Utility Regulatory Incentives Must Change in Order to Capture DER Benefits
While our analysis shows net societal benefits from DERs, both at the societal and distribution project levels, under the
prevailing utility regulatory model DER benefits cannot be fully captured. Instead, utilities have a fundamental financial
incentive of "build more to profit more", which conflicts with the public interest of building and maintaining an affordable
grid. Under today's regulatory paradigm, utilities see a negative financial impact from utilizing resources for distribution
services that they do not own — which includes the vast majority of distributed energy resources — even if those assets would
deliver higher benefits at lower cost to ratepayers. This financial incentive model is a vestige of how utilities have always
been regulated, a model originally constructed to encourage the expansion of electricity access. However, in this age of
customers managing their energy via DERs, this regulatory model is outdated. This report offers a pathway to removing this
structural obstacle, calling for a regulatory model that neutralizes the conflict of incentives facing utilities. While separating
the role of grid planning and sourcing from the role of grid asset owner — such as through the creation of an independent
distribution system operator (IDSO) — would achieve this objective, some states may choose not to implement an IDS° model
at this time. In these instances, this paper proposes the creation of a new utility sourcing model, which we call Infrastructureas-a-Service, that allows utility shareholders to derive income, or a rate of return, from competitively sourced third-party
services. This updated model would help reduce the financial disincentive that currently biases utility decision-making against
DERs, encouraging utilities to deploy grid investments that maximize ratepayer benefits regardless of their ownership.
Grid Planning Must be Modernized in Order to Capture DER Benefits
A second structural impediment to realizing DER benefits is the current grid planning approach, which biases grid design
toward traditional infrastructure rather than distributed alternatives, even if distributed solutions better meet grid needs.
Combined with the "build more to profit more" financial incentive challenge, current grid planning can encourage 'goldplating', or overinvestment, in grid infrastructure. Furthermore, outdated planning approaches rely on static assumptions
about DER capabilities and focus primarily on mitigating potential integration challenges rather than proactively harnessing
these flexible assets. This report offers a pathway to modernizing grid planning, calling for the utilization of an Integrated
Distribution Planning approach that encourages incorporating DERs into every aspect of planning, rather than merely
accommodating DER interconnection. Additionally, transparency into grid needs and planned investments is fundamental to
realizing benefits. As such, this report recommends a data transparency approach that invites broad stakeholder engagement
and increases industry competition in providing grid solutions.
Key Takeaways
1,

Distributed energy resources offer net economic benefits to society worth more than $1.4 billion per year in
California alone by 2020, including benefits related to voltage and power quality, conservation voltage reduction,
grid reliability and resiliency, equipment life extension, and reduced energy prices.
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2. To realize these benefits, the utility regulatory incentive model must change to take advantage of customer
choices to manage their own energy. Utility incentives should promote best-fit, least-cost investment decisions
regardless of service supplier — eliminating the current bias toward utility-owned investments,
3. Utility planning approaches must also be modernized to capture these benefits. Utilization of an integrated
distribution planning framework will unlock the economic promise of distributed energy resources, while widely
sharing utility grid data in standard data formats will invite broader stakeholder engagement and competition.
Recommendations and Next Steps
Our ultimate goal is to help provide concrete evidence and recommendations needed by regulators, legislatures, utilities,
DER providers, and industry stakeholders to transition to a cleaner, more affordable and resilient grid. While the details of
implementing these recommendations would vary from state to state, we see the following as promising steps forward for all
industry stakeholders in modernizing our grid:
1.

Future regulatory proceedings and policy venues related to capturing the benefits of DERs should incorporate the
expanded benefit and cost categories identified in this paper.
2. Regulators should look for near-term opportunities to modernize the utility incentive model, either for all utility
earnings or at a minimum for demonstration projects, to eliminate the bias toward utility-owned investments.
3. Regulators should require utilities to modernize their planning processes to integrate and leverage distributed
energy resources, utilizing the integrated distribution planning process identified in this paper.
4. Regulators should require utilities to categorize all planned distribution investments in terms of the underlying grid
need. Utilities should make data available electronically to industry, ideally in a machine-readable format.
Call for Input
We offer this paper as an effort to support the utilization of grid modernization to maximize ratepayer benefits. The
cost/benefit analysis we develop here is an effort meant to expand the industry's ability to quantify the holistic contribution
that DERs offer to the grid and its customers, extending the familiar cost/benefit framework beyond PV-only analyses and
into full smart inverter and DER portfolios. Furthermore, we recognize that important regulatory proceedings — such as the
CPUC Distribution Resource Plans (DRP) and CPUC Integrated Distributed Energy Resources CODER) — will play an important
role in giving stakeholders the tools to calculate the value of DERs, and offer this paper a as resource in those efforts.
No single report could adequately address ail the issues — engineering, economic, regulatory — that naturally arise during
such a transformative time in the industry. By compiling the major issues in one place, we attempt to advance the discussion
and suggest that this paper includes a "table of contents" of critical topics for regulators and industry stakeholders to
consider when evaluating the full potential of distributed energy resources.
There are many details of this paper that can be refined, including utilizing more complete data sets to inform the
cost/benefit analysis. We welcome ongoing dialogues with utilities and other stakeholders to improve the assumptions or
calculations herein, including sharing data and revising methodologies to arrive at more representative figures. In fact, most
of the authors of this paper are former utility engineers, economists, technologists, and policy analysts, and would value the
opportunity to collaborate. We welcome a constructive dialogue, and can be reached at gridx@solarcity.com.
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I.

Introduction

Grid Investments are Increasing
Grid infrastructure planners are responsible for some of the most significant infrastructure investments in the United States.
As of 2011, U.S. utilities had almost half a trillion dollars of undepreciated transmission, distribution and generation assets on
their balance sheets, growing at a rate of 6 to 8% per year.3
U.S. Grid investments
As depicted in the adjacent figure, the Edison Electric
institute forecasts that another $879 billion dollars in
Total $1,577 billion
distribution and transmission investments alone will occur
in the twenty year period of 2010 through 2030 — about
$44 billion dollars per year — significantly larger than
$697
investments seen in the previous 20 year period.' Grid
investments have a significant and increasing impact on the
total electricity costs faced by U.S. consumers.
Total $523 billion
In light of this huge level of grid investment occurring over
the next few decades, an imperative exists to ensure that
Est $196
these investments are deployed to maximize ratepayer
$84
$582
benefits. There has been relatively little focus to date on
$243
how to effectively focus and reduce these infrastructure
1989-2009
costs, particularly in the areas of transmission and
2010-2030
distribution planning, despite the fact that they often make
RI Transmission
N Distribution
Generation
up half of the average residential customer's bill. This level
of investment calls for a reexamination of the technological solutions available to meet the grid's needs and an overhaul of
the planning process that deploys these solutions. States like California and New York have begun this process, primarily
spurred by a focus on how distribution planning and operations may evolve in a future with high penetration of distributed
resources.3 While these nascent discussions and rulemakings are positive first steps, the planning framework for grid
modernization must change considerably to avoid costing ratepayers billions in unnecessary, underutilized investments.
Current Utility Regulatory Model Intents a Build More to Profit More Approach
The current utility regulatory model, which was designed around a monopoly utility managing all aspects of grid design and
operation, is outdated and unsuited for today's reality of consumers installing DERs that can benefit the grid. Therefore,
industry fundamentals need to be reexamined, and the utility incentive model is a key place to start.
Electric utilities are generally regulated under a "cost plus' model, which compensates utilities with an authorized rate of
return on prudent capital investments made to provide electricity services. While this model makes sense when faced with a
regulated firm operating in a natural monopoly, it is well known to result in a number of economic inefficiencies, as perhaps
best analyzed by Jean Tirole in his Nobel Prize winning work on market power and regulations
One fundamental problem resulting from the "cost plus" utility regulatory model is that utilities are generally discouraged
from utilizing infrastructure resources that are not owned by the utility, even if competitive alternatives could deliver
improved levels of service at a lower cost to ratepayers. Beyond regulatory oversight, this model contains no inherent
downward economic pressure on the size of the utility rate base, or the cumulative amount of assets upon which the utility
earns a rate of return. As such, utility rate bases have consistently and steadily grown over time. For example, the following
chart depicts the size and recent growth of the electricity rate base for California investor-owned utilities, which continues to
significantly grow even in the presence of flat electricity consumption. In short, the fundamental incentive utilities have to
build more utility-owned infrastructure in order to profit more conflicts with the public interest as the grid becomes more
customer-centric and distributed.
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Trends in Rate Basefor California investor-Owned
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Traditional Grid Planning Focuses on Traditional Assets

Grid planning for infrastructure investments has historically focused on installing expensive, large assets that provide service
over a wide geographic region. This structure naturally evolved from the technology and market characteristics of the original
electricity industry, including a natural monopoly, centralized generation, long infrastructure lead times, high capital costs
with significant economies of scale, and a concentration of technical know-how within the utility.
Many of these barriers have been eliminated with the technological advancement in physical infrastructure options —such as
DER portfolios that can meet grid needs — and increased sophistication of grid design and operational tools. However, grid
planning remains focused on utilizing traditional infrastructure to the detriment of harnessing the increasing availability of
DERs. Utilizing DER solutions will require a shift in grid planning approaches, as well as increased access to the underlying
planning and operational data needed to enable DERs to operate most effectively in concert with the grid.
Distributed Energy Resources Offer Increased Grid Flexibility
Distributed energy resources include assets such as
rooftop PV, smart inverters, controllable loads,
permanent load shifting, combined heat and power
generators, electric vehicles, and energy efficiency
resources. These resources provide a host of
benefits to the customer, utility, and transmission
operator as identified by numerous research
organizations including EPRI and the Rocky
Mountain Institute (RMI). As depicted in the RMI
figure to the right, diverse portfolios of DERs offer a
wide range of grid services at the distribution,
transmission, and customer levels.9

Diverse DER portfolios can
provide up to 2services to
3 stakeholder groups

CENTRALIZED

11=1111=
P.1011!

Distributed energy resources can offer deferral and
avoidance of planned grid investments, improved
grid resiliency, and increased customer choice. DERs,
if deployed effectively and placed on equal footing
in the planning process with traditional grid
investments, can ultimately lead to increased net
benefits for ratepayers.

DISTRIBUTED

Reprinted with permission from Rocky Mountain institute
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Distributed Energy Resources Offer a Better Alternative

II.

Motivated by the challenge faced in designing a grid appropriate to the 215t century, this report first focuses on determining
the quantifiable net economic benefits that DERs can offer to society. The approach taken builds on existing avoided cost
methodologies — which have already been applied to DERs by industry leaders — while introducing updated methods to hardto-quantify DER benefit categories that are excluded from traditional analyses. While the final net benefit calculation derived
in this report is specific to California, the overall methodological advancements developed here are applicable across the U.S.
Moreover, the ultimate conclusion from this analysis that DERs offer a better alternative to many traditional infrastructure
solutions in advancing the 215t century grid — should also hold true across the U.S., although the exact net benefits of DERs
will vary across regions.

A. Methodology
The methodology utilized in this paper is built upon well-established frameworks for valuing policies, programs and resources
-. frameworks that are grounded in the quantification of the costs and benefits of distributed energy resources. Specifically,
the methodology employed here:
Begins with the Electric Power Research Institute's 2015 Integrated Grid/Cost Benefit Framework in order to
10
quantify total net societal costs and benefits in a framework that applies nationally.
2. Quantifies the benefits for the state of California, where the modeling of individual cost and benefit categories is
possible using the California Public Utilities Commission 2015 Net Energy Metering Successor Public Tool!' Within
the context of California, this report's DER avoided cost methodology is expanded beyond EPRI's base methodology
to incorporate commonly recognized (although not always quantified) categories of benefits and costs, while also
proposing methodologies for several hard-to-quantify categories using the Public Tool.
Incorporates
the full costs of DER integration, including DER integration cost data as identified by California utilities
3.
in their 2015 Distribution Resource Plans12 to determine the net benefits of achieving 2020 penetration levels.
4. Repeats the methodology in a concrete case study by applying it to the planned distribution capacity projects from
the most recent Phase I General Rate Case in California.
1.

Enhancing Traditional Cost/Benefit Analysis and Describing Benefits as Avoided Cost
Cost/benefit analyses have been conducted for many decades to evaluate everything from utility-owned generation to utilityadministered customer programs such as energy efficiency rebates and demand response program funding. This paper
replicates established methodologies wherever possible, and offers new or enhanced methodologies where appropriate to
consider new benefit categories that are novel to customer-driven adoption of DERs, and therefore often excluded from
traditional analyses.
A key component of cost/benefit analysis commonly used for valuing the benefits of DER is the avoided cost concept, which
considers the benefits of a policy pathway by quantifying the reduction in costs that would otherwise be incurred in a
business-as-usual trajectory. While avoided cost calculations can be performed with varying scopes,13 there is some degree
of consensus on what the appropriate value categories are in a comprehensive avoided cost study. Groups like IREC,14 RMI15
and EPRI16 have attempted to take these standard valuation frameworks even further, describing general methods for valuing
some of the benefit categories that are often excluded from traditional analyses.
Each step taken by researchers to enhance previously used avoided cost methodologies advances the industry beyond
outdated historical paradigms. DER-specific methodological updates include the consideration of new types of avoided costs
that could be provided by distributed resources, or a revision of the assumption that resources adopted by customers are
uncontrollable, passive deliverers of value to the grid and that proactive planning and policies cannot or will not be
implemented to maximize the value of these grid-interactive resources.
This report continues the discussion using EPRI's 2015 Integrated Grid/Cost Benefit Framework as a springboard. EPRI's
framework, depicted in the following image} was chosen as it is the most recently published comprehensive cost/benefit
analysis framework for DERs. This report assumes a basic familiarity with EPRI's methodology — or avoided cost
methodologies in general — on the part of the reader, although explanations of each cost or benefit category are included in
the following section.
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EPRI Cost/Benefit Framework17
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The Value of DERs within California
While the overall methodology enhanced within this report is applicable nationwide, the focus of this report's economic
valuation of DERs in the cost/benefit analysis is limited to the state of California. For California's NEM 2.0 proceeding, the
energy consulting firm Energy+Environmental Economics (E3) created a sophisticated model that parties used to determine
the impact of various rate design proposals. A major component of this model was the ability to assess DER avoided costs
under different input assumptions. The more traditional avoided cost values in this paper are derived from the inputs used in
the NEM 2.0 proposal filing of The Alliance of Solar Choice (TASC) for the E3 model, which is available publicly online.'s
Additionally, benefit and cost categories for DERs along with accompanying data and quantification methods — are being
developed in the CPUC Distribution Resource Plans (DRP) proceeding. This update of the DER valuation framework in the DRP
proceeding, however, is not present in the existing methodologies being used to quantify the benefits of rooftop solar in
California as part of the NEM 2.0 proceeding due to the concurrent timing of the two proceedings. This report bridges these
two connected proceedings in its economic analysis of the value of DERs within California.
While evaluating net societal benefits at the system level in California is a key step in understanding the total potential value
of DERs, there remains much discussion within the industry regarding whether calculated net benefits can actually be
realized from changes in transmission and distribution investment planning. To this end, this analysis applies the developed
California DER valuation framework to a real-world case study utilizing the latest GRC filed in California, PG&E's 2017 General
Rate Case Phase I filing. By utilizing this third dataset, in addition to the NEM 2.0 and DRP proceedings, this analysis delivers a
comprehensive and up-to-date consideration of the potential value DERs can provide to the grid.
Analysis Scope, Assumed Scenario,and End State
This report evaluates the benefits of customer DER adoption, the associated costs, and the resulting net benefit/cost.
DESCRIPTION OF SCOPE
Net Societal Benefit = Societal Benefits — Societal Costs
Societal Benefits

The benefits that would be generated if California achieved high-penetration of
distributed energy resources.

Societal Costs

The investment cost that would be necessary to enable California to achieve highpenetration of distributed energy resources.

Net Societal Benefits

The value to society of achieving a high-penetration California defined as the
benefits of the outcome less the costs of achieving the outcome.

The benefits and costs of DER are highly dependent on penetration levels. Therefore, this analysis utilizes a set of common
assumptions for expected DER penetration, and specifies a market end state scenario upon which benefits and costs are
quantified. The end-state assumed in this report utilizes scenarios in Southern California Edison's (SCE) July 1, 2015
Distribution Resource Plan, which includes DER adoption levels and integration cost estimates for the 2016-2020 period.
These integration costs inform DER penetration assumptions, which are applied consistently across the benefits calculations
to ensure that the costs of low penetration are not attributed to the benefits of high penetration, and vice-versa.
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Incremental DER Adoption Scenariofor 2016-2020
TECHNOLOGY

QUANTITY

Solar

4,5 Gw

With Storage

900 Iv1Wh (1096 Adoption)

With Load Control

150 MW(20% Adoption)

To simplify the discussion, solar deployment is focused on the years 2016-2020, adopting the penetration levels and costs
associated with the TASC reference case as filed in the CPUC NEM 2.0 proposal filing, which corresponds approximately to
SCE's Distribution Resource Plan Scenario 3, Of the approximately 900,000 new solar installations expected to be deployed
during this period, SolarCity estimates 10% would adopt residential storage devices and 20% would adopt controllable loads
(assumptions are based on customer engagement experience and customer surveys). These adoptions are central to the
ability of customer DER deployments to defer and avoid traditional infrastructure investments as assessed in this paper.

The assumptions described above are used to complete the cost/benefit analysis of DERs for the whole of California. After
evaluating net societal benefits at the system level, the methodology is then applied to a particular case study of actual
distribution projects proposed under the latest GRC filed within California, PG&E's 2017 General Rate Case Phase I filing.
In the following sections, the deployment scenario is evaluated both qualitatively and quantitatively under a cost-benefit
framework that is grounded in established methodologies, but enhanced to consider the impact of such a large change in the
way the electric system is operated. The study consolidates a range of existing analyses, reports and methodologies on DERs
into one place, supporting a holistic assessment of the energy policy pathways in front of policy-makers today.

B. Avoided Cost Categories
The avoided cost categories evaluated in this report are summarized in the following table. The first seven categories are
included within traditional cost-benefit analyses, and as such are not substantially extended in this report (see Appendix for
methodological overviews and TASC NEM Successor Tariff filing for comprehensive descriptions and rationale on
assumptions19). The next five categories (in yellow highlight) represent new methodology enhancements to hard-to-quantify
avoided cost categories (i.e. benefit categories) that are often excluded from traditional analyses. In this section, we detail
the methodology and rationale for quantifying these five avoided cost categories.
AVOIDED COST

DESCRIPTION

Energy + Losses

The value of wholesale energy that would otherwise be generated in the absence of DERs,
adjusted for losses that would occur. in CA, the cost of carbon allowances from the Cap and Trade
program is embedded in the wholesale energy value

Generation Capacity

The value of avoiding the need for system generation capacity resources to meet peak load and
planning reserve requirements

Transmission Capacity

The value of avoiding the need to expand transmission capacity to meet peak loads

Distribution Capacity

The value of avoiding the need to expand distribution capacity to meet peak loads

Ancillary Services

The value of a reduced need for operational reserves based on load reduction through DERs

Renewable Energy Compliance

The value of reducing procurement requirements for renewable energy credits, due to reduced
delivery of retail energy on which RPS compliance levels are based

Societal Benefits

The value of benefits that accrue to society, and are not costs directly avoided by the utility

Voltage and Power Quality

The value of avoiding or reducing the cost required to maintain voltage and frequency within
acceptable ranges for customer service

Conservation Voltage
Reduction

The value of enabling conservation voltage reduction benefits by providing localized voltage
support

Equipment Life Extension

The value of extending the useful life and improving the efficiency of distribution infrastructure by
reducing load and thermal stress equipment

Reliability & Resiliency

The value of avoiding or reducing the impact outages have on customers

Market Price Suppression

The value of reducing the electric demand in the market, hence reducing market clearing prices
for all consumers of electricity
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Voltage, Reactive Power, and Power Quality Support
Solar PV and battery energy storage with 'smart' or advanced inverters are capable of providing reactive power and voltage
support, both at the bulk power and local distribution levels. At the bulk power level, smart inverters can provide reactive
power support for steady-state and transient events, services traditionally supplied by large capacitor banks, dynamic
reactive power support, and synchronous condensers. For example, in Southern California the abrupt retirement of the San
Onofre Nuclear Generation Station (SONGS) in 2013 created a local shortage of reactive power support, endangering stable
grid operations for SCE in the Los Angeles Basin area. To meet this reactive power need, SCE sought approval to deploy
traditional reactive power equipment at a cost of $200-$350 million, as outlined in the table below. DERs were not included
in the procurement to meet this need. Had DERs with smart inverters been evaluated as part of the solution, significant
reactive power capacity could have been obtained to avoid the deployment of expensive traditional equipment.
SONGS Reactive Power Replacement Projects
CAPACITY fiViVAR) IN-SERVICE

PROJECT
Huntington Beach Synchronous Condensers

280

6/1/2013

Johanna and Santiago 220 kV Capacitor Banks

160

7/1/2013

COST
$4.75M
$1.1-10M
$10-50M
$1.1-10M

Viejo 220 kV Capacitor Banks

160

7/1/2013

$10M

Talega Area Dynamic Reactive Support

250

6/1/2015

$58-72M

South Orange County Dynamic Reactive Support

400

12/1/2017

$5O-75M

Penasquitos 230 kV Synchronous Condenser

240

5/1/2017

$56-70M

$10-501V1

Total

$201.-$352m

1,400

I

20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27

Sources

At the distribution level, smart inverters can provide voltage regulation and improve customer power quality, functions that
are traditionally handled by distribution equipment such as capacitors, voltage regulators, and load tap changers. While the
provision of reactive power may come at the expense of real power output (e.g. such as power otherwise produced by a PV
system), inverter headroom either exists or can readily be incorporated into new installations to provide this service without
impacting real power output. The capability of DER smart inverters to provide voltage and power quality support is currently
being demonstrated in several field demonstration projects across the country. For instance, a demonstration project in
partnership with an investor-owned utility is currently demonstrating the voltage support from a portfolio of roughly 150
smart inverters controlling 700kW worth of residential PV systems. The chart below depicts the dynamic reactive power
delivered to support local voltage. in this instance, smart inverter support resulted in a 30% flatter voltage profile.28
Reactive power and voltage supportfrom a smart inverter
Reactive Power lkvar}
2
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240
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230
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Time of Day
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Projects such as the SONGS reactive power procurement project provide recent examples where utility investment was made
for reactive power capacity. These projects were used to quantify the economic benefit of DERs providing reactive power
support. To do so, a corresponding $/kVAR-year value was applied to the inverter capacity assumed in the deployment
scenarios to determine the value of the services offered by the DER portfolio. Note, also, that markets including NY1SO, P1M,
ISO NE, MISO,and CAISO already compensate generators for capability to provide and provision of reactive power.29
Conservation Voltage Reduction
Smart inverters can enable greater savings from utility conservation voltage reduction (CVR) programs. CVR is a demand
reduction and energy efficiency technique that reduces customer service voltages in order to achieve a corresponding
reduction in energy consumption. CVR programs are often implemented system-wide or on large portions of a utility's
distribution grid in order to conserve energy, save customers on their energy bills, and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
CVR programs typically save up to 4% of energy consumption on any distribution circuit.3° The utilization of smart inverters is
estimated to yield another 1-3% of incremental energy consumption savings and greenhouse gas emissions reductions.
From an engineering perspective, CVR schemes aim to reduce customer voltages to the lowest allowable limit as allowed by
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standards. However, CVR programs typically only control utility-owned
distribution voltage regulating equipment, changes to which affect all customers downstream of any specific device. As such,
CVR benefits in practice are limited by the lowest customer voltage in any utility voltage regulation zone {often a portion of a
distribution circuit), since dropping the voltage any further would violate ANSI standards for that customer,
Since smart inverters can increase or decrease the voltage at any individual location, DERs with smart inverters can be used
to more granularly control customer voltages in CVR schemes. For example, if the lowest customer voltage in a utility voltage
regulation zone were to be increased by, say, 1 Volt by controlling a local smart inverter, the entire voltage regulation zone
could then be subsequently lowered another Volt, delivering substantially increased CVR benefits. Such an example is
depicted in the image below, where the green line represents a circuit voltage profile where smart inverters support CVR.
Granular control of customer voltages through smart inverters can dramatically increase CVR benefits.
DERs control voltage locally and enable CVR
No CVR

1-1

AEI Ank 111111
U711

MO

riM31

t3L

Traditional
CVR
CVR with
PV .
126 V

Additional CVR
Unlocked by PV

v

120 V

V

114 V

Equipment Life Extension
Either through local generation, load shifting, and/or energy efficiency, DERs reduce the net load at individual customer
premises. A portfolio of optimized DERs dispersed across a distribution circuit in turn reduces the net load for all equipment
along that distribution circuit. Distribution equipment, such as substation transformers, operating at reduced loading will
benefit from increased equipment life and higher operational efficiency.
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Distribution equipment may operate at very high loading during periods of peak demand, abnormal configuration, or
emergency operation. When the nominal rating of equipment is exceeded, or overloaded, the equipment suffers from
degradation and reduction in operational life. The more frequently that equipment is overloaded, the more that such
degradation occurs. Furthermore, the efficiency of transformers and other grid equipment falls as they perform under
increased load. The higher the overload, the larger the efficiency losses. Utilities have significant portions of their grid
equipment that regularly operate in overloaded fashion. DERs' ability to reduce peak and average load on distribution
equipment therefore leads to a reduction in the detrimental operation of the equipment and an increase in useful life, as
shown in the following figure. The larger the peak load reduction, the larger the life extension and efficiency benefits.
Distributed Energy Resources Extend Transformer Life
Transformer Life
100%

50%

II Life with Base Load
Life with Solar
■ Life with Solar + Smart Homes

0%
20

30
Time(years)

40

To quantify these benefits, medium to large liquid-filled transformers were modeled with typical load and DER generation
profiles. The magnitude of the reduced losses and resulting equipment degradation avoidance were calculated using IEEE
31,32
C57.12.00-2000 standard per unit life calculation methodology.
DERs such as energy storage are able to achieve an even
greater avoided cost than solar alone, as storage dispatch can more closely match the distribution peak. Quantified benefits
contributing to net societal benefits calculation include the deferred equipment investment due to extended equipment life
and reduced energy losses through increased efficiency.
Note that non-optimized DERs can be cited as having negative impact on equipment life. While highly variable generation
and load can negatively impact equipment life — such as driving increased operations of line regulators — optimized and
coordinated smart inverters mitigate this potential volatility impact on equipment life.
Resiliency and Reliability
Distributed Energy Resources improve
Customer Resiliency and Reliability

DERs such as energy storage can provide backup power to
critical loads, improving customer reliability during routine
outages and resiliency during major outages. The rapidly
growing penetration of batteries combined with PV
deployments will reduce the frequency and duration of
customer outages and provide sustained power for critical
devices, as depicted in the adjacent figure.
Improved reliability and resiliency has been the goal of
utility
including
feeder
investments,
significant
reconductoring and distribution automation programs such
as fault location, isolation, and service restoration (FLUSH).
Battery deployments throughout the distribution system can
eventually reduce utility reliability and resiliency
investments. However, this analysis utilizes a conservative
approach, only considering average customer savings from
reduced outages and excludes avoided utility investments.

Backup
Loads

Appliances

Lights
Battery system

J.
Security

-Main panel
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To quantify near-term reliability and resiliency benefits, the value of lost load as calculated by Lawrence Berkeley National
Lab33 was applied to the energy that could be supplied during outages. Outages were based on 2014 CPUC SAIFI statistics.
Market Price Suppression Effect
Wholesale electricity markets provide a competitive framework for electric supply to meet demand. In general, as electric
demand increases market prices increase. DERs can provide value by reducing the electric demand in the market, leading to a
reduction in the market clearing price for all consumers of electricity. This effect was recently validated in the U.S. Supreme
Court's decision to uphold FERC Order 745, noting that operators accept demand response bids if and only if they bring down
the wholesale rate by displacing higher-priced generation. Notably, the court emphasized that "when this occurs(most often
in peak periods), the easing of pressure on the grid, and the avoidance of service problems, further contributes to lower
charges."34 As a behind-the-meter resource, rooftop solar impacts wholesale markets in a similar way to demand response,
effectively reducing demand and thus clearing prices for all resources during solar production hours. While the CPUC Public
Tool attempts to consider the avoided cost of wholesale energy prices, it does not consider the benefits of reducing
wholesale market clearing prices from what they would have been in the absence of solar.
This effect is illustrated in the adjacent
figure. In the presence of DERs, energy
prices are at the lower "r" price which
otherwise would have been at the higher
"P" price absent the DERs. Market price
suppression could then be quantified as
the difference between prices multiplied
by load, or(P — P*)* L*.

Relationship between Electric Demand
and Wholesale Market Prices

Price

Change
in Loed

Change
To quantify the magnitude of cost
in Price
reductions
due to
market
price
suppression, this report estimates the
relationship between load and market
prices based on historical data. It is
important to isolate other driving factors
to only capture the effect of load change
Load
on prices. One of these driving factors is
natural gas prices, which directly impacts
electric prices because the marginal supply resource in California is often a natural gas-fired power plant. This can be isolated
by normalizing market prices over gas prices, known as Implied Heat Rate (IHR), and estimating the relationship between IHR
and load, which is shown in figure below for PG&E DLAP prices and load.
Relationship between electric demand and Implied Heat Ratefor PG&E
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Smart energy homes equipped with energy storage are able to achieve an even greater avoided cost than distributed solar
alone. Storage devices that discharge in peak demand hours with high market clearing prices can take advantage of the
stronger relationship between load and price at high loads.
Results
After establishing the 2016-2020 penetration scenario and defining the methodologies for each category of avoided cost, the
CPUC Public Tool was utilized to estimate the benefits of achieving the 2020 penetration scenario. For avoided cost
categories the CPUC Public Tool was not able to incorporate, calculations were completed externally using common
penetration and operational assumptions for each technology type. In order to be consistent with the CPUC Public Tool
outputs, levelized values are expressed in annual terms in 2015 dollars below.
Annual Benefits of2016-2020 DER Deployments
AVOIDED COST CATEGORY

PV + SMART INVERTER

($M/YEAR)

PeoorMior? L:.1,015
$637

Energy + Losses

TOTAL
+DERs
OM/YEAR) ($M/YEAR)
:v.(k;
$74
$710

Generation Capacity

$91

$99

$190

Transmission Capacity

$333

$42

$375

Distribution Capacity

$187

$54

$241

Ancillary Services

$6

$1

$7

Renewable Energy Compliance

$199

$23

$221

Societal Benefits

$371

$43

$414

Voltage and Power Quality

591

$7

$99

Conservation Voltage Reduction

$34

$4

$38

Equipment Life Extension

531

$4

$36

Reliability & Resiliency

$0

$8

$8

Market Price Suppression
Total Benefits

$163

$19

$182

$2,143

$378

$2,521

Previous assessments of high penetration DERs have replicated existing methodologies that have often been applied to
passive assets like energy efficiency; however, these approaches fail to recognize the potential value of advanced DERs that
will be deployed during the 2016-2020 timeframe. When a more comprehensive suite of benefits that could be generated by
DERs today is considered, total benefits of the 2016-2020 DER portfolio in California exceeds $2.5 billion per year.

C. The Costs of Distributed Energy Resources
As presented above, distributed resources offer significant ratepayer benefits; however, these benefits are not available
without incurring incremental costs to enable their deployment. In order to quantify the net societal benefit of DERs, these
costs must be subtracted from the benefits. Costs for distributed energy resources include integration at the distribution and
bulk system levels, utility program management, and customer equipment.
Distribution Integration Costs
DERs are a critical new asset class being deployed on the distribution grid which must be proactively planned for and
integrated with existing assets. This integration process will sometimes require unavoidable additional investments.
However, it is essential to separate incremental DER integration costs from business as usual utility investments. Recent
utility funding requests for DER integration have included costs above those needed to successfully integrate DERs. This
subsection will explore typical DER integration costs and evaluate the validity of each type.
While new DER integration rules of thumb and planning guidelines are emerging,35 no established approach exists for
identifying DER integration investments or estimating their cost. It is clear, however, that integration efforts and costs vary by
DER penetration level. Generally, lower DER penetration requires fewer integration investments, while higher penetration
SolarCIty Grid Engineering l www.solarcity.com/gridx l Page 13

may lead to increased investment. As depicted in the following chart, NEM PV penetration levels vary across the U.S.36 Most
states have very low (<5%) penetrations, while only Hawaii experiences medium (10-20%) penetration. California exhibits low
(5-1.0%) penetration overall, although individual circuits may experience much higher penetration.
NEM Solar Capacity as a Percentage of Total System Peak
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For this analysis, DER integration costs were developed from estimates submitted by California utilities to the CPUC as part of
their Distribution Resource Planning (DRP) filings. This analysis incorporates the specific cost categories and figures from
Southern California Edison's filing, since this filing alone included specific cost estimates. In assessing these costs, each
proposed investment was reviewed to determine whether it was a required incremental cost resulting from the integration
of DERs. If so, it should indeed be included in the cost/benefit calculation. If the investment (or a portion thereof} was
determined to be a component of utility busines as usual operations, such investment was not included in the analysis.
In order to determine whether a proposed utility investment is required, the following threshold question was asked:
•

Would these costs be incurred even in the absence of DER adoption?

if the costs would be incurred regardless of DER adoption, or if the utility had previously requested regulatory approval for
the investment but justified the investment via a program unrelated to DER adoption, then the costs should not be classified
as DER integration costs. For example, if a utility had previously requested approval to upgrade (i.e. cutover)4kV circuits to a
higher voltage in order to increase capacity and reliability before DERs were prevalent, yet now associates the upgrade costs
to DERs, then the investment should not be attributed to DER integration. This threshold analysis eliminates from
consideration or reduces some of the proposed utility integration costs.
Of the remaining costs, each was further assessed by asking the following set of screening questions:
•
•
•

Do more cost effective mitigation measures exist for the proposed investment? Can advanced DER functionalities
(e.g. volt/VAR support) mitigate or eliminate the need for the investment?
Are costs relevant for the forecasted DER penetration levels, or only for much higher penetrations?
Do stated costs reflect realistic cost figures, or do they reflect inflated estimates?

Several utility integration investments are proposed to mitigate an integration challenge where more cost effective solutions
exist. For example, voltage-related concerns due to PV variability are often used to justify replacement of capacitor banks on
distribution feeders. However, the use of embedded voltage and reactive power capabilities in smart inverters make the
deployment of new capacitor banks redundant and overly expensive in most instances. Furthermore, while some proposed
costs may be relevant for high penetrations of DERs — such as bi-directional relays to deal with reverse power flows — these
investments may not be necessary at low penetration levels.
The following table presents the DER integration investment categories as identified in SCE's DRP filing according to its
Scenario 3 forecast for DER growth in California. SCE's integration costs were scaled up in order to estimate total distribution
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integration costs for all California utilities; therefore, the table represents total California distribution integration costs over
2016-2020. For each investment, applicability to DER integration is assessed using the threshold and screening questions
discussed above, resulting in a quantification of costs that are directly "Applicable to DERs". An overview of the assessment
of each high-level integration category is provided in the table, with more detailed technical discussion of each investment
type and assessment rationale offered in the Appendix. This cost quantification is necessarily high-level due to the lack of
details available for each investment type. As such, more specific assessment is necessary in order to evaluate integration
investment plans. This exercise identifies 25% of SCE's DER integration costs, or $1,450 million (or levelized to $189 million
annually37), as truly applicable to DER integration, which is the number utilized in the cost/benefit analysis in this paper.
UTILITY COST
CLAIM ISM)

APPLICABLE
TO DERs(%)

CATEGORY

INVESTMENTS

Distribution Automation

Automated switches w/enhanced telemetry, remote
fault indicators

$710

0%

Substation Automation

Substation automation, modem protection relays

$691

30%

Communication Systems

Field area network, fiber optic network

$888

0%

Grid Reinforcement

Conductor upgrades to a larger size. conversion of
circuits to higher voltage

$1,070

50%

Technology Platforms and
Applications

Grid analytics platform/applications, long-term
planning tool set, distribution circuit modeling tool,
interconnection application processing, DRP data
sharing portal, grid/DER management system,system
architecture and cyber security, distribution Volt/VAR
optimization

$2,337

30%

$5,697

259;(mo)

Total Distribution Integration Costs

Bulk System Integration Costs
Integration of variable resources with the bulk power grid is expected to result in an increase in variable operating costs
associated with the way the generation fleet is used to accommodate the variability. To quantify this cost, $/MWh values
quantifying this cost for a 33% renewable portfolio standard were scaled per calculations adopted by the California PUC.38
Utility Program Management Costs
To estimate the incremental utility program costs associated with DER adoption, the default inputs within the Public Tool
were used, which include upfront installation and metering costs, as well as incremental billing costs. All told, these costs
amounted to $26 million per year based on the level of adoption in the TASC base case scenario.
Customer Equipment Costs
The costs of DERs themselves must be considered, including the cost of equipment, labor, and financing. For solar, CPUC
Energy Division staffs reference case solar price forecast is used to determine the cost of deployed equipment in the 20162020 timeframe, factoring in the December 2015 extension of the Federal Investment Tax Credit. For storage, the price
forecast was based on Navigant Research's projections;39 for controllable thermostats, current vendor prices were used.
Based on these forecasts, deployments forecasted for the 2016-2020 timeframe yielded a blended average adoption cost of
the installed base of $3.86/W for the 2016-2020 timeframe, or $2.70/w after reflecting the 30% Federal Investment Tax
Credit (ITC). In absolute terms, the total cost of adoption to Californians translates to $12.1 billion (nominal) for 4.5GW of
rooftop solar. For co-located storage and load control, total investment to meet adoption forecasts totals $259 million.
Results
Societal net benefits calculations require a comprehensive consideration of costs that society bears as a result of attaining
the specified 2020 penetration levels, including the costs of administering customer programs, grid integration costs needed
to accommodate new assets, and the cost of the assets themselves, which are borne by customers. In the table below, each
category is quantified, totalling $1.1 billion per year.
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PV 4. SMART INVERTER +DERs
($M/YEAR)
($M/YEAR)

CATEGORY
m

-; .5 G

TOTAL
($M/YEAR)

90.000 hurties

Utility Program Management Costs

$24

$26

Integration Costs (Distribution + Bulk)

$170

$189

Customer Equipment Costs

$770

$889

Total Costs

$964

$1,105

D. Quantifying Net Benefits
In this section, we complete EPRI's Cost/Benefit analysis by comparing benefits and costs of DERs during the 2016-2020
deployment timeframe. For consistent comparisons, levelized costs and benefits are based on the year 2020, with all benefits
40
and costs values translated to 2015 dollars.
Establishing a common DER penetration scenario and converting all benefits and costs to net present value terms allows
simple summation of each category to provide indicative societal net benefit, suggesting a significant societal value for
widespread DER adoption. In total, the benefits of the analyzed scenario are $2.5 billion per year, compared to costs of $1.1
billion per year, resulting in a net societal benefit to Californians of $1.4 billion per year by 2020.
Results of EPRI Societal Net Benefit Test
CATEGORY

TOTAL
OM/YEAR)

Energy + Losses

$637

$79

$710

Generation Capacity

$91

• $99

.$190

Distribution Capacity

$333

$42

$375

Transmission Capacity

$187

$54

$241

$6

$1

$7

Renewable Energy Compliance

$199

$23

$221

Voltage and Power Quality

$91

$7

$99

Conservation Voltage Reduction

$39

$4

$38

Equipment Life Extension

531

$4

$36

Ancillary Services

Benefits

PV+SMART INVERTER +DERS
($M/YEAR}
($M/YEAR)

$0

S8

$8

Market Price Suppression

$163

$19

$182

Societal Benefits

$371

543

$414

Total Benefits

$2,143

$378

$2,521.

Program Costs

$24

$3

$26

integration Costs

$170

$20

$189

Equipment Costs

$770

$119

$889

Total Costs

$964

$141

$1,105

Reliability & Resiliency

Costs

Total Net Benefits

$1,416

E. Case Study: PG&E's Planned Distribution Projects in 2027 General Rate Case
In the previous section, categories of avoided costs were described and the corresponding values were quantified for the
state of California. in this section, the same methodology is applied to PG&E's planned distribution projects from its most
recent PG&E 2017 General Rate Case filing from September 2015.
Every three years, California utilities seek approval to recover expenses and investments, including a target profit level, that
are deemed necessary for the prudent provision of utility services. For perspective, half of customer's utility payments were
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driven by the "wires" component of the electric grid in 201441 and California's investor owned utilities are expected to add
$143 billion of new capital investment into their distribution rate bases through 2050.42
Despite the significant size of this avoided cost category, DERs have historically been considered passive assets having little
potential on the "wires" side of the business. While not all distribution investment can be avoided by DERs, some of the
currently-planned projects are being implemented to accommodate demand growth and replacement of aging assets; these
projects could instead be deferred or avoided by DERs. While the CPUC Public Tool uses a generalized treatment of
distribution capacity avoided costs to estimate the potential value of deferrals across utilities, more specific values are used
in this section sourced from publicly available documents.
The table below summarizes the large capacity-related distribution projects detailed in PG&E's General Rate Case. PG&E
seeks approval of $353 million for these distribution system investments.48 When this $353 million PG&E capital investment
is adjusted to factor in the ratepayer perspective — which includes the lifetime cost of the utility's target profit level and
recovery of costs related to operations and maintenance, depreciation, interest and taxes from ratepayers — the net present
societal cost to PG&E ratepayers of these distribution capacity projects is approximately $586 million.44 This $586 million cost
to ratepayers adds over 1GW of conventional distribution capacity but addresses only 256 MW of near-term capacity
deficiencies on PG&E's distribution system when deployed.
Summary of PG&E Electric Distribution Capacity Request — 2017 GRC45
Net Present Ratepayer Cost of Capital Investment(4)46

$586

Near-term GRC Forecast Deficiency Addressed(MW)

256

Based on this societal cost, we consider the net benefits of an alternative, DER-centric solution, which relies on solar with
smart inverters, energy storage and controllable thermostats. Due to lack of sufficient detail from PG&E's General Rate Case
regarding the operational profiles of the electric distribution capacity projects in question, a simplifying assumption of 75% is
used for the DER portfolio's distribution load carrying capacity ratio, which is based on the CPUCs Public Tool default peak
capacity allocation factors (PCAF)for PG&E's distribution planning areas. This load carrying capacity ratio reflects capabilities
based on customer adoptions with a storage sizing ratio of 2 kWh of energy storage for every 1 kW of PV capacity, or
approximately 10 kWh of energy storage for a customer with 5kW of solar installed, as well as a controllable thermostat.
In order to accurately compare the DER solution, the full lifetime cost of the DER solution is considered, which includes the
costs of additional DERs that would be needed to accommodate load growth over the lifetime of the conventional solution —
assumed to be 25 years. This DER solution deployment schedule, which continuously addresses incremental capacity needs
on the grid, contrasts with the traditional, bulky solution deployment schedule, which requires a large upfront investment for
capacity to address a small, incremental near-term need. While a DER solution delivers sufficient capacity in each year to
provide comparable levels of grid services, deployments occur steadily over time rather than in one upfront investment.
This approach highlights one of the key potential benefits of utilizing a DER solution over a traditional, bulky grid asset: DERs
can be flexibly deployed in small bundles over time, a benefit that is further explored in Section IV on the benefits of
transitioning to more integrated distribution planning.
Using these assumptions, the previous state-wide methodology is applied to DERs avoiding PG&E's planned distribution
capacity projects, but two conservative assumptions are made. First, the scope of benefits is limited to a subset of avoided
cost categories that would be directly considered by utility planners today for these types of projects. Whereas conventional
equipment used to meet distribution capacity projects are generally unidimensional resources providing a single source of
value — distribution capacity — DERs provide multiple sources of value. Second, we base our calculations on PG&E's lower
avoided cost values,45 rather than our own,to demonstrate that there are net benefits even under a conservative scenario.
In addition to avoiding the ratepayer cost of $586 million for planned distribution capacity projects, the DERs deployed to
avoid PG&E's distribution capacity projects also avoid $946 million in energy purchases and $79 million and $99 million in
generation capacity and avoided renewable energy credit purchases, respectively, totaling $1,709 million in benefits. On the
cost side, program costs, integration costs and equipment costs for the associated DERs total to $1,605 million, resulting in a
net present value to PG&E ratepayers of $104 million. This net benefit result is particularly notable given the limited scope of
benefits considered in this case study and the reliance on PG&E's lower avoided cost values.
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Net Benefit of DER Solutions to PG&E Electric Distribution Capacity Request — 2017 GRC
(Calculations Based on PG&E Cost and Benefit Assumptions)
TYPE

Benefits

CATEGORY

SOURCE

Energy + Losses

PG&E NEM Successor Filing"

Generation Capacity'

PG&E NEM Successor Filing

Distribution Capacity

PG&E 2017 General Rate Case

Transmission Capacity

Not Included

Ancillary Services

Not Included

Renewable Energy Compliance

PG&E NEM Successor Filing

Voltage and Power Quality

Not Included

Conservation Voltage Reduction

Not Included

Equipment Life Extension

Not Included

Reliatrility & Resiliency

Not Included

Market Price Suppression

Not Included

Societal Benefits

Not Included

NPV (2.oz $M)
$946
$79
$586

$99

$1,709

Total Benefits
Program Costs

PG&E Nem Successor Filing

Integration Costs

SCE DRP with SolarCity Revisions

Equipment Costs

PG&E NEM Successor Filing

$55
$363

Costs

$1,188

Total Costs
Total Net Benefits

In this section, the data available to third-parties around distribution capacity projects from the most recent California Phase
I General Rate Case (PG&E's 2017 GRC filing) was used to explore the potential benefits of leveraging DERs to avoid
Conventional distribution capacity-related investments. Calculations were performed based on PG&E's own avoided cost
assumptions from NEM Successor Tariff filings and General Rate Case filings. Results indicate that deploying DER solutions in
lieu of PG&E's planned distribution capacity expansion projects in its 2017 GRC could yield net benefits, even looking only at
the energy, capacity, and renewable energy compliance values of the DER solutions. While not preferred, simplified
assumptions were used to fill missing sources of information and data (e.g. distribution peak capacity allocation factors and
forecasted load growth) where necessary. That such simplifying assumptions are necessary highlights the need for additional
data sharing on specific infrastructure projects in order to assess the potential of DERs to offset these investments.

III.

Utility Regulatory Incentives Must Change in Order to Capture DER Benefits

Section II demonstrated how California could realize an additional $1.4 billion per year by 2020 in net benefits from the
deployment of new DERs during the 2016-2020 timeframe. This state-wide methodology was then applied to the planned
distribution capacity projects for California's most recent GRC request, showing how the deployment of DERs in lieu of
planned distribution capacity expansion projects in PG&E's next rate case could save customers over $100 million.
Despite this potential value from embracing a distribution-centric grid, utilities face institutional barriers to realizing these
benefits. Reducing the size of a utility's ratebase — its wires-related investments — cuts directly into shareholder profits.
Expecting utilities to proactively integrate DERs into grid planning, when doing so has the potential to adversely impact
shareholder earnings, is a structurally flawed approach. It will be impossible to completely capture the potential benefits of
DERs until the grid planner's financial conflict with the deployment of DERs is neutralized.
incentive Barriers
Realigning the incentives of the grid planner to solely focus on delivering a safe, reliable and affordable grid, regardless of the
ownership and service models that materialize in the market, is a necessary first step to realize the potential of DERs. There
are two fundamental paths forward to address this conflict of interest.
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The first path towards realizing this objective would be to separate the role of distribution planning, sourcing, and operations
from the role of distribution asset owner, similar to the evolution of Independent System Operators (iS0s) and Regional
Transmission Operators (RTO) at the bulk system level. FERC's decree to create independent operators in Order 2000 was
driven by the observation that the lack of independent operation of the bulk power system enabled transmission owners to
continue discriminatory operation of their systems to favor their own affiliates and further their own interests.47
However, while an independent distribution system operator (IDSO) is an appealing governance model, some state
regulators may choose a second path for addressing the utility conflict of incentives: maintaining the utilities' traditional role
in planning and operating the distribution grid, while neutralizing the misalignment by changing utility incentives. Given the
near-term focus in many states on retaining the utility's current role in grid planning and operation, this paper chooses to
focus on this path and proposes a model that ensures the utility incentive against non-utility owned assets is neutralized.
Proposed Solution
In order to ensure least cost/best fit distribution investments in states without an IDSO, this paper proposes the creation of a
new utility incentive model, infrastructure-as-a-Service, which would neutralize the utility incentive to deploy utility-owned
infrastructure in lieu of more cost-effective third-party options. This model would enable utility shareholders to derive
income from third-party grid services, mitigating the financial impact that may bias utility decision-making. Such a model
would help ensure that utilities take full advantage of DER readily being adopted by customers.
Infrastructure-as-a-Service
Infrastructure-as-a-Service is a regulatory mechanism that would modify the incentives faced by utilities when sourcing
solutions to meet grid needs. This new mechanism would allow utilities to earn income, or a rate of return, from the
successful provision of grid services from non-utility owned DERs. Infrastructure-as-a-Service facilitates the least cost/best fit
development of distribution grids by creating competitive pathways for DERs to defer or replace conventional grid
investments, while maintaining equal or superior levels of safety, reliability, resiliency, power quality, and customer
satisfaction. As the figure below shows, the three primary steps of a utility distribution planning process (forecast, identify
needs and evaluate solutions) remain identical to the current process, followed by the infrastructure-as-a-Service
48
mechanism's enhancements to sourcing in steps four (select and deploy) and five (operate and collect}.
Utility Planning and Sourcing Utilizing Infrastructure-as-a-Service Model
1. Forecast Growth &
Maintenance
Forecast load and DER
growth and required
equipment maintenance

2. Identify Grid Needs
Compare growth to
available hosting and
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Evaluate Solutions
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identified needs, including
the use of DER portfolios
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(e.g. transformer, capacitor bank)

(e.g. circuit capacity, reactive power}
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5. Operate & Collect
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Under the proposed approach, after evaluating all feasible technical solutions for a particular grid need, including alternative
grid solutions derived from DER portfolios, Infrastructure-as-a-Service would empower distribution planners to select and
deploy third-party assets that address the specified need if more cost-effective for ratepayers than conventional solutions.
Importantly, Infrastructure-as-a-Service would create an opportunity for utilities to operate and collect streams of service
income, or a rate of return, based on the successful deployment of competitively sourced third-party solutions. This service
income provides fair compensation for effective administration of third-party contracts that enable alternative resources to
deliver grid services, and helps mitigate the structural bias towards utility-owned infrastructure that currently exists under
distribution "cost plus" regulation. Note that other mechanisms attempting to achieve a similar utility indifference to DER
solutions have been proposed, such as the modified clawback mechanism being discussed in New York." While the clawback
mechanism offers the potential to reduce the financial disincentive that utilities face in utilizing DERs, the potential utility
upside may be small as compared to the lost opportunity and insufficient to neutralize the utility disincentive. This downside
to the clawback mechanism may be overcome via the infrastructure-as-a-service mechanism.
Distribution Loading Order
Neutralizing the utility disincentive to utilizing DERs is critical but not sufficient to drive transformation in distribution
planning. New incentives may be ignored in practice without corresponding changes to long-established and familiar utility
processes that have sourced only self-supplied solutions to date. The adoption of a Distribution Loading Orders° would
borrow an existing concept from bulk system procurement policy in California, which prioritizes procurement of preferred
resources, including energy efficiency, demand response, and renewable energy, ahead of fossil fuel-based sources. In the
distribution context, a Distribution Loading Order prioritizes the utilization of flexible DER portfolios over traditional utility
infrastructure, when such portfolios are cost-effective and able to meet grid needs. The table below depicts the types of
resources that would be prioritized over traditional investments in such a policy.
Distribution Loading Order:Sourcing Solutions
PRIORITY RESOURCE TYPE

RESOURCE EXAMPLES
Energy efficiency, controllable loads/demand response, renewable
generation,advanced inverters, energy storage, electric vehicles

1

Distributed Energy
Resources

2

Conventional Distribution Transformers, reconducturing, capacitors, voltage regulators,
Infrastructure
sectionalizers

In concert with a mechanism like Infrastructure-as-a-Service, a Distribution Loading Order provides the procedural framework
for evaluating distribution solutions in order to ensure grid planning is consistent with longer term policy objectives that
support environmental, reliability, and customer choice goals. Importantly, a Distribution Loading Order would ensure that
DER solutions are properly incorporated into grid planning. However, utilities would always maintain the authority to select
and deploy a suitable portfolio of solutions, including conventional solutions when more appropriate, to ensure reliability. For
these conventional investments, utilities would continue to earn an authorized rate of return.
Benefits of Infrastructure as a Service
Creating a pathway for DERs to offer grid services in lieu of utility infrastructure investment would be beneficial for uti y
ratepayers for a variety of reasons.
1. Saves ratepayers money: Allowing full and fair consideration of DER solutions equips grid planners with a broader
suite of tools to meet grid needs, resulting in higher infrastructure utilization and lower customer electricity bills.
2. Promotes competition: Expanding the set of suppliers that are eligible to offer distribution solutions unleashes the
power of markets to benefit ratepayers. Well-designed competitive markets can deliver superior solutions that are
more affordable than those resulting from a self-supply "cost plus" planning model.
3. increased flexibility and sources the best solution: Sourcing mechanisms that can deliver resources with new
desirable characteristics (e.g. granular sizing, fast lead-times, flexible operational traits) into the distribution
planners' toolbox creates no-regrets flexibility. And by rendering a utility neutral to the choice of ownership
structure, the planner can focus on the singular objective of delivering the least-cost, best-fit solution.
4. Encourages innovation: Providing clear market opportunities for third-party solutions promotes product and service
innovation, putting the collective innovation capabilities of all market participants and customers to work.
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5.

Engages customers: Utilizing DERs to provide grid services increases the capability and willingness of individual
customers to actively manage their energy profiles. Ultimately, a neutral decision model like Infrastructure-as-aService will help foster the transition from passive ratepayers to proactive customers.

The CPUC recently enhanced the 2016 scope for its Distribution Resource Plan proceeding to formally consider the utility
role, business models, and financial interest with respect to DER deployment.51 Infrastructure-as-a-service is one mechanism
to consider that would reduce the conflict of interest towards third-party services inherent in the utility incentive model
today. Alternative efforts, such as creating greater functional independence between ownership and operations, as in an
IDSO model, should also be explored. Irrespective of the mechanism, an effort to neutralize the utility decision model is
needed to ensure that DERs are fully utilized and valued for grid services.

IV.

Grid Planning Must be Modernized in Order to Capture DER Benefits

A second structural impediment to fully realizing DER benefits is the current grid planning approach, which biases grid design
toward traditional infrastructure rather than distributed alternatives, even if distributed solutions better meet grid needs.
Outdated planning approaches rely on static assumptions about DER capabilities and focus primarily on mitigating potential
DER integration challenges, rather than proactively harnessing these flexible assets.

A. Adopt Integrated Distribution Planning
Grid planning can be modernized by utilizing an approach to meeting grid needs
while at the same time expanding customer choice to utilize DERs to manage their
own energy. We call this holistic process Integrated Distribution Planning.

it11.01 r1L't.ti0:1

Integrated Distribution Planning encourages the incorporation of DERs into every
aspect of grid planning. The framework, as depicted in the adjacent figure, expedites
DER interconnections, integrates DERs into grid planning, sources DER portfolios to
meet grid needs, and ensures data transparency for key planning and grid
information. Ultimately, the approach reduces overall system costs, increases grid
reliability and resiliency, arid fosters customer engagement.
If grid planning decisions are made before consideration of customers' decisions to adopt DERs, — which is frequently the
case today — grid investments will underutilize the potential of DERs to provide grid services, ultimately resulting in lower
overall system utilization and higher societal costs of the collective grid assets. In contrast, prudent planners who proactively
plan for customer adoption of DERs may avoid making unnecessary and redundant grid investments, while also enabling the
use of customer DERs to meet additional grid needs. Ultimately, planning processes must ensure that DERs are effectively
counted on by grid planners and leveraged by grid operators. For more details on integrated distribution planning, see the
"Integrated Distribution Planning" white paper overviewing the framework at www.solarcity.com/gridx.

B. Grid Planning Data Must be Transparent and Accessible
The first step in grid planning is to identify the underlying grid needs. As discussed throughout this paper, the use of
alternative solutions such as DERs should be included in the portfolio of solutions that are considered to meet these grid
needs. While utilities could ostensibly assess these alternative solutions within their existing process, opening up the planning
process by sharing the underlying grid data would drive increased competition and innovation in both assessing and meeting
grid needs. Any concerns from sharing such data — such as customer privacy, security, data quality, and qualified access — can
be mitigated through data sharing practices already common in other industries. In fact, stakeholder engagement and access
to planning data is already a central tenet in electric transmission planning across the country. The challenges of ushering a
new industry norm of data transparency are far outweighed by the potential that broader data access can drive in increased
stakeholder engagement and industry competition.
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Data transparency efforts should first focus on communicating the exhaustive list of grid needs that utilities already identify
in their planning process. While utilities may claim that such needs are already communicated within general rate cases, the
information contained in those filings are incomplete. A standard set of comprehensive data should be shared about each
grid need and planned investment so that stakeholders can proactively propose and develop innovative solutions to those
needs. This proactive data access broadens the set of innovative solutions made available to utilities and guards against an
insular approach to deploying grid investments. The table below is an initial set of minimally-required data to foster adequate
stakeholder engagement in regards to specific, utility-identified grid needs.
Data to Foster Engagement in Grid Needs and Planned Investments
DATA NEED

DESCRIPTION

Grid Need Type

The type of grid need (e.g. capacity, reactive power, voltage, reliability, resiliency, spinning/nonspinning reserves,frequency response)

Location

The geographic (e.g. GPS,address) and the system location (e.g. planning area,substation,feeder,
feeder node) of the grid need

Scale of Deficiency

The scale of the grid need (e.g. MW,kVAR, CAIDI/SAIDI deficiency)

Planned Investment

The traditional investment to be deployed in the absence of an alternative solution (e.g. 40 MVA
transformer, 12kV reconductor, line recloser, line regulator)

Reserve Margin

Additional capacity embedded within the planned investment to provide buffer for contingency
scenarios(e.g. 20% margin above expected deficiency embedded within equipment ratings to
ensure available capacity during contingency scenarios)

Historical Data

Time series data used to inform identification of grid need (e.g. loading data, voltage profile, loading
versus equipment ratings, etc.)

Forecast Data

Time series data used to inform identification of grid need and specification of planned investment
(e.g. loading, voltage, and reliability data). Forecast to include prompt year deficiency (1,e, near-term
deficiency driver), as well as long-term forecast (i.e. long-term deficiency driver)

Expected Forecast Error

Historical data that includes forecasts relative to actual demands for relevant grid need type in
similar projects. Data to be used to evaluate uncertainty of needs and corresponding value of
resources with greater optionality (e.g. lead times,sizing, etc.)

While data on specific utility-identified grid needs is critical to assessing innovative solutions in place of traditional
investments, underlying grid data should also be made available to foster broader engagement in grid design and operations.
Access to underlying grid data allows third parties to improve grid design and operation by proactively identifying and
developing solutions to meet grid needs, even before they are identified by utilities. The following data should be made
available and kept current by utilities in order to encourage broad engagement in grid design.
Data to Foster Engagement in General Grid Design and Optimization
DATA NEED

DESCRIPTION

Circuit Model

The information required to model the behavior of the grid at the location of grid need.

Circuit Loading

Annual loading and voltage data for feeder and SCADA line equipment(15 min or hourly), as well as
forecasted growth

Circuit DER

Installed DER capacity and forecasted growth by circuit

Circuit Voltage

SCADA voltage profile data (e.g. representative voltage profiles)

Circuit Reliability

Reliability statistics by circuit (e.g. CAIDi, SAIFI, SAIDI, CEMI)

Circuit Resiliency

Number and configuration of circuit supply feeds (used as a proxy for resiliency)

Equipment Ratings,
The current and planned equipment ratings, relevant settings (e.g. protection, voltage regulation,
Settings,and Expected Life etc.), and expected remaining life.
The geographic

that is served by the equipment in order to identify assets which could be used

area
Area Served by Equipment to address the grid
need. This may take the form of a GIS polygon.
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Share Standardized, Machine-Readable Data Sets
Data that is made available on grid needs and planned investments is rarely provided in an accessible format. Often,
information is provided in the form of photocopied images of spreadsheet tables within utility GRC filings, hardly a format the
enables streamlined analysis. This data communication approach requires stakeholders to manually recreate entire data sets
into electronic version in order to carry out any meaningful analysis, a time-intensive and needless exercise. Other potential
stakeholders never attempt to engage due to the barrier of data access.
The use of standard, machine-readable data formats is prevalent in many industries and within the utility industry itself;
organizations like the Energy Information Agency (EIA) foster such broad access to electronic, standardized data sets.
Distribution grid needs and planned investments should follow suit. To illustrate a potential path forward, below is an
example of traditional grid capacity needs and corresponding capacity investments as communicated via PG&E's 2017 GRC
Phase 1 filing; the image of the text file on the right shows how those same grid needs and planned investments could be
translated into a machine-readable format.
General Rate Case
Worksheet PDF

Standard Format
Text File (e.g. EON)
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C Benefits of Integrated Distribution Planning
Opening the door to DER solutions in grid planning provides the obvious benefit of a new suite of technological options for
grid planners. In some cases, DERs may simply be lower cost on a $/kW basis or more effective at meeting the identified grid
need than the conventional solution, making them an obvious choice. DERs, however, also offer an advantage over
convertional options due to their targeted and flexible nature, which fundamentally changes the paradigm of grid planning.
Status quo grid planning relies on deploying bulky, traditional infrastructure solutions to address forecasts of incremental,
near-term grid needs. In many cases, conventional solutions are 15X larger than the near-term grid need that is driving the
actual deployment of the infrastructure.52 This fundamental reality of grid planning creates two major opportunities for DERs
to deliver better value to ratepayers than conventional solutions: 1) utilizing small and targeted solutions, and 2) utilizing the
flexibility of DER portfolios.
Value of Small & Targeted Solutions in Modern Distribution Planning
The first source of value is the result of more incremental and targeted investment, which captures the benefit of time value
of money. Bulky utility solutions with long equipment lifetimes present a lumpiness challenge for planners. Needs for new
resources are driven at the margin, but the available solutions are only cost-effecive when sized to match their long lifetimes,
often resulting in low lifetime utilization rates. The significantly smaller building blocks that modern DERs offer planners
effectively overcome this historical problem. The figures below compare the deployment timeline of a traditional bulky
solution installed to meet demand growth long in the future, relative to a targeted DER solution deployed in small batches to
meet continuous demand growth, and the corresponding expectation of idle capacity over time.
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Option 1: Bulky Deployment

a0_

Option 2:Targeted Deployment

E Conventional Solution
Conventional idle Capacity
Litf,- Planning Reserve Margin
W. Demand
Years

IN Distributed Solution
:k DO Idle Capacity
• Planning Reserve Margin
• Demand
Years

Option 1 meets every year's capacity requirement by deploying large solutions infrequently, whereas Option 2 meets annual
needs through smaller and more continuous deployments. While the infrastructure deployed with Option 1 will continue to
meet the required planning reserve margins decades into the future, it requires a significant upfront investment. Option 2
targets the near-term required planning reserve margins on a continuous basis. Both options ensure that the planning
reserve margin for reliability purposes is met, but Option 1 results in higher idle capacity rates over the lifetime of the
infrastructure in aggregate when compared to Option 2.
Extending the basic financial idea of the time value of money, paying for capacity today is more expensive than paying for
capacity tomorrow — even before considering any cost decreases resulting from technological advancements. DER solutions
that can preserve reliability, while delaying capital investments for new capacity until future periods, are inherently valuable
to ratepayers. This value driver means that solutions that may look more expensive on a per unit of nameplate capacity basis
are actually more cost effective on a net present value basis.
Value of Increased Flexibility in Modern Distribution Planning
The second source of value to be realized from modernizing planning stems from a related but separate challenge that grid
planners face: the risk of suboptimal decisions arising from forecast error. This risk is primarily driven by two dynamics:
1. Long lead times are necessary to deploy traditional infrastructure.
2. Long depreciation lifetimes are allowed by regulators for those assets.
As a result, grid planners commonly make investment decisions many years into the uncertain future, and then charge
customers for the maintenance, depreciation, profit and taxes associated with those assets over 20 to 30 years or more.
Investment under uncertainty imposes risks, which, if not managed properly, create unforeseen ratepayer costs. Among
other sources of uncertainty, grid planning and expansion using traditional bulky infrastructure is subject to demand growth
uncertainty and technology uncertainty. Both of these forecast errors can be large and expensive.
Over-forecasting demand can result in an overbuilt system for which ratepayers must bear the full burden, even if the
infrastructure was not needed. Under-forecasting demand can require the installation of suboptimal, expensive patchwork
solutions, or threaten reliability if solutions cannot be provided in time. Similarly, on the technology side, inaccurately
forecasting the future costs and capabilities of technologies may result in premature obsolescence as technological
advancement dramatically reduces equipment costs or increases equipment efficiency. While private firms typically bear
these investment risks in other industries, utility ratepayers bear 100% of these forecast error risks in the electric industry
unless the utility regulator acts to disallow cost recovery.
Due to these risks, DERs with shorter lead times can offer real-option value (ROV) by delaying deployment until forecast
uncertainty is smaller, effectively buying time for planners and reducing the probability of a mistake. While the value of real
options can be significant, it is difficult to quantify without the requisite data, including historical loading data, historical
forecasts, and current long-term project forecasts. These data needs are further elaborated on in the subsequent section.
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Policy Considerations
The additional sources of value, including time value of money and real option value, associated with a transition towards
integrated distribution planning that fully leverages DER deployments were explored above, but are not explicitly quantified
due to the limited data publically available, Ongoing proceedings in California, such as the Distribution Resource Plan (DRPs)
and Integrated Distributed Energy Resources CIDER), create important vehicles to share information between parties in order
to explore these important but less conventional sources of value that are not yet well quantified.

V.

Conclusion

In this report, we explored the capability of distributed energy resources to maximize ratepayer benefits while modernizing
the grid. The opportunity associated with proactively leveraging DERs deployed over the next five years is significant, creating
$1.4 billion a year by 2020 in net societal benefits across the state of California. Applying the state-wide methodology to a
subset of real distribution capacity projects identified in California's most recent utility General Rate Case yielded similar
results, suggesting DERs can cost effectively replace real-world planned distribution capacity projects today.
The impediments to capturing these benefits in practice remain significant. Utility incentives must be realigned to ensure
that the full potential of DERs can be realized. Shifting the utility's core financial incentive from its current focus of "build
more to profit more" towards a future state where the utility is financially indifferent between sourcing utility-owned and
customer-driven solutions would neutralize bias in the utility decision making process. However, modernizing grid planning is
also necessary. Grid planning must be updated to incorporate DERs into every aspect of grid planning, and the process itself
must become radically more transparent with greater access to and standardization of data.
The benefits of achieving these changes would be real — and large. While initially complex to consider, the greater flexibility
DERs can provide to grid planners and operators leads to greater reliability and resiliency. Similarly, the more targeted and
incremental deployments of DERs can enable more efficient and affordable grids. Most importantly, utilities that can
successfully modify planning processes would be able to fully take advantage of the assets their customers chose to adopt.
While no single report will adequately address all the issues — engineering, economic, regulatory — that naturally come with a
transformative time in the industry, we hope that compiling these issues in one place, even with a high-level focus, advances
the discussion and provides an overview of the critical topics for regulators and industry stakeholders to consider when
evaluating the full potential of distributed energy resources.

About Grid Engineering Solutions
Our Grid Engineering Solutions team is leading efforts to make the 21'' century's distributed grid a reality. At SolarCity, grid
engineering is more than understanding how the current power system works and how to interconnect distributed energy
resources. It encompasses a cross-functional approach to evaluating engineering, technology, economic, and policy
considerations side-by-side. We apply our expertise in power systems engineering, energy economics, and advanced grid
technology to unlock innovative solutions that enable the grid of the future.
The majority of the Grid Engineering Solutions team members, including the authors of this paper, are former utility
engineers, economists, technologists, and policy analysts. We treat the design and operation of the electric grid as a major
opportunity to partner across the energy industry, with the aim of driving innovation to benefit consumers and our
environment. Collaboration across utilities, grid operators, regulators, national laboratories, philanthropists,
environmentalists, distributed energy resource providers, energy service providers, and customers is paramount to meeting
the challenge of modernizing our grid. We welcome any dialogue that helps foster the next generation of grid design and
operations. For more information, please visit us at www.solarcity.com/gridx or contact us at gridx@solarcity.com.
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Appendix 1: Overview of Traditional Avoided Cost Categories and Methodologies
The traditional avoided cost categories evaluated in this report are detailed in the following table. Descriptions of the avoided
cost, overview of the CPUC Public Tool's treatment of these avoided costs, and TASC's adjusted methodologies are provided.
The adjusted TASC methodologies are used to quantify the traditional avoided cost values used in this paper. See TASC NEM
Successor Tariff filing for more details on quantification approach.54
AVOIDED
COST

DESCRIPTION

The value of wholesale energy
that would otherwise be
generated in the absence of
DERs, adjusted for losses that
Energy + Losses would occur. In CA,the cost
of carbon allowances from
the Cap and Trade program is
embedded in the wholesale
I energy value.

Generation
Capacity

Transmission
Capacity

Distribution
Capacity

Ancillary
Services

Renewable
Energy
Compliance

Societal
Benefits

CPUC PUBLIC TOOL
METHODOLOGY

TASC INPUT

The Public Tool creates a forecast of
future energy prices using a simplified
dispatch model and applies those prices
to the DER generation in each hour. The
model also allows a locationai multiplier
to be applied to capture the additional
value of DER generation that occurs in
specific locations.

TASC used the default assumptions
for calculating energy value, but
utilized the iocational multiplier
with a value of 4.8%, which was
the premium derived from the
empirical correlation between DER
locations and CA1S0 I ocational
marginal prices(LMPs).

The value of avoiding the
The Public Tool calculates the long-run
need for system generation
cost of capacity by determining the Cost
capacity resources to meet
of New Entry(CONE)for a combustion
peak load and planning reserve turbine, and nets that cost against the
energy and ancillary services revenues
requirements.
that a plant would be expected to earn.

TASC used the default assumptions '
for net CONE,and assumed that
the long-run marginal cost that
net CONE represents is the value
of capacity starting in 2017, also
known as the Resource Balance
Year(RV).

The value of avoiding the
need to expand transmission
capacity to meet peak loads.

The Public Tool allows the user to input a
$/kW-year value for avoided transmission
capacity. The model takes this input and
assesses the avoided cost by taking into
account the level of coincidence of DER
generation with the coincident peak that
drives transmission expansion.

TASC assumed the avoided cost was
the marginal cost of transmission
capacity, which was estimated to be
$87/kW-year based on regression
analysis of historical transmission
costs and their correlation with
load growth.

The value of avoiding the need
to expand distribution capacity
to meet peak loads.

The avoided cost attributable to
DERs takes into account the level of
coincidence of DER generation with the
drivers of these marginal costs, which are
allocated to specific time periods by Peak
Capacity Allocation Factors(PCAFs).

TASC assumed the avoided cost was
the marginal cost of distribution
capacity, which was sourced from
each IOU's most recent CPUC
general rate case.

The value of a reduced need
for operational reserves based
on load reduction through
DERs.

The Public Tool defines the cost for
ancillary services as a 1% of wholesale
energy costs, and allocates the value
based on hourly load.

TASC did not modify any
assumptions with respect to how
avoided ancillary services are
calculated.

The value of reducing
procurement requirements
for renewable energy credits,
due to reduced delivery of
. retail energy on which RPS
, compliance levels are based.

The Public Tool bases this value on the
above market costs of RPS generation.
Under a 33% RPS, each kWh of DER
generation reduces the need for RPS
generation by 0,33 kwh.

TASC assumed a 33% RPS by
2020 and did not modify any
assumptions with respect to how
avoided RPS costs are calculated.

The value of benefits that
accrue to society, and are not
costs directly avoided by the
utility.

The Public Tool model provided the
flexibility to insert assumptions for
societal benefits based on $/tonne of
emissions or $JkWh benefits.

TASC included the Environmental
Protection Agency's value for the
social cost of carbon, as well as
• estimates for NOx, PM10,land use
and water use benefits.
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Appendix 2: Utility-Proposed Distribution Integration Investments in CA DRP
The following table presents the DER integration investment categories as identified in SCE's DRP filing. SCE's costs were
scaled up to estimate total integration costs for all California utilities over 2016-2020. SCE cost estimates were stated at the
category level, and were uniformly spread across the underlying investments. For each investment, applicability to DER
integration is assessed using the threshold and screening questions identified in this paper. This quantification is necessarily
high-level due to the lack of details provided, and additional details are necessary in order to fully evaluate investment plans.

INVESTMENT
CATEGORY

Distribution
Automation

Substation
Automation

Communication
Systems

Technology
Platforms and
Applications

INVESTMENTS

UTILITY
APPLICABLE
COST
TO DERS ex.)
CLAIM ($M)

RATIONALE

Automated switches
w/enhanced
telemetry

$355

0%

Business as usual: Automation programs are
reliability driven and not necessary for DER
integration.

Remote fault
indicators

$355

0%

. Business as usual:fault indicators are reliability
driven and not necessary for DER integration.

Substation
automation

$346

CM

Business as usual: Automation programs are
, reliability driven and not necessary for DER
integration.

Modem protection
relays

$346

60%

Field area network

$444

0%

Fiber optic network

$444

0%

Grid analytics
platform

$119

Grid analytics
applications

$119

33%

Long-term planning
tool set

$119

50%

Distribution circuit
modeling tool

$119

50%

$119

100%

1 Interconnection
application
processing

1

i

33%

$119

100%

Grid arid DER
management system

$119

50%

investments in identification and communication
of grid needs are valid for high DER penetrations.
However,only some of these costs are applicable
to DERs as these tools broadly support grid
modernization and will be used to process data
from smart meters and utilityi grid devices.
Long-term planning arid distribution circuiit
modeling tools are used to forecast all grid needs
and scenarios, including reliability, loads, and DERs;
therefore, only a portion of these costs are driven
: by DER integration.

! Grid and DER management systems are used to
, manage all grid assets, including utility equipment
and DERs;only a portion of these costs are driven
: by DER integration.

25%

As the grid becomes more reliant on more granular
visibility and control, system architecture and
cybersecurity investments are needed irrespective
of DERs. Therefore, only a portion of these costs
are driven by DER integration.

25%

Business as usual: Volt/VAR Optimization programs
preexisted DER deployments; while DERs increase
Volt/VAR benefits, only a portion of these costs are
driven by DERs.

50%

Capacity and conductor upgrades driven primarily
by safety, reliability and resiliency needs. However,
capacity investments for high DER penetrations
resulting in thermal limit violations are valid.

$1,168

10%

Business as usual: Supports preexisting utility
efforts to convert circuits to higher voltage.
! incremental costs associated with accelerated
replacement could be driven by DER integration in
! some cases.
• - -

$5,697

25%($1,45())

System architecture
and cyber security

$119

Distribution Volt/VAR
optimization

$119

Conductor upgrades
to a larger size

$1,168

Grid
Reinforcement

1

i
i

Total

Business as usual:supports preexisting utility
-, efforts to extend SCADA visibility throughout
' distribution system.

Investments that support DER interconnection are
directly related to DER integration.

DRP data sharing
portal

Conversion of circuits
to higher voltage

Investment in protective relay upgrades can be
valid at high penetration of DERs, although setting
changes can frequently eliminate need for relay
replacements.
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In reviewing the constantly evolving landscape,
As a banker serving the U.S. utility industry for
felt that it was important to provide an updated,
over 30 years, I have long questioned the impact
more holistic perspective that aligns society's
of policy actions and regulatory mandates that
needs with the interests of utilities and their
threaten the revenue base of utilities and the
customers. In 2010, Ceres made an important
industry's financial health. In 2013, I authored
contribution to the dialogue with the release of
"Disruptive Challenges: Financial Implications
"The 21st Century Electric Utility: Positioning for
and Strategic Responses to a Changing Retail
Edison
a
Low-Carbon Future,"and it seemed a natural
Energy Business," published by the
fit to collaborate with Ceres on this new paper.
Electric Institute (EEI). That paper presented
my views, looking through the lens
Utilities do an excellent job of
of an investor, of the challenges
what they are mandated to do—
confronting the long-term
goin
ies
are
not
provide safe, reliable and
financial viability of the electric
affordable energy. Utilities are
ecause we requirethe
utility industry given its
not going away, because we
present business model.
the electric-grid,so w
fl is
require them to operate the
electric grid, so why not
Since the release of
t expand'the scope of their inaiidat
expand the scope of their
"Disruptive Challenges,"
manage ail environmentin vvhich
mandate to manage an
the forces outlined therein
environment in which
have continued to develop,
consumers use energy and
particularly the pace of
electricity more efficiently to
technological innovation
ze the eiectrici
create customer value and
and cost-curve improvements.
optimize the electricity system
orthe benefit of a
Importantly, electric customers
for the benefit of all? In this
and the policy community have
environment, utilities will be incented
continued to foster key disruptive
to maximize customer and system value,
forces by confirming their support for
opposed
to simply building infrastructure.
as
customer energy supply choice, net energy
metering and opposition to increased fixed utility
Given the importance of revising the utility industry
charges. My positions have evolved in order to
model for the benefit of customers, society and
find solutions that can promote collaboration and
utility investors, this paper is an expression of my
alignment of interests.
evolved views in an effort to find common ground
that will support a robust 21st Century Utility model.
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Challenges Facing the
Electric Utility Business Model
align interests and behaviors or facilitate the policy goals
and customer dynamics that exist in 2015. To create the
clean, efficient and sustainable energy future that all
stakeholders seek, we must revisit the industry model to
ensure alignment with customer and policy goals, while
also ensuring that utilities and third-party providers are
properly motivated to support their customer, societal and
fiduciary obligations.

Over the past decade, a confluence of challenges facing
the electric utility business model has stimulated active
discussion among utility industry stakeholders. The
challenges are the result of economic, demographic,
behavioral, policy and technology trends, and are not
expected to reverse. In fact, they are continuing to gain
momentum, particularly the development of new
technologies, continued reductions in renewable energy
costs, and policymaker support for a revised vision of
utility service that supports customer choice.

Policy and industry stakeholders in most states are
neither proactively addressing industry model
challenges from a comprehensive policy
Utility sector investments, however, continue
perspective, nor seeking the collaboration
to trade close to all-time high valuations
of all stakeholders to find a solution
based on low interest rates. Threats to
business me
that benefits all parties. In New York,
the utility sector are still in the early
closely watched initiative has
stages because customer adoption of
an excellentjob cif keeping apolicymakers
defining a future in
new energy technologies remains
which the utility role involves
eights fin, but it often does no
low, but are growing. Furthermore,
managing the grid and acting as a
customers, rather than investors,
platform provider for third parties.
are bearing the near-term cost of
This role is not as investor friendly as
acilitate the policy goals
disruption through increased utility
utilities would desire. In many states,
rates, somewhat offset by lower fuel
-customer dynamics
despite customer and policy opposition,
costs.
electric utilities are proposing increases in
Once investors begin to experience these
fixed charges, which discourage energy
challenges as a direct impact on the economicefficiency and impact low-income customers.
return potential of their investments, however, the
This lack of progress in stakeholder collaboration is
cost and availability of capital to fund the utility sector will
not in our collective best interests.
suffer. Given that the industry relies on 30-plus-year
While the cost structure of electric distribution utilities is
investment recovery cycles, it is essential that capital
predominantly of a fixed nature (i.e., not meaningfully
planned
and
rationalized
to
avoid
deployed today be
impacted by volumes or operating variability), utility rate
future stranded costs, or investments that are no longer
structures have typically authorized a small fixed-charge
economical.
component. Pursuing an increase to fixed-charge recoveries
The current 100-year-old utility business model does an
is a tariff design tool that utilities have actively pursued since
excellent job of keeping the lights on, but it often does not
2013 to mitigate revenue risk from the challenges they face.
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The vision proposed for the 21st Century Utility model is
relatively straightforward, and includes:

However,there has been meaningful opposition on the part
of customer interests and policymakers to utility proposals
to significantly increase fixed charges. The policy of adopting
monthly fixed-charge increases has several flaws—
principally that such increases would remove the price
signals needed to encourage energy efficiency and efficient
resource deployment—that need to be considered when
assessing alternatives through a lens by which all principal
stakeholders benefit. This paper proposes several solutions
to address the utility revenue challenge as an alternative to
increased fixed charges, such as inclining block rates,
reforming net energy metering, use of bidirectional meters,
time-of-use rates, accountability incentives and identifying
new revenue opportunities for utilities.
More broadly, this paper proposes a new pathway
to a 21st Century Electric Utility system
that creates benefits for customers,
policymakers, utility capital providers
and competitive service providers.
The key differentiators proposed in
the pathway toward a new utility
model are as follows:

enhanced reliability and resilience of the electric grid
while retaining affordability;
an increase in cleaner energy to protect our environment
and global strategic interests;
1,, optimized system energy loads and electric-system
efficiency to enhance cost efficiency and sustainability;
and
IP- a focus on customer value, including service choices
and ease of adoption.
instead of maintaining our current policies, which encourage
increased electric consumption and capital investments,
the objective of the vision is to develop a model that
enables customer value and service and
achieves policy objectives to position us for
the certainties of the future—particularly
roPOs
so
ons
that the current concentration of
fossil fuels in our energy mix poses
taaddress
mane as
on
significant risks to our economy
arse fixed cbarges
'ein and environment.
iv
revenue

a) engage the distribution utility to
t:t
be at the center of integrating
resources and stakeholder
collaboration to achieve customer
and policy objectives through
accountability and incentives;
regulatory oversight to focus on
shift
b)
integrated distribution system planning and
development of transparent accountability metrics;
c) ensure that utility revenues will reflect incentives
(or penalties) earned for accountability of results and
new energy management services sourced through
new resources, such as an energy management
applications store; and
d) pursue cost-effective planning to identify the most
efficient technologies to be employed, and cap
customer incentives based on the most economical
alternatives to achieve policy goals.

tt
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Because there is no reasonable
threat over the foreseeable future of
significant customer grid defection, a
robust electric grid is a key
,aocourfili
component of a 21st Century Electric
Utility, and thus,financially healthy
utilities will be essential to maintaining and
operating the grid.
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The foundational principles or ground rules to
support the achievement of this vision are as follows:
• financially viable utilities are essential to fund and
support an enhanced electric grid;
• policymakers must promote clear policy goals as part
of a comprehensive, integrated jurisdictional energy
policy or 21st Century Utility model;
commitment to engaging and empowering customers
can help them make intelligent energy choices, including
third-party engagement and access to necessary data;
and
0. equitable tariff structures promote fairness and
policy goals.

The paper first sets the stage by identifying the
stakeholders and potential participants in a new industry
model, summarizing the objectives and considerations of
stakeholders, and-reviewing the debate that is playing out,
including actions by several of the more proactive states.
It then lays out a vision for the 21st Century Utility and
identifies foundational principles to support this vision
before proposing the pathway. Given that we have over
50 states and districts that regulate our utilities, there will
be no one-size-fits-all solution.
IMMII•121MMOIM

.

The pathway proposed is one wherein policymakers task
utilities with the responsibility for being at the center of
coordinating and accelerating the refinement of our model
for a 21st Century Electric Utility, and holds them accountable
with penalties and incentives. On this pathway, policymakers
will collaborate with stakeholders to develop and authorize
- laignagemsgas
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in adopting such technologies. Because increased
efficiency strikes at the revenue base of utilities, the
proper incentives must be adopted so that utilities will be
at least indifferent to the loss in electricity sales and ideally,
be motivated to encourage energy efficiency.

the vision for the industry's future for customers and
providers. Policymakers will then outline a comprehensive
plan to realize their 21st Century Electric Utility model.
The proposed pathway shifts regulatory oversight from
being administered primarily through periodic rate cases
to a forward-looking focus on planning, accountability and
financial incentives for results achieved. Tariffs will be
refined to address fairness, policy goals and provide price
signals, consistent with enhancing system wide efficiency
and environmental protection.

In order to realize the societal benefits of a clean and
efficient electric industry, each state should move forward
now on a pathway to a 21st Century Utility model. Each
state will have different challenges to confront, but the
goal would be to develop several robust models that can
be tested, compared and refined over time.

Regulators will create incentives and penalties to
encourage and hold utilities accountable for achieving
transparent goals and metrics to be outlined for measuring
progress and success. Technology innovators and thirdparty service providers will collaborate with customers
and utilities to create and refine products and services
that support policy goals, engage customer interest and
integrate efficiently with the grid. Utilities will partner with
third-party providers and customers to provide reliable,
affordable, clean energy in the most efficient way possible.
Customers will be educated as to opportunities to deploy
new services to enhance the value of their electric service
and achieve societal benefits, such as reducing their
environmental footprint.

The Environmental Protection Agency's newly released
Clean Power Plan (CPP) provides an excellent opportunity
for states to consider their utility model as a component of
their CPP compliance plan filings. The CPP sets standards
for reducing greenhouse gas emissions from existing and
new power plants, and calls for each state to provide its
compliance plan by September 2016. The CPP will enable
each state to reconsider its energy future and align state
compliance plans with a pathway to a 21st Century Utility.
Longer-term, customers, society and utility investors will
benefit from proactive solutions.

Utilities have remained committed to their historical
obligation to provide customers with safe, reliable and
Energy efficiency and system optimization, for example,
affordable service. As dynamics have evolved, society now
have been an area of focus since the 1980s, and while
expects that utilities will confront new priorities, such as
progress has been made, the majority of customers have
protecting our environment and assisting customers in
not taken advantage of the opportunities that can be realized.
being more efficient with their energy usage. These new
The American Council for an Efficient Energy Economy
priorities challenge utilities' revenue and profitability levels
(ACEEE)estimates that a 40 to 60 percent reduction
and, thus, utility fiduciary obligations to their
of electricity sales could be achieved by 2050
investors. A new industry model will need to
by harnessing the full suite of opportunities.
provide opportunities for utilities to earn a
On a pathway to a 21st Century Utility, we
Props.d
reasonable return while providing society
must redouble our efforts to achieve
and customers the servicesthey seek.
these savings by increasing customer
S IT
education and giving utilities
rPcavthetiwrpprimarily
istem
sarig t
inin sngreadu
g mlaitncY
incentives to engage their customers
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The Case for a 21st Century
Electric Utility Model
Disruptive Forces—A Quick Review
Over the past several years there has been active discussion
among utility industry stakeholders as to the confluence
of challenges facing the industry business model. These
challenges are considered long-term forces that are not
expected to be reversed, and they encompass economic,
demographic, behavioral, policy and technology trends.
The principal challenges facing the utility model can be
summarized as follows:

0. public-policy goals seek to increase energy-efficiency
adoption and clean-energy production and to reduce
environmental emissions;
t price inflation and costs to deploy new grid technologies
are increasing utility capital budgets and requiring
increased electric rates (although rate increases have
not in general outpaced inflation);
• customers now have enhanced options to save on their
energy bills through programs that reward adoption
of clean technologies (e.g., solar distributed energy
resources combined with net energy metering
programs); and
• U.S. regulatory models that are energy-usage based,
regardless of load or time of day, constrain prospects
for utility revenues and financial health.

0. slowing demographic (U.S. population) and economic
growth opportunities have reduced electric consumption
growth and customers' disposable income levels;
• customer interest in reducing energy usage and
environmental impact has gained attention and
interest, particularly among MillenniaIs;

Figure

Disruptive Forces—Inipact and Feeding of the Vicious Cycle
Behavior
Change "'RP
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A confluence of factors are posing disruptive threats to the traditional utility business model.
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All of these dynamics are at play while distributed energy
resource(DER)economics continue to improve, due to
improved technology, market competition and the advent
of attractive customer financing options (see Figures 2
and 3, below). Left unattended, these challenges encourage
a vicious cycle in which customers are motivated to selfgenerate (such as by rooftop solar) to avoid increasing utility
prices, thereby leaving the cost to fund the electric grid to

an increasingly smaller group of customers. And yet the
grid is essential for DER technologies, particularly rooftop
solar, because it allows customers to sell their surplus
energy back to the utility. A 2013 study commissioned by
the California Public Utilities Commission found, in fact,
that due to net energy metering, residential DER customers
in California paid approximately 50 percent less toward the
fixed cost of providing utility service.,
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Clearly, the electric grid will continue to be essential to
virtually all customers for the foreseeable future. In fact,
the viable solar rooftop market—after factoring in home
ownership, credit scores, locational positioning and
suitability and NEM favorability—is currently projected
to be approximately 20 percent of US households.2
Thus, utilities must retain their financial viability to attract
the capital required to support the grid. Most investors
are not focused on these issues today due to low, though
increasing, penetration of DERs and allowed cost recovery
of "lost revenues" in future rate cases.
Other disrupted industries have reached
the tipping point at which new products
and services attain a penetration level
and trajectory that challenge the
viability of an old-line business and
its access to capital. At that point
in those challenged industries,
financial access and viability
are forever threatened. Kodak and
Polaroid are prime examples of how
disruptive forces (primarily technology
in those cases)can destroy a company's
financial value and capital access. Given
the essential nature of utility services,
however, a death spiral for the electric utility
industry is not expected in the foreseeable future.
Stakeholders must nevertheless be proactive to protect
utilities' financial viability, given the industry's vital
importance to our energy future.

Pre-1990

2

Value and Future of the Electric Grid
While the "Disruptive Challenges" paper and others have
drawn parallels between landline telephone deregulation
and the electric utility model, there are important
distinctions between the two. First, there is no known
technology today by which electricity can be transported
from location to location without a wire. Second, for many
customers, installing the technology to disconnect from
the grid would be prohibitively expensive, and/or they are
not in the proper location or lack the ownership
control (i.e., rent their homes)to deploy
current DER technologies. In addition,
industry experts believe there is great
societal value created from the
development of a robust grid and that
grid defection creates barriers to
products an
enhancing and maintaining the
a enetratt nieve electric system we require.
While industry discussion, including
"Disruptive Challenges," gives
examples of a scenario whereby
certain customers could disconnect
their access to the grid, or new
construction could be grid independent
(e.g., DER customers with storage), there is no
reasonable scenario for significant customer exit
from the grid for the foreseeable future. The only way to
sell power back to the grid is to be connected to the grid.
For DER customers, as an example, every time a new

at,.:Oftaltenge.lhe

Post-1090

Post-2007
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customer installs rooftop solar, he or she is likely basing
that economic decision on the ability to sell surplus
renewable power back to the grid for at least 20 years.

low-income residents and seniors by creating a progressive
rate tariff: the more you use, the more you pay per unit.
From an environmental policy perspective, inclining block
rates provide an incentive to conserve energy usage by
charging higher rates to the higher energy users.

The grid acts to enable the benefits of distributed
resources through the sale of electricity to others and to
enable commercial opportunities and transactions through
the powering of our entire economy. In addition, the grid
provides needed backup support for DERs and storage
when renewable resources are not functioning or when
demand exceeds system capacity. Thus, the electric grid
is, and is expected to remain, the backbone of our electric
energy system.

Commercial and Industrial Customers
Although large commercial and industrial customers lack
voting clout, they are active voices in the development of
energy policy. Policymakers need to be aware of large
customers' impact on the economic growth and vitality of
a region; low utility rates will retain and attract them. While
energy prices and availability are not the only factors in
the drive for corporate competitiveness, large businesses
can relocate when the local policy environment does not
support their competitive position. In addition, large
commercial and industrial customers (including General
Electric, Procter & Gamble, Microsoft, Coca Cola and
Walmart) are increasingly focusing on their sustainability
profiles, including procurement of renewable energy. Thus,
as stakeholders consider how to retain current business
customers and develop and attract new industries, energy
prices, reliability and access to clean energy will be
key factors.

A robust electric grid is therefore required to achieve the
greater reliability sought by all customers and to enhance
access to additional bidirectional power inputs for DER
customers. A study by Brattle Group, commissioned by
the EEI in 2009, projected that the U.S. electric utility
industry will need to invest between $1.5 and $2 trillion
between 2010 and 2030 to maintain current levels of
reliable electric supply.3 To maintain a robust, responsive
and resilient grid, we must have a structure in place that
supports financially healthy utilities capable of attracting
the significant capital required. Thus, the question of
structuring tariffs to support the grid and other valuable
services provided by utilities must be considered (see
Ratemaking and Tariff Design, page 29).

Policymakers
Policymakers and regulators tend to be attuned to their
most vocal customers, because their voting power controls
the ongoing "seat" of the policymakers. It is clear from the
wide array of state-mandated renewable portfolio standards,
energy-efficiency programs, net energy metering tariffs,
and inclining block rates that policymakers are focused on
clean energy, consumer choice, efficiency and price
signaling. One question this paper seeks to address is
whether policymakers are doing all they reasonably can
to accelerate programs to optimize these objectives.

The Stakeholders in a 21st Century
Electric Utility Sector
It is critical that any attempt to develop 21st century
approaches seek as much alignment as possible among
the key stakeholders involved in electric utility planning.
The stakeholders in electric utility debates continue to
evolve as priorities and key issues are refined or emerge,
and today include residential, commercial and industrial
customers, technology sector providers, utilities and
their shareholders.

Technology Sector Participants
A recent entrant into the energy policy debate is
technology sector participants, particularly renewableenergy providers. These entities are selling their products
to customers directly and, as a result, customers use less
electric service from the utility. While many of these
providers understand that they need to cooperate with
utilities to provide customers the benefit of their product
offering, there is typically no clear, approved path for these
competitive providers to partner with utilities to promote
their offerings in a way that benefits both the technology
provider and the utility. The interaction between
technology and utility providers is often adversarial, with
the technology provider seeking to sell products that will
limit electric sales and thus adversely impact utility
revenues. Utilities have therefore been hesitant to partner

Residential Customers
Residential customers continue to have significant clout in
the evolution of policy due to their voting power and large
numbers. Groups representing low-income residents
and seniors(who often live on a fixed income) tend
to have influence because service cost is a high priority.
Another prominent voice in the residential class debate
is environmental advocacy groups that seek a focus on
environmental stewardship and sustainability. Between
these groups, there is alignment that aims to avoid high
fixed charges for utility services and supports welldesigned inclining block rates. Inclining block rates aid

3

Braille Group. ",'In Transforming Amerrca's Power Industry, The Investment Chaeenge 2010-2030,"(20091.
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For example, while California has been proactive in
providing incentives to utilities for encouraging energy
efficiency, the incentives reported in 2014 were less than
1.25 percent of pre-tax operating income for the largest
California utilities, or less than 0.1 percent in additional
return on equity (ROE), after tax. Locating the disclosure
of earned incentives in the California utilities' SEC filings is
like finding a needle in a haystack. That makes it hard for
investors to reflect in their valuation assessment a material,
recurring, transparent and timely (in California there is
a several-year lag in calculation) incentive mechanism.
While incentives should align behaviors, insignificant
and nontransparent levels of incentives will not drive
behavioral change and realization of optimal results.

with these third-party providers, which have built
strong policy advocacy efforts and industry organizations
because such activities are essential to their
future viability.
Utilities and Their Investors
Utilities have many masters, but their principal obligations
are to provide safe, clean, reliable and affordable electric
service to customers and to earn a fair return on capital
invested. Electric utilities generally do an excellent job of
meeting customer-service expectations. A comprehensive
study, "Exploring the Reliability of U.S. Electric Utilities,"
showed that reliability, despite extreme weather events,
averages above 99.9 percent.4 However, extreme weather
events, such as hurricanes Katrina (2005), Irene (2011)
and Sandy (2012)and devastating tornadoes such as
Joplin (2011)are examples of the need for enhanced
electric grid "hardening" and resilience to protect our
citizens and economy.

While utilities are interested in and impacted by the
debate on regulatory models, their interactions are
challenged by a skeptical policymaker environment, which
often presumes that any position by an electric utility
reflects a self-serving benefit. Thus, utilities are in a
challenging position when it comes to leading or proposing
solutions. As a result, utilities tend to be defensive in their
approach and often lack the vision or motivation to identify
areas where the business model can be enhanced for the
benefit of their customers and investors. Instead of
arguing for incentive mechanisms, many utilities have
been seeking to increase fixed charges, while customers
and policymakers are vehemently opposed to such action.
An evolved approach would focus on common ground
with wino (i.e. beneficial to customers, policy, competitive
providers and utilities) opportunities.

Achieving an adequate return on capital, in particular
in the short term, depends upon selling more energy,
because that is how tariffs tend to be structured. Utility
boards of directors typically structure utility management
compensation programs based on achieving reliability
factors and a larger weighting to financial returns. This
is more customer friendly than other industries, in which
executive compensation is based solely on market share
and profit goals. While 25 states offer incentives for
efficiency results,5 these programs tend to offer limited
financial incentives to utilities for promoting energyefficiency services or clean technologies.
fire
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term dynamics should be a key consideration in order to
Utility investors as a group are not interested in change,
avoid disruption to the utility industry, its customers and
because the results they have realized from their
our economy.
investments in the sector have provided stable returns.
Investors fear that any change could lead to an adverse
Utility investors, individually or as a group, are not often
impact on short-term results and that the defensive
at the table in discussions on energy policy. Many
investment attributes they have sought—low price volatility,
institutional investors prefer the current utility business
stable economic returns and cash dividend yields—may
model and deal with change by selling the sector or
be compromised. As stated above, boards have structured
certain investments when it starts to evolve in a way that
the bulk of utility management compensation
appears more risky. While some investors, such as
on achieving profit objectives, in addition
those in the $13 trillion Investor Network on
to reliability performance. Investors
Climate Risk (INCR) have become involved
are generally comfortable with the
in clean-energy policy advocacy, it is still
while sort-term
transparency of the utility model,
rare to see major institutional investors
despite the argument that the industry
names are the ourren
show up to address a state regulatory
model may no longer be appropriate
policy issue or to support a utility
al point;of the investment
or viable in a changing environment.
rate case.
In fact, utility stock prices today are
unity, longer-term dynamics
near all-time highs on a price and
ould be a orporisid.eratiOriiiP
valuation multiples basis. Current
Key Stakeholder Issues
valuation metric levels (See Figure
r o avoid disruption to the
5)suggest that investors continue to
Although unanimous agreement on
n ustry, it s customers the objectives
view utilities as an attractive place to
for a 21st century
deploy capital.
electric utility industry model is not likely
Ur econ
to be achieved, there appears to be solid
If a material change in business financial
customer, policymaker and utility support for
performance were to be realized, investors
key foundational objectives for the future industry.
would likely become less sanguine about deploying
objectives
include improved reliability and resilience
Key
capital in the sector. But the majority of utility-sector
electric
service,
a cleaner sustainable electric supply
of
investment analysts and rating agencies see little to be
stability.
and
cost
customer
concerned about as long as the penetration rate of
efficiency and clean-energy resources is low and
Customer cost stability is difficult to achieve in a regulatory
regulators allow utilities to recover lost revenues in the
construct that seeks (i) usage-based pricing, (ii) customer
near future. In fact, utility credit ratings have solidified
choice for self-generation of electric supply, compensated
over the past several years, particularly distribution utilities,
by non-DER customers, and (iii) limits on utilities' ability to
as the economy has stabilized and industry restructuring
serve and earn revenues from new 21st Century Utility
volatility from the 2000 - 2005 era has been resolved.
services. Moreover, the investment required to harden the
(See Figure 6)So, while short-term dynamics are the
grid to improve reliability and resilience and provide a
current focal point of the investment community, longercleaner mix of energy resources will increase the cost of
..112=2111.7
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providing service. Despite improving economics, the cost
of clean energy, excluding externalities, will likely be more
expensive than the current embedded cost of existing
generation, because investment and backup capacity
are required to support renewable supplies, which are
intermittent. Given current utility pricing policies that do
not consider externalities, the cost of electric service is
expected to increase over time. However, as shown in
Figure 7, clean energy is expected to become increasingly
competitive with traditional fossil energy sources, even
before considering carbon costs.

efficiency and optimization, and regional economic growth.
But without encouraging efficiency (via technology, price
signals and targeted incentives) it will be quite difficult to
optimize the primary objective of enhanced price stability,
given that incremental resources and investment would be
required to support incremental consumption.
J.D. Power, a leading global market-research firm, evaluates
industries to understand what drives customer interests,
loyalty and retention. In J.D. Power's recent rankings of
utility customers, their analysis prioritizes customer
attributes as follows:

One of the key disputes in the discussion of a 21st Century
Utility is the value of clean energy resources. Currently,
neither the cost of carbon nor the system wide benefits
of a clean-energy strategy, such as reduced system losses
and transmission needs, are fully factored into the price
of electric power. When the cost of carbon and other
externalities are reflected in the cost of energy, the cost to
customers will likely prove the long-term benefit of a cleanenergy strategy. With the appropriate policies and alignment
of interests, the value of electric service can be enhanced.
For instance, optimizing our system and the use of energy
can reduce the need for new peaking capacity and related
incremental infrastructure.

"Weiternrili..of<

Power Quality and Reliability
Price
Billing and Payment
Corporate.Citizensbip. .
Communications
Customer Service.
Residential customers are primarily focused on power
quality, reliability and price. interest in new technologies
and environmental stewardship does not reflect separate
categories but rather contributing factors in the price and

Additional objectives, of policymakers and engaged
customers, include system and energy-efficiency
optimization, price signals to encourage economic

6
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on intelligent efficiency advances, zero-net-energy
building standards and improved efficiency of appliances
and technology. The study also noted significant progress
in the energy intensity of our economy from 1980 to 2014
due to structural changes (e.g., the reduction of our
manufacturing base) and improved efficiency of
appliances, new buildings and electric infrastructure."
Thus, the opportunity to increase energy efficiency is
substantial, but will require the focus of stakeholders to
overcome the barriers to adoption.

corporate citizenship scores. Industry data show that a
relatively low percentage (less than 1 percent nationally)8
of utility customers are currently seeking new technologies
and choosing to self-generate from renewables. Customers'
primary focus today is on reliability and price. A much
smaller subset of customers are proactive in initiating
the adoption of energy-efficiency and clean-energy
technologies, but it is a group that is growing rapidly and
is expected to increase dramatically in the coming years.

Large (commercial and industrial) customers, being
focused on profit, are sawier than the residential class as
to their awareness of cost-saving opportunities. Given
One of the most significant opportunities to enhance both
capital availability constraints, however, commercial
customer value and environmental benefit is the
customers tend to demonstrate high return-onexpansion of energy efficiency. Presently, however,
investment hurdle rates (i.e., short payback
customer adoption rates are low. Policy
periods) to invest capital in activities not
incentives
for
frameworks need to develop
directly related to their core product or
overcoming the barriers to adoption.
service offering. This factor limits
A study by the Edison Foundation on
implementation of investments that
tunny to
the impacts of energy efficiency at a
would be of long-term benefit to the
national level shows that energy
customer specifically and for
!nor asteuereefficiencyis
efficiency is increasing, but
society overall.
abstain! I, but will require the
amounted to only 3.4 percent of
Policymakers and regulators are
total 2012 electric energy sales.°
focus stakeholders to
clearly
intent on promoting customer
Another study prepared for the
barriers
choice
of
energy supply and
overcome
the
Edison Foundation found that when
increased
renewable
energy output.
energy-efficiency savings are
adop 1011
Twenty-nine
states
have
Renewable
combined with enhanced building
Portfolio
Standards
(RPS),
24 states have
savings
will
standards,
such
codes and
energy-efficiency resource standards and 43
increase by 2035 from current levels to 5.6
states have net energy metering.12 Yet the
percent of total electric energy use.i° While any
approach
to realizing this objective has primarily relied
increase in the adoption of energy-efficiency tools is a
taking the initiative to investigate new
customers
on
positive development, economic studies indicate that
responding to utility mailers regarding
opportunities
or
much more is achievable and would benefit both
programs,
which
are adopted by a very low
pilot
customers and the environment.
percentage of customers. While there are many providers
Leading factors in the low adoption rates for energy
in various markets that are seeking to sell their
efficiency include a lack of general awareness of
technologies and services, customers often don't know
opportunities (particularly because customers cannot
whom to trust in this complex arena and are not familiar
price-shop for another utility provider), lack of trust in
with the alternatives.
third-party providers (due to ongoing "junk" mailings and
Why not engage utilities and offer them incentives to
cold calling), the cost to implement new technologies or
in accelerating these objectives? Utilities are well
assist
services when up-front investment is required, and the
positioned
to assist their customers in learning about and
fact that customers are too busy to learn about
energy-saving
deploying
technologies, but they need both
opportunities that may be consistent with their long-term
and
accountability for doing so. What
increased
incentives
economic and environmental interests.
we see from the success of smartphone applications
A recent study by the ACEEE,for example, found that
("apps") is that customers want "low-touch" solutions that
energy-efficiency opportunities could reduce electric sales
can be implemented and monitored with ease. While that
by 40 to 60 percent from current 2030 forecasts, based
may not be possible for all services, the smartphone app

Energy Efficiency---A Growing Opportunity
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Solar Etectric Power Association, 2014 Power Statistics
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Edison Foundation Institute for Electric Innovation,"Summary of Electric Utility Customer-Funded Energy Efficiency Sayings, Expenditures and Budgets",;20141.
10 EnerNoc Utility Solutions Consulting, "Factors Affecting Electricity Consumption in the U.S.(2010-20351,1,(2013).
11 ACEEE, "Energy Efficiency in the United States: 35 Years and Counting," June 2015.
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12 ACEEE website, State Energy Efficiency Planning.
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is today's gold standard for engaging customer interest.
The exciting news is that the advancement of sensor
technology and automated controls is creating new
possibilities for low-touch efficiency applications in the
energy sector (e.g., Nest, a learning, programmable
thermostat).

fair economic return on the capital employed in the
business. In most jurisdictions, utilities earn revenues
based on capital invested, arid such revenues are
recovered through customer usage. By promoting
activities that reduce usage, utilities are working against
one of their core missions and their fiduciary duty, which
is to earn a fair return on invested capital. Thus, achieving
stakeholder objectives regarding energy efficiency and
clean-energy technologies may be best accomplished by
providing incentives to customers and providers. In most
business models, businesses are motivated to sell new
services because this enhances revenue. In our present
utility business model, utilities realize a "penalty" to their
revenues by encouraging the deployment of our current
policy objectives, such as energy efficiency. This creates
an inherent conflict that requires logical solutions, such as
"revenue decoupling," described later, which breaks the
link between energy sales and revenue, to align utility and
customer interests.

Many observers believe that there is a meaningful aversion
on the part of regulators to determining how utilities
should be compensated for providing such new services.
Thus, the utility role is neglected in favor of competitive
industry players, who are not well known by customers, to
drive this important objective. In fact, there is a logical
scenario, to be outlined later, in which competitive thirdparty providers collaborate and partner with utilities to
accelerate the adoption of their products and services.
Finally, although utilities are interested in providing
excellent service to customers, they also have a fiduciary
obligation to support their investment value by earning a
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A Vision for the 21st Century
Electric Utility
If we could start with a clean sheet of paper, how would
seek a business that offers growth potential as well, because
electric utility services be structured? We would want to
a business without growth offers only a bond-like investment.
ensure that there was alignment of policy, customer and
Competitive service providers would partner and collaborate
investor goals in order to structure a product offering that
with utilities to refine their products, optimize customersatisfied the best interests of all major stakeholders, a
acquisition
costs and increase their share of market. In other
wino. Such a service offering would maintain and build on
words, they would partner with utilities to enhance their
the high electric reliability we have today; allow customers
collective profit potential. To aid in identifying opportunities,
to'benefit from the latest, most economical technologies
competitive providers might avail themselves of defined,
to optimize the efficiency of their energy service; be
non-customer-sensitive electric system data.
environmentally friendly; and seek efficient
Policymakers would decide what information
economic deployment of resources and,
his
efficient
could be provided without compromising
thus, capital investment.
customer and system security.
eployment of renewable
Policymakers would seek optimal
How would a 21st Century Utility
consistent with a utility cos
economic deployment of the system
operate? It would target optimal use of
to ensure reliability and capital
diverse (hydro,solar, wind, biomass,
e
ectivelless
Oen,
would
see
efficiency. They would expect
most economical and location efficiency, demand response, storage
deployment of resources consistent
and Combined Heat and Power(CHP)
with local, regional and national
ffnt
icl
technology
to
provi
e.
renewable
or low-cost electric energy
environmental policy goals. They
resources
that
would be backstopped
e hes resource base for
would ensure that price signals be
and
supported
by
other clean, base)
provided to customers so that the system
enefit
of
the
energy
sources.
This
efficient deployment
was used efficiently to manage systemwide
of
renewables,
consistent
with a utility costenbre system
costs(both embedded and future
effectiveness
plan,
would
seek
the most
deployment). Finally, policymakers would want
economical
and
location-efficient
technology
to
to see fairly stable customer prices, to provide
provide the best resource base for the benefit of the entire
customers more certainty and help realize a competitive
system. For example, in addition to residential rooftop PV solar
cost of service that promoted economic growth in the region.
systems,which do not consider optimal location or technology
Utilities in this optimal environment would aim to offer
efficiency, the resource base would include a significant
a suite of products and services to achieve customer and
component of DER,community or utility-scale solar,
policymaker objectives, and they would earn at their cost of
intentionally located to enhance grid and system efficiency.
capital (as deemed appropriate by the marketplace), or be
The system would look to include efficient deployment of
given incentives to earn above it, for meeting these objectives.
demand response and microgrids in those areas where
In a transparent and predictable business environment the
reliability was of paramount importance (e.g., regions with high
cost of capital is lower, and the availability of capital is greater,
concentrations of hospitals, senior centers and schools)to
than for less transparent, less stable businesses. Investors
protect them from weather and other emergency events.
IninGEWAM"
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Energy Management Applications Store
Over the past several years we have witnessed
explosive success and customer interest in
software applications that integrate with
smartphones and tablets to provide easy and
fun access to powerful software tools. These
apps provide an array of services and
information at the touch of a button. Why not
create a customer-focused energymanagement
application page, or 'store," that would allow
customers to explore a range of product and
service alternatives to save energy and money?
The objective of such a store would be to
1) introduce an available product or service
alternative;
2) provide information to educate the customer;
3) highlight quality vendors to provide the
service, as appropriate;
4) provide click-through to order the product,
arrange for an estimate or get further
information; and
.5) monitor results from using the product.
Ease of access to robust information and service
ordering would be effective in engaging and
empowering customers. Customers could be
offered demand response, load management and

lime-of-use products that could be operated from
their smartphone or other device."My Dashboard"
icons could support "shadow billing" to assess
the potential savings from efficiency applications
and other service opportunities. Customers'
ability to arrange for the installation, operation
and oversight of these services would be as easy
as the touch of a button. Their total savings would
be presented on the app so that they could.see
the benefit of their actions and understand how
their usage and savings opportunities compare
to their neighbors. This vision is not futuristic,
because such tools and products.exist today.
The 75 percent of Americans with smadphones
(expected to reach 80 to 85 percent by December
2015) or 87 Percent.with Internet connections
would be able to access these services easily.13
-The question remains: Who is best positioned
to host the energy management app store—the
government,the utility or some other sponsor?
There is no reason that such an approach need
be exclusive to one provider. The challenge is how
to achieve the most traction:from such an effort
and create an environment in which customers
have confidence that the information is
objectively presented. Given an objective
ant Applicatioriitt

Load Management
Solutions

,Seatralized
Contr011ed Solutions

of increasing customer adoption of new
technologies, utilities appear best positioned
to be a logical host of this application store.
They have the ability to provide usage data
and objectively present information on services.
In addition, utilities.are best positioned:to track
and aggregate results of products and services
to present to current and potential customers.
Policyrnakers would have to decide how to
compensate utilities for providing this service:;
The Apple model is worthy of consideration. Apple
hosts the App.Store on its system and earns a fee
from application developers (e.g., competitive
,
energy solution provrders) when users download
apps. In the energy management:model, thirdparty providers could compensate utilities for
each customer click or purchase of:a product
ar service, This model would likely result in a
cost-effective tool for third-party providers to
reach customers,
Importantly,the energy managementapplication
store by itself wilt not be sufficient to drive
results without continued efforts by third-party
providers to develop new efficiency technologies
and by policymakers and utilities to design
programs and customer education initiatives,
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13 comScofe, "U.S. Smartphone Market Share Report', February 2015.
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to an economic-value-driven incentive model;
0, enhancing customer engagement in pursuit of optimal
use of efficiency resources through continued focus
on awareness, education and customer incentive
programs; and
- regulatory reform to align interests, incentives and
metrics for achieving accountability of results.

Incentives would optimize expenditures and thereby
moderate customer rate increases to help reform the utility
model and manage behaviors. By realizing efficiency and
system-load optimization, and considering tools such as the
UK's Totex (see Experiences in Selected States and the UK,
page 25), we should be able to moderate capital investment
levels. For utilities, these incentives will offset reduced growth
opportunities for investors and, most important, encourage
the achievement of customer and policy objectives.

In order to achieve these goals, we need to create a transition
plan that embraces the end-state vision. For that we need
policy leadership, clear goals, alignment of interests and
accountability.

The challenge is that we are not starting from a clean
slate, and while we have an excellent quality of essential
utility service, the shift to the 21st Century Utility model
requires complex transitions that will be heavily debated
by stakeholders.

The vision for the 21st Century Utility can be summarized
in four simple points:

Examples of such transitional issues include:

• enhanced reliability and resilience of the electric grid
while retaining affordability;
an increase in cleaner energy to protect our environment
and global strategic interests;

• phasing in new clean-energy resources while phasing
out less clean resources;
• phasing out current subsidy structures for DER users

Technology Game Changers
Combined heat and power standards for all large, continuously
deployed energy loads (hospitals, hotels, prisons, etc.) optimize
BTU consumption by leveraging waste heat into electric energy
and steam-heating loads. This is a policy-driven game changer
using incentives.
e Enhanced building standards can promote energy efficiency and
strive to reach net-energy-neutral status. This requires policy to
mandate:that new construction and:remodeling achieve higher
efficiency standards. According to a study prepared for the IEEE
aggressive building codes and standards would achieve a 17
percent reduction in electric usage by 2035.14
Appliance standards can compel all new major energy-using
appliances to operate at best-in-class efficiency levels and
support Internet adoptability for purposes of controlling technology.
use. This is a policy-driven game changer
D. Big data analytics can be leveraged to enable intelligent efficiency
technologies. This is`a technology- and policy-driven game changer
t Cost-effectiveness planning protocols can be applied, both for
resources and systemwide, including renewable adoption, promoting
the most efficient resources to provide systemwide benefits. This
is a policy-driven game changer
Most of these game changers will allow for more efficient deployment
of system resources (e g;, storage, CHP, building and appliance
standards). While electric vehicles will increase off-peak electric
consumption, they offer the opportunity for storage optimization.
All of these listed items will require incremental capital investment,
either on the grid or behind the meter.

Although it is a mature industry, the electricity sector has become
increasingly dynamic. New forms of technology are in development
that will significantly shape the future of the utility business. Given:
the large capital investment required to fund this sector, and its
essential and pervasive involvement in our communities, an important •
consideration to factor in to the development of the 21st Century
Utility industry framework is how customers and utilities will deploy
and address new technologies, including.those on the horizon that
have not yet achieved:commercial viability.
Policy will be an enabling driver of many of these game changers.
Policymakers should be proactive in considering how best to accelerate
each of these opportunities in a 21st Century Utility model to maximize
their potential economic and environmental benefits. Potential gamechanging technologies such as the following could dramatically reshape
the utility business.
Grid scale and customer:owned battery storage units allow electricity
to be stored when not required for immediate use and thereby
dramatically enhance the value of intermittent,resources,such as
solar and wind power. They also allow customers to buy power from
the electrical grid when prices are lowest and use theirown energy
at more expensive times. This is a technology-driven opportunity.
Electric vehicles create potential for substantial additional electric
demands (expected to be off-peak) for charging batteries and
could,discharge energy back into the system when the charge has
more value as a pure electric energy source This is a technology-,
policy-.and customer-preference-driven game changer that could
significantly reduce pollution from the transportation sector.

14

EnerNoc Utility Solutions Consulting, "Factors Affecting Electricity Consumption in the U.S.(2010-2035),"(2013).
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optimized system energy loads and electric-system
efficiency to enhance cost efficiency and sustainability;
and
a focus on customer value, including service choices
and ease of adoption.

Con Ed's Brooklyn-Queens Program
An interesting example of deploying innovative solutions to
achieve the goals of a 21st Century Utility is Con Ed's BrooklynQueens Demand Management Program(BON). The BODM seeks
to reduce demand by 52 megawatts via customer-side and utility...
side solutions in order to avoid spending $1 billion on a new
substation and related electric infrastructure. This initiative will
provide incentives to participating customers and to Con Ed and
will result in lower utility rates for all customers.

Reliability and Resilience
Few question the priority and importance of enhancing the
reliability and resilience of electric service. While our electric
system is highly reliable, recent weather events and the
reliability needs of our increasingly technology-dependent
economy are ample proof that we require exceptionally high
reliability and resilience to fuel our economy. As in most areas
of strategic importance, we cannot just maintain the status
quo, but must be committed to continuous improvement
of our electric system to support new technologies and the
competitiveness and growth of our economy.

individual customer energy loads. For example, if there
are better ways to enhance the efficiency of the grid (vs.
behind the meter), all customers benefit equally from this
investment. Examples include community solar and gridlevel storage, as compared with customer DER application
of such technologies. This is not to suggest that we
mandate one renewable resource over another, but that
we pursue the most cost-efficient energy sources, either
through new-construction plans or by capping incentives
on DERs consistent with the most cost-effective cleanenergy options,

Increased Clean Energy

Most Americans believe that preserving a clean environment
and addressing climate change are essential priorities.
Gallup polling shows that only 24 percent of Americans
have no concerns as to the quality of the environment
(which is down from 29 percent in 2010).15 Opposition to
developing a cleaner energy mix tends to highlight the
near-term economic impact(jobs and costs to
customers), but momentum is clearly building
Customer Value
toward a cleaner energy mix. In support of
This is a new area of focus for utilities.
a clean energy future,(i)36 states plus
Prior to DER and efficiency applications,
D.C. have either renewable portfolio
tiSc
utilities were responsible for meeting
standards(29 states plus D.C.) or
ur energy infrastructure
system needs, and customers were
renewable portfolio goals (7 states),
viewed as "ratepayers." When
(ii) 23 states have energy efficiency
enbanceour economic
customers have alternatives, service
resource standards, and (iii) the US
b
potential
by
increasm
ow
providers must focus on providing
EPA recently released the Clean
customer
value. Utilities are in the
Power Plan (which aims for a 32
ustomer discretionary income
process
of
transforming to customerpercent reduction in greenhouse gas
cost'
and
reducing
focused
with an
organizations
emissions by 2030).16
expanding
of
energy
technology
choice
energy emissions
options. This is a work in progress, and
Optimized Energy System
many utilities may not understand the
Optimizing the use of our energy
significance of this change. The focus on
infrastructure will enhance our economic growth
customer value also includes ease of product
potential by increasing customer discretionary income
adoption. We live in a complex world in which many interests
and reducing costly energy emissions. Optimization of
compete for our time. Value to customers is not just about
resources includes efficient energy consumption,
product quality and cost of service, but includes making it
spreading usage to off-peak periods and reducing the
easier for customers to learn about and, if appropriate,
need to invest in incremental energy infrastructure. In
adopt alternatives.
doing so, current and future costs of electric service can
To build such an industry, we will need foundational
be proactively managed to enhance value for customers.
principles to support the vision and a pathway to reach it.
System energy loads should be optimized, not simply

15 Gallup, Gallup Social Series. Environment, March 2015.
16 ACEEE webene, State Energy Efficiency Planning:
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Foundational Principles to Support
a 21st Century Electric Utility
A durable building or organization requires a strong
foundation to support its structure. The prior section
outlined the vision for a 21st Century Utility industry, but
we cannot create this without solid foundational principles,
which are as follows:

component of a 21st Century Utility model. Importantly,
financial health is built over many years of experiencing
a transparent and durable operating environment, with
consistent policies and financial performance.

Clear Policy Goals

financially viable utilities are essential to fund and
support an enhanced electric grid;
policymakers must promote clear policy goals as part
of a comprehensive, integrated jurisdictional energy
policy or 21st Century Utility model;
0- a commitment to engaging and empowering customers
can help them make intelligent energy choices, including
third-party engagement and access to necessary data;
and
11- equitable tariff structures promote fairness and
policy goals.

The utility industry cannot evolve without rules and
regulations that support the desired evolution. Thus,
policymakers must assess the landscape and create,
through active interaction with key stakeholders, clear
policy goals and a program to achieve them. Each
jurisdiction will need to fully explore the interests of
stakeholders, the policy objectives already in place and
the impacts of proposed policy shifts on their stakeholders.
The objective is to develop a comprehensive and integrated
set of policies that drive toward the desired outcomes while
accounting for constraints to reaching the vision. Although
several states are exploring the opportunity to refine their
utility model (see Experiences in Selected States and
the UK, page 25), no state to date has implemented an
integrated, comprehensive set of policies, with a timeframe
and plan to reach an objective. Without a comprehensive
set of policies and a plan, a jurisdiction may have a variety
of programs, some mandated and others aspirational, to
refine utility services. But such plans require appropriate
incentives and accountability as a comprehensive package
to drive reform.

Financial Viability
Enhancing our electric grid to achieve our reliability
objectives will require significant investment. The Brettle
Group estimated that $75 to $100 billion per year (in 2009
dollars) will be required to maintain reliability levels. The
industry, however, has operating income of $30 billion per
year before paying dividends, which means it needs access
to external capital to raise the significant funds (in excess
of $50 billion per year) to support the existing business and
make the required future investments. Accessing capital
of this magnitude requires investment-grade credit ratings
(BBB- or above, using Standard and Poor's parlance). The
better the financial health of the utility, the larger its potential
audience for capital and the lower the cost of capital realized.
Thus, financially healthy utilities are a key foundational

Chapter 3

Customer Empowerment
A commitment to empowering customers to make intelligent
energy choices may seem obvious, but it requires proper
alignment of stakeholder interests. Traditionally, utilities
have been motivated to sell electricity, not support reduced
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and accelerate the efficiency of activity, and thus mitigate
any waste of energy and capital through the transition
of the plan to the desired end state. The components of
a statewide energy or 2lst Century Utility plan would include:

consumption or investment. We need to remove the model
bias that promotes traditional utility financial value and create
an environment in which all stakeholders are aligned and
benefit from behaviors consistent with the vision. When
shared interests are recognized, we have an opening for
an environment that supports customer value creation,
including promoting actions and tools for customers.

Utility tariff structures will be a key component of the
strategy to achieve a 21st Century Utility. Tariffs are central
to both customer value decisions and recovery of revenues
to support utility financial health. The development of tariff
structures that support policy-driven objectives and that
are fair to all customer classes is a key area of debate.
In a model that focuses on efficiency and cost of service,
inclining block rates have been a favored tool to mitigate
excessive energy use. The problem for utility revenues is
that this rate structure feeds customer choice dynamics
that reward DER selection and transfers costs to non-DER
customers. In the discussion of tariffs that follows, a package
of solutions is proposed that is intended to encourage
policy goals, fairness to all customer classes, systemwide
cost optimization and utility financial stability.

• vision—how we expect customers to use and manage
their electricity needs in the future;
e objectives—comprehensive, integrated policy positions
to achieve the vision, including the approach to deploying
renewables, storage, DER and microgrids;
0- defined goats—providing metrics and timeframes for
achieving progress toward the realization of the vision;
• clear participant roles—who will be held accountable
for driving the vision, and how customers, policymakers,
utilities and competitive service providers will interface
and cooperate;
te incentives—quantifying the appropriate level and
approach to allocating financial incentives to stakeholders
to accelerate and realize the vision;
0- accountability—ensuring the realization of the vision
through metrics, incentives and penalties; and
P. feedback loop—how often the plan will be evaluated to
reflect changing market dynamics and opportunities.

Planning to Accelerate and
Coordinate Industry Evolution

Given their scale, presence and interaction with all
stakeholders, particularly customers, utilities appear to be
the only logical entity to coordinate and be held accountable
for the execution of a 2lst Century Utility model and the
realization of milestone goals.

Equitable Tariff Design

The U.S. has more than 50 state/district regulatory
authorities overseeing investor-owned utilities, which
represent over 70 percent of the U.S. electric industry.17
To enable the industry to evolve, states have generally taken
the approach of setting goals (e.g., RPS)and programs
but rely on utility mandates or the competitive marketplace
to innovate and provide solutions directly to customers, with
the expectation or hope that customers will engage in these
products and efficiency behaviors. If we rely on the
marketplace to support the future of electric services, the
most successful competitive market participants will win, but
they may not be the most efficient for customers or society
overall, as evidenced by the relatively low penetration of and
energy savings from efficiency technologies.

Essential to the evolution and acceleration of a 2lst Century
Utility is the education of customers on the opportunities
and benefits of optimizing their energy use (reducing
use and/or moving load off-peak), deploying alternative
technologies to optimize usage and offering assistance
in adopting such new services. The more effective the
education and ease of effort to adopt and utilize new
services, the more likely that customers will be receptive.
While utilities have offered energy-efficiency programs
and services for years, the Internet and smartphones are
accelerating customer education and energy optimization.
Smartphone apps turn what used to be low-priority chores
into fun ways to be productive and share success and
opportunities with friends. So although utilities have been
involved with efficiency in the past, technology is driving
exciting new products and services, and smartphone
deployment is making it easier to adopt and manage these
new technologies.

To drive our electric energy future so as to optimize our
finite resources(energy and capital), it seems appropriate
for policymakers to proactively develop a comprehensive
vision and plan for each jurisdiction's energy future. The
objective would be for us to take charge of our direction

illiErOM
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The Clean Power Plan

as a compliance option. States can also join together to
develop multistate solutions, such as the Regional
Greenhouse Gas Initiative. The rule calls for state plans to
be filed by September 2016, with the potential to seek
extension until September 2018.

The EPA's newly issued CPP offers states an excellent
opportunity to develop their energy strategies for achieving
a 21st Century Utility business model. Issued in August
2015, the long-awaited rule governs performance standards
for greenhouse gas emissions from existing and new
power-generation sources. The CPP outlines the first
national standards for CO2 emissions from power plants
and seeks to reduce emissions from the power sector by
32 percent in 2030 from 2005 levels. Among its benefits,
the CPP aims to improve health by reducing pollutants,
supports clean-energy innovation and provides the foundation
for a national climate change strategy. Compliance
commences by 2022, with phase-in completed by 2030.

While the CPP provides significant flexibility to states, the
rule will likely lead to reduced coal-fired power generation
and a significant expansion of renewables to achieve the
targeted CO2 emission reductions. For renewable power
generation to grow from 13 percent of our power mix in
2013 to 28 percent in 2030 will require a dramatic increase
in renewable-energy capacity and investment.
States will likely consider multiple strategies to encourage
an increase in renewable energy, including expansion of
RPS mandates to support their CPP implementation plans.
Based on projections developed from Energy Information
Administration (EIA) data, the renewable capacity required
to generate the 2030 goal could stimulate up to 350GW
of incremental renewable capacity. This level of capacity
expansion will require all forms of renewables to be
adopted, but utility-scale renewables will likely be a very
large component of the compliance requirement, given
their scaling potential and economic advantages.

While lawsuits have already been filed against the rule,
when implemented the CPP will be based on three building
blocks: (i) improved performance of existing coal-fired
power plants, (ii) substitution of natural gas power
generation for coal-fired capacity; and (iii) increased
renewable generation to an estimated 28 percent of our
energy mix by 2030.
Each state is responsible for developing and implementing
a plan that ensures compliance through the phasein. States have the option to implement
plant-specific performance plans or a
statewide portfolio approach. While enduser energy efficiency is not a formal
building block in the rule, it is allowed

The timeframe set for state CPP compliance
plans provides an excellent opportunity for
each state to develop its energy strategy
in alignment with the 21st Century
Utility model proposed in this paper.

opportunity for each state
o:develop its energy strategy
in alignment with the
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The Pathway to a 2 st Century
Electric Utility
Stakeholders will likely agree on the vision and foundational
principles to support a 21st Century Utility model, but the
way to achieve it will be more heavily debated. This paper
introduces a pathway for accelerating the realization of a 21st
Century Utility by setting clear policy direction, assigning
accountability for results and shifting the focus of regulatory
oversight from litigated rate proceedings to forward planning
and accountability with incentives and penalties. The
following pathway points are not an a la carte menu of
choices but are intended to be a combined package of
actions to support and integrate realization of the vision.

• multiyear rate proceedings to target customer focus
and shift of resources from regulatory administrative
proceedings to planning and results accountability; and
• structure of utility revenue potential for integrating
new customer services and potential for ownership of
DERs, including revenue requirement implications.
Tariff structures are refined to support price signals
and financial viability requirements, including:
- inclining block rates to encourage efficiency and
signal incremental cost of new resources;

State policymakers pursue legislation to outline the
model for a 21st Century Utility, to include:
• providing environmental, RPS, energy-efficiency,
demand response and peak-load management
objectives, including transitional targets;
• refining building standards to address new construction
and major modifications to support efficiency and
environmental footprint goals (e.g., California Zero
Net Energy Plan for new construction);
• accountability metrics for managing the transition to
the vision;
• reform of the regulatory oversight approach to focus
on planning and accountability oversight; and
• outlining the role by which distribution utilities will be
authorized to participate, including the potential for
service revenue and behind-the-meter asset ownership.
r-

1111

• bidirectional meters installed for all DER customers;
• transition to highest economic value renewable rate:
- most economical option to meet RPS, adjusted for
transmission and distribution investment, line losses,
system reliability and emissions avoidance value, and
- timing of transition and grandfathering of existing
DERs;
- demand response to be bid into capacity planning
to encourage load resource optimization; and
• time-of-use rates to be implemented to manage
peaks and enhance system optimization.
0- Utilities are empowered and accountable for managing
the transition, and are:
• held accountable for controllable results in achieving
a 21st Century Utility;
• encouraged to lead the integration of new technologies
and given incentives to achieve results, as deemed
appropriate;

Regulatory reform is enacted to support efficient
resource deployment and accountability:
▪ multiyear integrated transmission and distribution
system planning process, including defining the value
and cost-effectiveness of renewable options;
• transparent and sustainable accountability metrics to
be set, based on customer and policymaker objectives;
• transparent and sustainable incentives (and penalties)
for accountability as to realization of policy objectives;

- responsible for educating customers on new energy
management alternatives; and
• the potential owners of renewables, new technologies,
or DERs, as addressed in statewide energy or 21st
Century Utility plans.
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Experiences in Selected States and the UK
States with high electric prices, locational DER opportunities
or grid reliability challenges will likely take the lead in
pursuing 21st Century Utility proceedings and, hopefully,
implementation programs. Clearly, states will develop
policies and strategies that reflect their unique circumstances
regarding policy, system resource issues, locationaf
opportunities and energy costs. Many states will learn
from first-mover jurisdictions that are pursuing a 21st
Century Utility model in a comprehensive manner.

developed a comprehensive framework for engaging the
utility of the future. California and New York have been the
most proactive in leading change in their markets. Also
worthy of note is the Revenue = Incentives + Innovation
Outputs (RI10) model in the UK and how it has addressed
the alignment of customer, policymaker and utility interests.
In Minnesota, policy advocacy and utility interests have
proposed an interesting paradigm to develop the electric
utility model and are in the process of collaborating with
state policymakers to discuss the proposed framework,
referred to as the e21 Initiative.

While practically every state has addressed specific issues
related to energy supply and efficiency programs, few have
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California has led efforts to reform its utility model, dating
back to an aggressive Public Utilities Regulatory Policy Act
implementation program in the 1980s and its groundbreaking
1994 industry-restructuring docket. However, the California
energy crisis of the summer of 2002 illustrated that not all
that has been tried in California has met with success.
Still, California has led with its aggressive implementation
of renewables through its RPS(now seeking a 50 percent
renewable mix by 2030), attracting both rooftop and utilityscale renewables, and energy-efficiency spending (about
30 percent of U.S. spending),I8 California also leads on
incentive programs for utilities to achieve efficiency savings
and programs to enhance energy-storage technologies,
though the incentives for efficiency adoption are modest
relative to the amount needed to drive significant
organizational focus and strategy.

Currently, California is mandating that distribution resource
plans be provided by each utility, with a focus on better
integrating DERs into the grid. However, California has not
gathered its array of programs into a comprehensive 21st
Century Utility model, and is only beginning to unleash the
full power of its nearly statewide advanced metering
infrastructure, including meaningful residential customer
application of time-of-use rates. Policymakers are
facilitating change through mandates, due to California's
high electric prices and their willingness to allow crosssubsidies among and between customer classes. Such
mandates raise questions as to the fairness of benefits to
all customers, given the small but growing percentage of
customers who take advantage of market opportunities,
such as rooftop solar rewarded with high net energy
metering buy-back rates.
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New York has been the most active in pursuing a
comprehensive solution to a reformed utility model. The New
York state proceeding Reforming our Energy Vision (REV)
intends to promote more efficient use of energy, including
increased penetration of renewables and DERs. It also
intends to promote markets to drive greater use of new
technologies for energy management. The objective is to
empower customers by providing more choices for managing
their electric consumption. Utilities, under REV, will be tasked
with operating the grid and acting as the distribution-service
platform provider, integrating market solutions into the grid.
The New York Public Service Commission (NYPSC)is
considering tariffs and incentives to better align utility
interests with achieving the commission's policy objectives,
The Staff of the Department of Public Service issued a white
paper1° in July 2015 proposing future incentive opportunities
for New York utilities, including market-based earning
opportunities from new grid-related services and incentive
mechanisms for performance consistent with goals.
The REV initiative is a work in progress.

reward utilities for delivering customer value with reduced
reliance on a capital investment-driven model;
• align the utility model with state and federal policy goals;
• enable the delivery of services that customers value;
0, fairly value grid and DER services;
IP- focus on economic and operational efficiency of the
entire system;
0.- reduce regulatory oversight-related administrative costs;
and
,
r facilitate innovation and implementation of new
technologies.
e21 proposes performance-based ratemaking as an
incentive to utility performance, consistent with multiyear
integrated system plans that focus on DER deployment and
reducing costs through system wide efficiency measures.
The initiative seeks to establish multiyear rate programs to
shift the regulatory oversight focus from rate-case
preparation and deliberation to forward planning.
k-

The e21 Initiative, while in its early stages,
Neither California nor New York has yet created
represents a comprehensive and
esystem can
material, timely or transparent incentive
collaborative approach to pursuing a
frameworks to move utilities to revise their
enefit from efficiencies
21st Century Utility model. Unlike
approach to customer engagement, or
New York's REV, this initiative is
elated oloperatingyersus
otherwise taken a leadership position to
more robust in that it provides a
encourage large percentages of the
expenditures
the
zap
ta
utility.
larger
role for utilities to engage with
customer base to more proactively
customers
and it outlines how
earri
a
re
um
on
a
component
optimize energy consumption. In New
regulatory
oversight
should evolve.
change.
Con
York, that is starting to
such efficiency savings while For the initiative to move forward,
Ed's BQDM Program, discussed earlier,
policymakers will need to endorse the
the customer benefits
is a recent example of the NYPSC
framework outlined. How this initiative
approving an innovative solution that does
rom-a lower cost
is ultimately received by Minnesota
provide for incentives to the utility.
policymakers, and the full range of public
In California, the incentives available two years
process participants that engage in the discussion,
after the reporting period yield fess than 1.25
will shed light on the prospects for policy-led collaboration
percent of utilities' operating income.2° This level of
toward a new utility model, in Minnesota and nationally.
incentive does riot motivate major corporate strategic
The United Kingdom's RII0 model is encouraging to consider
reassessment of operational, financial and compensation
for
its impact on ratemaking solutions. The RII0 model builds
strategies. In addition, the programs in California and New
on
the
UK's prior approach to determining revenue. It will
DERs,
but
York do not promote the most efficient use of
create
eight-year
periods for price review, under which utilities
same
adopt
DERs,
at
the
the
marketplace
to
encourage
have the opportunity to realize operational efficiencies, subject
time discouraging the utilities from investing in them by
to accountability metrics, and given incentives to consider
offering attractive net energy metering incentives.
operating investments that replace or defer capital investment
Minnesota's e21 Initiative is an interesting and important
(known as Totex, or total expenditures). Totex was structured
collaborative effort to develop Minnesota's 21st Century
to address the inherent utility bias toward capital investment
Utility. The effort is led by the Great Plains Institute, an
(rate base) by capitalizing and allowing a return on, and of,
energy policy advocacy group, and involves Minnesota's
investment of certain operating expenditures that avoid or
investor-owned electric utilities and several national energy
defer less economical capital investment. The concept is to
policy groups. The initiative proposes a comprehensive
focus on optimizing total system expenditures. If the system
framework for a 21st Century Utility and regulatory
can benefit from efficiencies related to operating versus capital
oversight approach. The Phase I report, issued in
expenditures, the utility will earn a return on a component
December 2014, includes the following recommendations:
19
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report on in a timely manner). To drive and align behavior
change, significant opportunity and dollars should be at risk
for achieving on incentive performance,for example up to 10
to 20 percent of profits. A utility realizing a 10 percent ROE
would be able to earn up to 12 percent for meeting its
incentive targets. While there is no science behind that
incentive number, it must be meaningful to encourage
changes in behavior, and less than 10 percent is unlikely to
achieve that goal. In order to encourage the behavior and
innovative spirit that are essential to achieving continuous
performance improvement, incentives must be durable. They
must be available and achievable on an ongoing basis and
subject to revisions as market conditions evolve. For capital
markets to differentiate between those states that provide
incentives and those that do not, durability will be an
important component,

of such efficiency savings while the customer benefits from
a lower cost. The criticism of R110 is that significant
regulatory proceedings, costs and ongoing oversight are
required to approve and execute on a R110 planning period.
So, while the RI10 model may not be appropriate for many
U.S. states due to the significant administrative burdens
created for policymakers and utilities, components of RI10,
such as multiyear regulatory review periods and Totex, are
worthy of consideration for implementation.

Developing an Accountability
and Incentive Framework

The utility model we operate within today is highly regulated
and mostly backward looking in its approach to regulation. In
an ideal world, policymakers would outline their policies and
The benefit of a multiyear regulatory plan is that utilities can
develop accountability metrics to monitor and evaluate
align their strategy with the implementation of their
utility performance. Instead of mandating and
integrated distribution plan, which will free up
overseeing countless proceedings as to utility
resources that can be deployed in effective
performance, a strategy could be employed
future planning because fewer resources
by which reasonable accountability metrics
will be required to process rate cases.
would
no
utility
The
were tied to meaningful incentives and
Transparent accountability metrics and
penalties that would lead utilities to
e resPefisiblefor developing
resulting incentives and penalties will
focus on achieving best-in-class
new technology, ut for assessing provide ongoing oversight of utility
performance. Since U.S. utilities for the
performance and progress in
d working with technology
most part already provide best-in-class
reforming our energy future.
reliability of service, new accountability
Policymakers,through their regulatory
raiders o bring best-i
metrics would focus on achieving
oversight, can ensure that the
class ec 4Olegegfoi
performance toward a 21st Century
integrated system plan responds to their
Utility framework. Examples of potential
stated objectives. In particular, agreement
ileXOSItnnertase„
accountability metrics, focusing on customer
can be solidified on deploying and valuing
and policy goal realization and the transparency
renewables, such as community solar and
and sustainabiiity of such goals, are as follows:
rooftop solar. A robust integrated system plan
would
provide
utilities with an effective roadmap for
0, reliability—percentage of hours of uninterrupted
operating
over
the
planning period with improved clarity as to
electric service and percentage and number of annual
rates
over that period. Each new integrated
utility
the
path
of
outages impacting customers;
planning cycle would provide an opportunity to refine the
• service—range of customer energy solutions offered,
next plan, so as to continuously improve the process and
number of customer calls, call wait times and number
respond to customer and marketplace dynamics.
of calls to resolve complaints;
efficiency—weather-adjusted
decline in energy usage
•
due to efficiency adoption and peak load management
Engaging Utilities to Adopt
and optimization;
a 21st Century Electric Utility Model
0- clean energy mix—increase in renewables and DERs
and decline in carbon footprint relative to RPS standard
The pathway proposed in this paper looks to the utility
transitional goals; and
as the facilitator, integrator and nonexclusive distribution
channel to offer new products and services to its market.
v. investment—capital and total spending below a
The utility would not be responsible for developing new
predetermined rate, subject to carve-out for critical
technology, but for assessing and working with technology
infrastructure investments.
providers to bring best-in-class technologies to the customer
To be effective in driving change, incentives and penalties
base. With the support of policymakers, utilities may be
must be transparent (i.e., easy to understand, calculate and
allowed to own and operate (either through the regulated
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entity or an unregulated affiliate) assets behind the meter,
or at a minimum, could leverage competitive providers to
offer the best price to customers. The advantage of utility
ownership is scale and cost of capital benefits.

with customers;
k- optimized investment and reduce costs and risks;
r- enhanced regional economic growth through enhanced
optimization of utility system and services;
0- enhanced citizenship profile;
k. potential to earn incentives for achieving accountability
goals; and
0. ability to earn additional revenues from participating in
facilitating and integrating realization of a 21st Century
Utility, thereby creating potential to offset rate-increase
needs and earn incremental returns for investors.

The following summarizes why utilities should be at the
forefront of leading, integrating and accelerating the
transition to a 21st Century Electric Utility, from the
perspective of key stakeholder interests.

Benefits to Customers
0- high level of recognized trust in utility providers versus
a large group of unknown vendors of competitive energy
services and technologies (including efficiency, demand
response, load management and DER providers);
• access to customer and electric system information
that supports a program for system optimization
regarding future investment (subject to strong standards
to protect consumer privacy);
0- increased quality control oversight of third-party
competitive energy service providers and products, given
their scale, system knowledge, resources and lack of
incentive to promote one new technology over another;
0- enhanced information analytics based on customer
usage experience to support customer decision making
regarding innovative energy-optimization product
alternatives; and
0- lowest systemwide cost of deploying optimal located
investments with scale technologies.

Those opposed to utilities owning behind-the-meter assets
within the regulated business fear that it could:(i) complicate
the regulatory model and ratemaking,(ii) increase potential
financial risk to customers for un-creditworthy decisions and
(iii) freeze out competitive industry players. Policymakers/
stakeholders would have to evaluate these issues when
considering whether and how to allow utilities or utility-affiliated
entities to participate in behind-the-meter infrastructure.
We now have an array of competitive entities seeking to offer
new electricity products and services to both residential and
large commercial and industrial customers. This is a positive
development, but there is lithe, if any, oversight of the quality
of the services offered, including the economic efficiency of
these new inputs to the energy delivery system. Third-party
entities partnering with utilities should create the right type
of checks and balances by which utilities can oversee the
development of new technologies that impact their system,
invest as appropriate to support the grid needs and enable
best-in-class technologies, and act as a distribution channel
to assist in deploying new technologies. However, competitive
service providers may seek utility system data to support their
initiatives, and policymakers will need to resolve issues
regarding data control, sharing and privacy protection.

Benefits to Policymakers
0- acceleration of defined policy objectives (efficiency, system
optimization, environmental)through properly structured
incentives and accountability for realizing results;
k- ability to enhance accountability via regulatory oversight
of utilities; and
• opportunity to mitigate the level of utility rate increases
required by allowing utilities to earn additional revenues
related to facilitating, integrating or owning new services,
including behind-the-meter assets.

Regulators in this paradigm would be able to drive utility
accountability through appropriate and transparent
customer and policy performance standards, consistent
with the objectives of economic provision of reliable, clean
and affordable energy services. In addition, regulators
would determine how utilities would be compensated for
their role in facilitating change and customer adoption
through incentives, as well as penalties when performance
standards are not met. They could further offer commissions
for utilities facilitating sales of new products offered by
vendors, and structure compensation and returns allowed
on utility (or utility affiliate) ownership to allow for behindthe-meter assets.

Benefits to Competitive Marketplace Service Providers
0, endorsement of best-in-class providers and technologies;
• partnering with utilities can facilitate increased adoption
of new value-add technologies; and
• partnering with utilities can reduce customer acquisition
costs and thus enhance profitability (through reduced
cost and increased volumes).

Utilities have been timid in claiming a role in accelerating
and executing a 21st Century Utility model. Several factors

Iiia> Benefits to Utilities
0- enhanced customer service by increasing interactions
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it appropriate. In fact, the e21 Initiative was developed
for adoption in Minnesota, which is a vertically integrated
utility market.

have likely caused a less than aggressive posture: skepticism
on the part of regulators, who often suspect that utilities
may earn outsized profits from future activities and,thus,
have sought to encourage the competitive marketplace
without providing rules for how utilities can participate;
a strong lobbying effort by competitive market providers
to prevent utilities from participating in new services; and
utility compensation programs aligned with fiduciary duties
that do not encourage development of new markets but
focus on reliability and near-term financial performance.

Utilities in restructured states have less at risk in moving
forward with a 21st Century Utility sector. While these
utilities may still be exposed to kWh consumption-based
tariffs, the impact can be more easily managed by
decoupling or other mechanisms to mitigate any drag on
return on invested capital. Importantly, the highest-cost
markets that are seeing the most interest in efficiency
and new technologies tend to be in restructured
regions. Thus, we expect that these markets
will tend to be at the forefront of driving
industry change.

Vertically Integrated vs.
Restructured Utilities

Given the restructuring of U.S.
..reaRkeffiCiency
electric utility markets and utilities'
Ratemaking and
17
during
the
jurisdictions
roles in
ologi.e.s:tendtebe
Tariff Design
1990-2005 period, the industry is
no longer a homogeneous group
Important components of the
of vertically integrated (distribution,
xpect
that
these
markets
evolution to a 21st Century Utility
transmission and generation) utilities.
industry model are the topics of
end:to be at the=forefront o1
In most restructured markets,
ratemaking and tariff design. For
distribution utilities own no meaningful
rtvmg industry change.
purposes of this paper, ratemaking is
level of power generation and thus are
defined as the process by which regulators
less exposed to threats to the economics
determine the appropriate aggregate annual
(and value) of the power markets. The volatility
revenue collection (or revenue requirement) utilities
and profitability of power generation in restructured markets
may recover from customers to cover costs and earn a fair
is borne by competitive generation companies (whether
return on invested capital. Tariff design refers to the
independent from utility ownership or in unregulated
structure of customer rates (or prices charged) to recover
utility-affiliate entities). However, to the extent utilities
the revenue requirement allowed.
in restructured markets collect tariffs based on energy
Ratemaking, which is grounded in legal precedent as to
usage, these transmission and distribution utilities remain
the utilities' right to recover prudent costs, is not a hotly
exposed to fluctuations in customer energy usage. Thus,
contested issue in the 21st Century Utility debate. The
not all utilities will be impacted by the same set of factors
in the transition to a 21st Century Utility sector.
ratemaking discussion has often focused on structuring a
system whereby utilities have no incentive for (or are
Because vertically integrated utilities own power generation,
indifferent to) increased capital investment(aka rate base)
they are more exposed than transmission ad distribution
to provide service, such as in the UK's R110 model.
utilities to the electricity consumption impacts of DERs and
various forms of energy efficiency. Declining consumption
Tariff design is the tool that regulators use to promote
policy objectives, such as equitable distribution of cost,
for these companies results in lower revenues to recover
generation investment and the related adverse impact on
customer usage and consumption behavior. "Disruptive
market power prices (due to lower demand and increasing
Challenges" highlighted the confluence of factors challenging
the long-term financial viability of our traditional utility
supply from DERs). Thus, all other factors aside, it is likely
that electric generation owners, including vertically integrated
regulatory model. The strategies proposed to address
and mitigate the disruptive forces outlined were primarily
utilities and competitive generators, will be less interested
regulatory solutions. Looking through an investor's lens,
in moving toward a 21st Century Utility until the level of
unrecovered investment in power-generation assets becomes
several tariff-restructuring alternatives were proposed.
Those alternatives, which could be implemented individually
less meaningful. This does not suggest that a transition may
or in combination, included increasing monthly fixed
not occur prior to recovering greater levels of generation
charges on all customers, monthly service charges for
investment, since regulators can approve structures, such
all distributed energy resource(DER)customers and/or
as transition charges, to accelerate change if they deem

postvpthretimgmp$;Tho;!,Ifir
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igure 10:141amatory Fee Proposals Timing Map

Current fixed charge
proposal/fight(21 states)
,Et New proposal expected within
12 or 24 months {4 states)
Proposal expected ;uncertain
tinting), or possible due
to recent activity (e.g., NEM
debate) that could spur
a proposal (13 states)
No current or near-terns
expected activity(12 states)

Source. NRDC, NCLC and Vole Solar.

revising the net metering buy-back rate to be based on
the wholesale value of the energy provided by the DER
customer to the utility (versus the retail rate, as reflected
in the majority of net energy metering programs).

mandatory fixed charges (or demand charges), a solution
proposed in "Disruptive Challenges,"is a tariff design tool
that utilities have actively pursued since 2013 to mitigate
revenue risk from disruptive forces. According to
the Environmental Law and Policy Center,
Marketplace dynamics since the release of
Adopting
ineanin
24 utilities have recently proposed
"Disruptive Challenges" suggest that two
increases to their fixed fees.21 However,
monthly fixed or demand
important factors were missing from that
significant increases have met with
•
2013 assessment (i) the customer and
tem-wide will reduce
strong opposition from customer
policymaker view that it is not in the
utility
for
interests and policymakers.
financial
risk
revenue
best interest of customers or society
collections fel'the immediate future, Adopting meaningful monthly fixed
overall to slow the pace of technology
innovation or adoption (a likely result
or demand charges system-wide will
butthis4appriach has several flaws
reduce financial risk for utility
of increased customer fixed charges),
that need to be consicleretl when
revenue collections for the immediate
and that over the long term,
assessing:alternatives through a
future, but this approach has several
technology advancement cannot be
wia4jam,wwhich pdacipai
flaws that need to be considered when
deterred by regulatory rulemaking; and
all
assessing alternatives through a win4
(ii) customer and policymaker actions
stakeholders benefit.
lens, by which all principal stakeholders
through 2015 that have demonstrated a
benefit. Fixed charges:
clear policy opposition to meaningful increases
in fixed charges, as evidenced by low fixed charges in
0- do not promote efficiency of energy resource demand
place throughout the investor-owned utility industry, as well
and capital investment;
as recent actions in several states that approved
reduce customer control over energy costs;
nonmaterial fixed charge tariffs (e.g., Arizona Corporation
0have a negative impact on low- or fixed-income
adopting
a
$5/month
Commission
charge, not the
$50/month charge proposed by Arizona Public Service).
customers; and
0- impact all customers when select customers adopt
While the cost structure of distribution and transmission
DERs and potentially exit the system altogether, if high
electric
of
of
utilities is predominantly a fixed nature (i.e.,
fixed charges are approved and the utility's cost of
not meaningfully impacted by volume variability or shortservice increases.
term business issues), utility rate structures have typically
authorized a small fixed charge component. Increasing
While DER customer charges can be structured to reflect
-..MMEZZINISINIMISMOODNERIMP
21

Environmental Law and Policy Center Roundatlan,J une 2015.
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the economic and policy benefits commonly associated
with PV solar. lf, as the study shows, there are meaningful
cost differentials between residential and utility-scale
systems, it is important to recognize these differences,
particularly if utilities and their regulators are looking to
maximize the benefits of procuring solar capacity at the
lowest overall system costs."22

the value of the grid connection that is maintained by
practically all DER customers, such charges will need to
consider whether and at what level a DER buy-back rate
(the price paid for energy by a utility to a DER supply
customer) should be set. Through a win4 lens, it is clear
from recent regulatory actions reconfirming support for
DERs and net energy metering that policymakers are
interested in DER development and customers want the
option to choose their own energy supply.

Given the significant net cost benefit of approximately
45 percent for utility-scale solar(due to capacity costs
and power output optimization), pricing of rooftop solar
it is therefore in the long-term best interests of utilities to
and related subsidies, and other energy technology
support such choice, consistent with regulatory policies
alternatives, should be determined by the most efficient
that support financial viability and avoid meaningful
alternative opportunity, after factoring in grid-related costs
monthly fixed charges. By instituting monthly DER
and benefits. Tariff fairness can be structured, such as
customer grid fees or reducing buy-back rates, it is likely
by adopting renewable grid charges or adjusting DER
that rooftop solar activity will be slowed, and this must be
buy-back rates (i.e., net metering), in a way that factors in
considered in the policy debate. This is consistent with the
the economic value of adding renewables to the grid
early experience of the Salt River Project (SRP),
and creates an opportunity for all customers to
which is not regulated by the Arizona
benefit equally from the adoption of
Corporation Commission and implemented
Ell the new tools
renewables, not just homeowners who
a $50/month renewable customer grid
can deploy solar on their rooftops.
charge for all new rooftop installations.
vailable to enhance system
Since that announcement, one major
Without increased demand for
wide efficiency,including peak load
rooftop supplier reported a 96
electricity sales, fixed charges to all
percent decline in new solar
-use rates can:b
customers, or DER grid charges,
applications in the SRP territory.
imPartant-toni in managing a dYnaini utilities will continue to be exposed
to customer switching and under
Besides the installed cost advantage
optimize on of resources as market recovery
of revenues. This is
of utility-scale solar versus rooftop
demand and supply evolve in a
especially true for utilities with
solar and system optimization
21
inclining block tariffs (i.e., the more you
considerations, community or utilitytechnology-enhanced
use, the higher the rate for incremental
scale solar brings the advantage of
Century Utility model.
energy consumed)that are in excess of the
renewables to all customers without the
cost of DER alternatives. The result of ongoing
potential cross-subsidy issues associated with
customer adoption of DERs in net energy metering
rooftop solar.
states(43 of 50) is that future rate increases are required
to offset the revenue lost from those customers adopting
DERs. This scenario feeds a cycle of customer adoption of
Tariff Design Principles for
DERs and eventually results in increasing rates for nona 21st Century Electric Utility
DER customers. The advent of (i) bidirectional metering,
(ii)
most economical value of renewable buy-back rates
all
fairness
to
customers,
provide
we should
As we consider
and (iii) revenue-decoupiing mechanisms can assist in
incentives to fund the most cost effective renewable options.
mitigating this risk.
In October 2015,the Hawaii PUC halted its net energy
metering program for new systems due to penetration
Time-of-use (or real-time) pricing has the potential to
in excess of 20 percent. This is the first significant action
be an important tool in optimizing system capacity and
to slow the growth of rooftop solar penetration due to the
moderating incremental capital investment in electric
high cost that NEM programs shift to non-DER customers.
energy infrastructure. While this type of tariff design has
In a recent study prepared by the Brattle Group entitled,
been discussed for years and is supported by smart-meter
"Comparative Generation Costs of Utility-Scale and
technology investment, policymakers have generally not
Residential-Scale PV in Xcel Energy Colorado's Service
supported it. The lack of support from policymakers is a
Area," the findings demonstrate that "utility-scale PV system
roadblock to moving forward on a 21st Century Utility mode].
is significantly more cost-effective than residential-scale
Time-of-use rates have not been widely implemented
PV systems when considered as a vehicle for achieving
due to technical constraints—a lack of smart-meter
22 The Wattle Group, "Comparative Generation Costs of Utility-Scale and Residentiai-Scale PV In Xcel Energy Colorado's Service Area," Prepared for First Solar, July 2015.
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existing DER customers during the transition period, we
should address the tariff issue now to define the ultimate
transition period, provide fairness to all customers and
mitigate financial risk to customers and utility investors.

infrastructure nd a lack of public interest. Customer
concerns include lack of understanding, potential volatility
of bills, and impact on low- and fixed-income customers.
Given the new tools available to enhance system wide
efficiency, including peak load management, time-of-use
rates can be an important tool in managing a dynamic
optimization of resources as market demand and supply
evolve in a technology-enhanced 21st Century Utility
model. Thus, we need to expand our efforts to educate
and pilot these programs. While "opt-in" programs have
often realized low adoption levels, another alternative to
consider is selected "opt-out" programs, where appropriate,
to encourage realization of policy objectives.

Financial Issues

The financial health of utilities has improved over the last
several years, based on the support of regulators for
allowing recovery of revenue shortfalls due to declining
consumption and customer growth, with increased use of
decoupiing of revenues from consumption in some form
now in over 28 jurisdictions. In addition, a decline in the
Factoring in financial viability considerations and customer
cost of fuel to generate power, lower merchant power prices
and policy preferences, the following tariff principles are
and lower interest rates have provided additional headroom
components of a tariff design that can contribute to the
for base utility rate increases. In this environment, and
development of a 21st Century Utility model:
reflecting lower interest rates in the financial markets,
utility credit ratings have stabilized from the
0- introducing inclining block rates to promote
continuous decline experienced from the
efficiency of energy consumption;
owever,
1960s through 2010, and utility equity
below
the
• decoupiing of revenues from
prices have been at or near all-time
su ace, rie foundational
volumetric usage charges to protect
highs on a dollar price and multiplescost-recovery shortfalls in the
hilts that suggest the steady
of-earnings basis. Investors are
short-term, for example due to
generally pleased with the utility
p
erformance
will
eriod of lilt tycustomers switching to DERs or
sector's performance, and likely
declining usage due to new
e challenged by customer choice, hope the current business model
technologies; however, decoupiing
adoption of new customer-driven prevails for the foreseeable future.
does not reduce the long-term
vicious cycle of increasing customer
analogies and customer behavior Unfortunately, hope is not a strategy.
However, below the surface, as
adoption of DERs created by
anges driven by social
described in countless industry trade
increasing rates;
and economic forces
articles and in "Disruptive Challenges," lie
• providing bidirectional meters to all
foundational
shifts that suggest the steady
DER customers so that energy consumed
period
of
utility
performance
will be challenged
from utilities would be charged based on utility
by
customer
choice,
the
adoption
of
new
customer-driven
tariff schedules, and buy-back rates for DER-produced
technologies
(e.g.,
Nest)
and
customer
behavior
changes
at
a
value
of
renewable
rates;
energy
driven by social and economic forces (e.g., smaller
• setting the value of renewable rates at the higher of
homes). Investors have shown from prior experiences in
competitive wholesale energy prices or the levelized
other industries that they become noticeably concerned
cost of the lowest incremental cost to deploy efficient
about disruptive challenges when the loss of sales and
renewables (e.g., lower of rooftop vs. utility scale, with
revenues is reflected in financial results. For utilities, this
adjustments based on evaluation of system costs and
can happen when serious rate-increase opposition
benefits); and
accelerates due to the impact of increasing penetration of
• establishing time-of-use rates to optimize system
DER technologies.
efficiency; time-of-use rates will enhance the value of
Although these disruptive challenges are well outlined in
new technology investment as customers optimize the
utilities' SEC filings, utility managements are managing
value of this rate structure (e.g., using appliances with
businesses based on the current framework and their
their
controls).
time-of-use
fiduciary duty to focus on quality service for customers
With these principles in place, tariff economists can fineand growth in near-term earnings and investment value
tune potential tariff structures to support a 21st Century
for investors. As long as investment spending supports
Utility model. Each jurisdiction will have its own unique
growth through increased rate needs, the problems lurking
issues and cost structures that will impact the ideal
in the future are kicked down the road, although one could
approach in its market. Since we are likely to grandfather
argue that the problems are amplified by increasing utility
ONEoarirliONESSINISMIRS
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new services to customers directly or through utility-run
efficiency programs. In that environment, the utility is
relegated to grid provider, and policymakers have few
levers to oversee or influence the marketplace to achieve
their vision.

rates in the short term. In addition, utility management
compensation is focused on near-term reliability and financial
goals, creating a fiduciary obligation and compensation
incentive for management to focus on the near term.
For the time being, ail may appear well, but if one believes
that risks are at play, when these threats become a financially
reality, investment values will be impacted. Capital availability
will decline as investors focus on the potential for declining
profitability and the risk of stranded assets or cost levels that
the remaining customer base may be unwilling to bear. Given
the importance of utility access to capital to support the grid,
this is not an acceptable scenario.

The environment that this paper proposes is one in which
the utility is responsible for the development and operation
of the grid, but is also encouraged and accountable for
accelerating our progress toward a 2lst Century Utility
model. The utility will be encouraged and accountable
for promoting the adoption of new technologies, and for
developing a cost-effective plan to deploy technology in the
most efficient way to control customer costs. In this scenario,
cost of capital on new investments might consider returns
on selected operational spending (similar to the UK Totex
model)that mitigates less-than-optimal capital investment.
Utilities would also play a traffic cop role by allowing only
proven technologies or vendors entry to their application store.

The objective is not to create fear or call for a death
spiral, but to commence the transition now to a future
that customers support and in which utilities can play
a constructive role and access the capital required to build
this future. As a point of reference, who would have thought
that essential service industries in a growing economy
such as the airlines and the landline phone business
would not support investment-grade quality ratings as
stand-alone entities?

Utility revenues will be determined by regulators to
encourage a return on invested capital, particularly for
the legacy system in place, and transparent incentives
to encourage accountability for accelerating change and
policy realization. It may be a challenge to develop tariff
mechanisms and incentives, since there exists a distrust
of providing utilities an opportunity to increase their returns
above currently allowed levels. But common sense and
economic theory demonstrate that the best way to achieve
results is to provide economic incentives. Regulators will
continue to regulate, and thus any midcourse correction
deemed necessary can be implemented. The objective
is to develop a formula by which customers are served,
policy is realized, technology adoption and product offerings
by competitive entities is accelerated, and utilities are
motivated to achieve the objectives of customers and policy
while maintaining financial viability to support the grid.

The New 21st Century Electric Utility
The current transition of the electric utility framework into
a new model is being led by economic and technological
forces that will ultimately drive change. This is particularly
true given the support of policymakers for customer choice
of electric supply and new technologies to drive efficiency,
system optimization and the reduction of our environmental
footprint through expanding our mix of clean energy sources.
The actions by states to date in considering meaningful
regulatory change have been predominantly in support of
a free marketplace for competitive providers to offer their

Concluding Comments:
Transitioning to the New Utility Model
the full suite of opportunities that can be created by a 2lst
Century Utility. A mutual understanding of the benefits of
collaboration and economic benefits to all parties is key
to a productive process and for defining a clear transition
and end state.

The transition to a new industry paradigm will require the
proactive support of customers, policymakers and utility
regulators, competitive-market service providers, and
utilities. In the ideal world this would be a collaborative
process, driven by policymakers who understand that the
industry model needs to be refined in order to promote

go.

AMOMENIMS _
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ylio a 21st Century Utility Model Vision
Pathway:

Foundational Principles:
• Enhanced reliability and resilience of
the electric grid while retaining
affordability;
• An increase in cleaner energy to protect our
environment and global strategic
interests;
• Optimized system energy loads and
electric-system efficiency to enhance cost
efficiency and sustainability; and
• A focus on customer value, including
service choices and ease of adoption.

• Financially viable utilities essential to fund
and support an enhanced electric grid;
• Policymakers must promote clear policy
goals as part of a comprehensive,
integrated 21st Century Utility Model;
• Commitment to engaging and
empowering customers to make
intelligent energy choices; and
• Equitable tariff structures that promote
faimess and economic and environmental
policy goals.

• State policymakers pursue legislation
to outline the model for a 21st Century
Utility;
• Regulatory reform to support efficient
resource deployment and accountability;
• Tariff structures refined to support
price signals and financial viability
requirements;
• Utilities empowered and accountable
for managing the Transition.

ZI.4gM4°
st Century Pathway
Utility Accountability
Turnpike
Tariff Reform
Interstate

21st Century Utility
Legislation Highway
Regulatory Reform
Parkway

To make progress, it is important to begin this transition
soon and oversee its continual evolution. The process to
accomplish this transition is not regimented, but should
include the following steps:

Jo define a timeline for commencing the study process
and transition to the end state;
- identify a process to revise the utility model through
the transition, as appropriate; and
l* define the impact of the new model on the regulatory
oversight process.

• define the objectives, vision and foundational principles
for a 2Ist century electricity market;
•P identify the transitional constraints and
No two states will apply the same approach, but
roadblocks to navigate to the end-state
the goal is to develop several robust models
market;
that can be tested and compared against
• consider the roles and interactions of
each other to refine into best-in-class
key market participants, including
models over time. The policies set
utilities and competitive service
forth for a 21st Century Utility model
or'a 21st Century Utility mode
providers;
and the pathway for achieving
pathway
for
achieving
and
the
results will create a significant
I.- define utility tariff structure
opportunity
for economic growth
objectives and approaches to
esults w:ill crate a significant
and
regional
competitiveness. Over
realizing objectives;
opportunity for economic
the long term, these proactive
• identify alternative incentives and
solutions will create shared benefits
growth and regional
hold utilities accountable for
for customers, utility investors and
accelerating and integrating
ompetitiveness
society as a whole.
system optimization;
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1, Timothy Woolf, certify that the attached direct testimony and related exhibits on behalf
ofthe Energy Freedom Coalition of America, LLC, which bear my name, were prepared by me
or under my supervision and are true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Signed under the pains and penalties of perjury as of this 18th day of March, 2016.
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AFFIDAVIT OF MELISSA WHITED
Melissa Whited does hereby depose and say as follows:
I, Melissa Whited, certify that the attached direct testimony and related exhibits on behalf
ofthe Energy Freedom Coalition of America, LLC, which bear my name, were prepared by me
or under my supervision and are true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Signed under the pains and penalties of perjury as of this 18th day of March, 2016.
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